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ABSTRACT
This document presents the rationale and procedures used in the radiometric
I
calibration and correction of Heat Capacity Map-ping Mission (HCMM) data.
t
Instrument-level testing and calibration of the Heat Capacity Mapping Radiometer
(HCMR) were performed by the sensor contractor ITT Aerospace/Optical Division. !
The principal results are included in this document. From the instrumental _ I
characteristics and calibration data obtained during ITT acceptance tests, an _ !
algo-'ithmfor post-launch processing was developed, i _:I
Integrated spacecraft-level sensor calibration was performed at Goddard Space Flight i
: !
Center (GSFC) approximately 2 months before hunch. This calibration provided an *'i
opportunity to validate the data calibration algorithm. Instrumental parameters and : !
1
results of the validation are presented in this document. In addition, the performances
• of the instrument and the data system after launch are examined with respect to the : !
radiometric results. Anomalies and their consequences are discussed. Flight data
indicated a loss in sensor sensitivity with time. The loss was shown to be recoverable
!
by an outgassing procedure performed approximately 65 days after the infrared channel i
was turned on. It is planned to repeat this procedure periodically. I
*ThhworkperformedwhileaffiliatedwithComputerSciencesCorporation.
lii
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Results of comparisons between satellite measurements and surface measurements
taken at White Sands, New Mexico, are also presented. Surface IR measurements are
'_ approximately 6 degrees Kelvin higher than satellite measurements. Due to a lack of
alternative solution, the calibrated data were offset to ensure agreement with surface
measurements. The validity of this change will be verified by comparing the data with
q
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SECTION 1 - INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
. The Heat CapacityMapping Mission CHCMM) isthefirstof a seriesof scheduled
missions to supporttheApplicationsExplorer Mission (AEM) projectand has
• been designated AEM-A. The AEM-A spacecraft carries a Heat Capacity Map-
ping Radiometer (I-ICMR) instrument designed to monitor infrared radiation
from the Earth in two spectral bands. The spacecraft is composed of two dis-
tinct modules: (1) the base module, which contains the attitude control, power,
and data handling equipment (except for science sensor equipment), and (2) the
_" instrument module, which contains the HCMR and its supporting electronics,
structure, and thermal control.
In April 1978, the AEM-A spacecraft was launched and injected into a near-
t
Earth, 600-kilometer, circular, Sun-synchronous orbit with a nominal 2 p.m.
ascending node and a 97.79-degree inclination. The expected scientific lifetime
of the spacecraft is 1 year from launch. HCMM is a real-time-only mission. t
Science data, consisting of data from two analog radiometer channels, are
e
subcarrier-multiplexed on a real-time S-band link. Housekeeping data, Includ-
ing attitude and some radiometer calibration data, are formatted into biphase
pulse code modulation (PCM) and transmitted on a very-high-frequency (VHF)
link. These PCM data are also transmitted on a subcarrier of the S-band link.
;
Subcarrier assignmente for the link are as follows:
_, " • 800 ldlohertz: HCMR thermal channel iL
e
• 480 kilohertz: HCMR visible channel




The HCMR is a two-obanmfl _annlng/imaging radiometer. Tim two channels







and share a common collecting optical system having an instantaneous field of
view of 0.83 -+0.17 milliradian. Table 1-1 describes HCMR system charac-
teristics. Figures 1-1 and 1-2 show the locations of the pertinent features of
the HCMR.
Figure 1-3 is a simplified block diagram of the HCMR electronics. The HCMR
electronics transmits to the spacecraft two channels of video data synchronized
with the spacecraft clock and the rotation of the HCMR scan mirror. The input
signals to the HCMR are the spacecraft +28.0-volts-direct-current (VDC) bus;
clock signals of 70 kilohertz, 14 kilohertz, and 560 hertz two-phase; and space-4
!
craft commands to the HCMR to implement the available modes of operation.
_ TI..9 HCMR electronics provides power conversion, timing and control, signal
' generation, digital and analog telemetry for verification of operation, and sig-
nal amplification for required operation.
The basic blocks of the HCMB electronics are as follows:
1. Infrared data amplifiers
2. Visible data amplifiers
3. Power converter
4. Vol.tage regulators i
5. Timing and control circuits '
6. Calibration signal generation circuits _ i
7. Analog telemetry circuits !
8. Command and digital telvmet_-T city, tits
• : i
The HCMR scan sequence, angular representations for various quantttites, and '
the corresponding times are provided in Figures 1-4 and I-5. Table I-2 pro- _ i
v/des digital andanalogtelemetry listings, lI
1. $ DOCUMENT OVERVIEW i
!
i
Section 2 of this document presonts instrumental parameters and calibration






,t Table l-l. HCMR _ystem Characteristics (1 of 2)
' PARAMETER VALUE/DESCRIPTION
DESIGN PARAMETERS
"_' " WAVELENGTH BAND AT HALF-POWER POINTS 0.55 TO 1.1 MICRONS, 10.5 TO 12.5 MICRONS
FIELD OF VIEW 0.83 MILLIRAOIAN
GROUND RESOLUTION (SUBSATE LLITE POINT AT
_._ t 600 KILOMETERS) 0.5 KILOMETER
OPTICAL SPEED fl0.82
COLLECTING APERTURE DIAMETER 8.0 INCHES
DETECTOR TYPE HgCdTe-SILICON
hi OPERATING TEMPERATURE 115 DEGREES KELVIN (K) (AMBIENT)
SCAN RATE 14.0 REVOLUTIONS PER SECOND
INFORMATION BANDWIDTH 53.0 KILOHERTZ
DYNAMIC RANGE
CHANNEL 2 260 TO 340 DEGREES K
CHANNEL 1 O. TO 100-PERCENT ALBEDO
PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS l
NOISE EQUIVALENT TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
(NETD) (CHANNEL 2) 0.3 DEGREE K AT 280 DEGREES K 1
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (CHANNEL 1) 10 AT 1.0-PERCENT ALBEDO
t
l PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS :
t !
I WEIGHT 53.8 POUNDS
SIZE 22 BY 12 BY 17 INCHES i
i POWER (HIGH-LOW) _1.0 WATTS-2'_ .0 WATTS
OPTICAL PARAMETERS "_'_•
INSTANTANEOUS FIELD OF VIEW $OUARE, 0.113MILLIRADIAN ON AN EDGE
TELESCOPE i
TYPE AFOCAL DALL-KIRKAM :
CLEAR APERTURE DIAMETER B.00 INCHEB
F-NUMBER (PRIMARY) 0.92 i
e EXIT BEAM DIAM,_.TER 1.00 INCH I
MIRROR $uBIrrRATIE MATERIAL CERVIT _,
PRIMARY-BECONOARY $PACER MATERIAL INVAR
COATING ALUMINIZED WITH KANIGEN PROCIBIING
COATING _ :
IYITEM OPTICAL PARAMETERS, NEAR-INFRARED _"
CHANNEL
i
RELAY AIR$PACE TRIPLET; 32.MILLIMETER
FOCAL LENGTH
EFFECTIVE IYrrEM FOCAL LENGTH _.0 MILLIMrrER8
1984019180-012





T FIELD STOP EDGE WIDTH 0.0084 INCH
DIAMETER OF BLUR SPOT, ON AXIS 0.0016 INCH b
DIAMETER OF BLUR SPOT, FIELD CORNER 0.0022 INCH b
MODULAR Trl ,NSFER FUNCTION (ON AXIS)
AT THREE LINE PAIRS PER MILLIMETER 99.3 PERCENT
MODULAR TRANSFER FUNCTION (FIELO)
CORNER) AT THREE LINE PAIRS PER MILLI-
-: METER 99.2 PERCENT
FOCUS ADJUSTMENT t0.0326 INCH
CLEAR APERTURE 6.56 INCHES ¢
SYSTEM OPTICAL PARAMETERS, FAR INFRARED
CHANNEL
RELAY SINGLE GERMANIUM FOCUS LENS WITH ;
GERMANIL_I APLANAT LENS; 23.776-MILLI-
METE" FOCAL LENGTH
EFFECTIVE SYSTEM FOCAL LENGTH Ii0.2 MILLIMETERS
FIELD STOP EDGE WIDTH 0.0(02 INCH "-'
F-NUMUR 0.8._ , {
DIAMETER OF ILUR SPOT, ON AXll 0.0012 INCH d i ;
DIAMEIER OF BLUR SPOT, FIELD CORNER 0.0042 IP!CHd t _,
MODULAR TRANSFER ;:UNCTION (ON AXIS)
AT 3.8 LINE PAIRS PER MILLIMETER 99.0 PERCENT
MODULAR TRANSFER FUNCTION (FIELD ItCORNER) AT 3.8 LINE PAIRS PER MILLI-
METER 118.EPERCENT
FOCUS ADJUgTMENT (AIR MADE BEIWEEN
FOCUI LENS AND APLANAT) t0.141 INCH
CLEAR APERATURE S INCHES i
IF-NUMIER DEFINED AS EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH DIVIDED BY CLEAR APERTURE DIAMETER
bFOR SPECTRAL BAND FROM 0.80 TO 1.10 MICROMETER8 AND 100.PERCENT ENrRGY
































= REFERENCE ANGLE TIME
LETTER (DEGREES) (ms) EVENT
A 0 0 BEGIN SYNC PULSE#I
B 3.6 0.714 END SYNC PULSE#1
C 21.6 4.28 B;'GIN INPUT CALIBRATION I
D 34.2 6.79 END INPUT CALIBRATION j
!E 42.9 8.51 BEGIN EARTH SCAN
F 109 21.63 NADIR ',
G 175.1 34.74 END EARTH SCAN _-
H 189 37.5 BEGIN OUTPUT CALIBRATION
I 239.4 47.5 END OUTPUT CALIBRATION
J 270.4 53.66 BEGIN INTERNAL TARGET VIEW
K 278.3 55.22 COMPLETEINTERNAL TARGET VIEW
L 304.2 60.36 BEGIN INTERNAL TARGET
TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY
M 311.4 61.78 ENO INTERNAL TARGET
TEMPERATURE TELEMETRY
N 318.6 63.21 BEGIN SYNC PULSE#2
O 325.8 64.64 END SYNC PULSE #2 ',
P 333.0 66.07 BEGIN PRECURSORBURST
: O 361.0 69.64 END PRECURSORBURST
















Table 1-2. HCMR Telemetry List
f





_ -15-VOLT MONITOR 1
TELEMETRY POWER 1
MOTOR DRIVE CURRENT 1
_ CONE COVER POSITION 1




BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE 1 1
BLACKBODY TEMPERATURE 2 1
PURGE PRESSURE 1
CONE WALL HOUSING TEMPERATURE 1/8
PATCH POWER 1
ELECTRONICS CURRENT 1
OF FSET VOLTAGE I :
MOMENTUM COMPENSATOR SPEED 1 !SCAN MOTOR SPEED 1






' MOTOR POWER STATUS 1
PATCH HEATER STATUS 1
,j CONE HEATER STATUS 1 1
PURGE VALVE STATUS 1
!
CONE COVER STATUS 2 1
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the radiometric calibration and correction of HCMM data are included. Sec-
tion 3 contains a review of the entire HCMM primary processing scheme and
describes the basis and development of the HCMM radiometric correction algo-
rithm. Section 4 presents the results from the integrated spacecraft calibration
performed at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Data taken during this call-
, bration were used to validate the algorithm developed earlier. Results of this
validation are also included in Section 4. Section 5 examines the performance
_ of the instrument and the data system after launch with respect to the radio-
metric results. Anomalies and their consequences discovered in the perfmun-
_- ance of the sensor are discussed. Results of comparisons between satellite
Lp




SECTION 2 - INSTRUMENTAL PARAMETERS AND CALIBRATION
DATA FROM ITT ACCEPTANCE TESTS
The final performance characteristics of the HCMR were determined by ITT
Aerospace, the instrument manufacturer, in a series of tests conducted at the
ITT facility as part of the acceptance procedures. The test results and sup-
plemental information on the HCMR were presented in two reports by ITT
(References 1 and 2). Because the algorithm developed for interpreting the
data was a function of the particular characteristics of the instrument, it is
necessary to refer to these data frequently. To facilitate this, many of the re-
sults and calibrations presented by ITT are reproduced in this section as a
reference source for following sections. Because this document deals _Jri-
marily with the radiometric calibration, only those results pertinent to a radi-
ometric evaluation of the data are presented. Additional information may be
found in the original documents (References 1 and 2).
2.1 TELEMETRY AND ELECTRONIC PERFORMANCE
Table 2-1 lists all of the analog telemetry parameters associated with the HCMR
and presents measured values of these parameters as functions of baseplate
temperature covering the test range of 5 degrees Celsius (C) to 40 degrees C.
Table 2-2 records the measured voltages for the input and output calibration
3
steps for both channels as functions of baseplate temperature.
Table 2-3 lists the measured values of the noise equivalent temperature (NEAT)
in the infrared channel and the signal-to-noise ratio in the visible channel at
selected ba_plate temperatures.
2.2 V_SIBLE CHANNEL DATA
Table 2-4 lists the measured spectral data for the various optical components




4Table 2-2. HCMR Calibration Steps
STEP BASEPLATE TEMPERATURE (DEGREES C)
NUMBER
+5 +10 +15 +20 +25 +30 +35 +40
* NEAR-INFRARED INPUT (VOLTS)
1 - --0.002 -0.002 0.002 -0.002 0.001 0.007 0.003
2 - 1.003 1.004 1.006 0.997 1.001 1.006 1.002
3 - 1 982 1.982 1.986 1.976 1.979 1.986 1.980
4 - 2.989 2.990 2.989 2.980 2.983 2.939 2.984
5 - 3.957 3.968 3.967 3.958 3.961 3.967 3.964
8 - 4.983 4.987 4.983 4.974 4.977 4.984 4.977




1 -- 0.011 0.002 0.006 0.005 0.002 0.008 0.006
2 - 0.978 0.969 0.969 0.970 0.969 0.969 0.969
3 -- 1.976 1.967 1.972 1.969 1.966 1.970 1.9687
4 - 2.951 2.947 2.948 2.947 2.945 2.947 2.945
5 - 3.958 3.954 3.964 3.956 3.952 3.952 3.954
6 - 4.934 4.929 4.928 4.929 4.926 4.929 4.927
7 - 5.928 5.926 5.924 5.922 5.923 5.925 6.923
ill
INFRARED INPUT (VOLTS)
i i I i • i
1 0.102 0.104 0.102 0.104 0.102 0.102 0.101 0.098
2 1.062 1.062 1.060 1.056 1.058 1.067 1.060 1.053
3 1.987 1.991 1.988 1.986 1.991 1.990 1.991 1.988
4 2.945 2.945 2.942 2.940 2.943 2.944 2.946 2.942
5 3.887 3.883 3.874 3.877 3.875 3.875 3.875 $Jl73
6 4.855 4.852 4.848 4.842 4.947 4.849 4.852 4.843 "_
7 5.789 5.783 5.'778 6.778 5.780 5.783 5.783 5.777
inl
INFRARED OUTPUT (VOLTS)
I 0.012 0.008 0.007 0.010 0.Cli 0.008 0.007 0.010
2 0.978 0.970 0.966 O.HD OJIBB O.9m 0.966 0.998
3 1.966 1.984 1.864 1.962 1.982 1.962 1.961 1.9(10
Am 4 2.940 2.938 2.936 2.935 2.938 2.836 2.036 2.936 ,
5 3.949 3.947 3.947 3.944 3.944 3.944 3.942 3.942
6 4.926 4.922 4.919 4.921 4.919 4.917 4.919 4.914
7 6.921 5.915 5.916 6.914 6.917 6.912 6.913 6.910
14
L
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Figure 2-1 shows the relative spectral response of the HCMI_ detector for
channel 1.
Table 2-5 presents the results of the visible channel calibration in units of
equivalent albedo. The albedo has been adjusted to account for differences in
brightness temperature between the calibration target and the solar spectrum
by normalizing solar spectrum. Figure 2-2 presents these data in a graphical
format.
2.3 INFRARED CHANNEL DATA
Table 2-6 lists the measured spectral data for the various optical components
in the spectral range of the infrared channel.
Figure 2-3 is a plot of the relative spectral response of the HgCdTe detector
at 115 degrees K. Figure 2-4 is a plot of the transmission characteristics of
the germanium band pass filter used with this detector. Figure 2-5 is a plot
of the total relative response of the infrared channel.
Table 2-7 lists the calibration results for the infrared channel with 17 scene
i
temperatures and 10 baseplate temperatures, Figure 2-6 shows the family of
curves obtained by plotting the calibration values of Table 2-7. i
Figure 2-7 is a plot of the difference between the blackbody temperature as in-
dicated by the thermistors in channel 2 and the temperature obtained from the _ }
blackbody located in the backscan position of the radiometer. This quantity, i
ATBB, is assumed to be the result of a thermal gradient between the thermal _i
location on the backstructure of the reference _ackbody and the radiating Bur-
face of this blackbody. It should be noted that this thermal gradient, £TBB, iI
will remain as presented in Figure 2-7 unless the thermal environment of the
instrument changes. Time the preflight values will be the proper values for
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Table 2-5. Near-Infrared Calibration
--
NEAR-INFRARED
: NUMBER OF ECUIVALENT OUTPUT
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Table 2-8 presentsthe instantaneousfieldofview (IFOV),the channelregistra-
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SECTION 3 - DATA PROCESSING ALGORITIIM FOR RADIOMETRIC
CALIBRATION AND CORRECTION
i
3.1- FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF HCMM PRIMARY DATA PROCESSING
. To understand the context in which t]:e radiometric calibration and correction
--
is performed, it is useful to review the entire HCMM primary processing
scheme. The two data channels from the experiment are transmitted to the
ground as analog signals multiplexed on the 2248.0-megahertz S-band link.
The PCM housekeeping telemetry stream is also multiplexed on this data link.
To make the data available for the extensive digital processing that it will
eventually undergo, a significant amount of preprocessing is required. Apart
from the original reception of the data and its recording, most of this preproc-
essing is performed in a special-purpose system developed to handle the data
stream.
The specific functions performed by the preprocessor are the demultiplextng
of the composite video that has been received and recorded at the ground sta-
tion, a scan line synchronization of both the visible and infrared scan lines,
and an analog-to-dtgtta! conversion of each of the two scan lines at 125 kilo-
hertz. Because not all of the scan line is used in later processing, the pre-
processor selectively extracts for d/gitlzation only those portions of the scan
line that will be later processed. Because the housekeeping telemetry is
.£
processed as l_rt of the VHF llnk, this processing is not duplicated for the
S-band link. Several housekeeping parameters do affect the rad/ometrlc call-
brat/on; these parameters are extracted from the PCM contained ou the eom-
peslte video and are processed and included with the channel 1 and channel 2
d_it/zed output. The primary output of the preprocessor, then, is a h_b-
density tape that will be used as an input to the second step; this tJpe contains
the digitized data from channel I and channel 2 as well u selected housekeep/_
parameters. In addition, this preproceasing phase producea statist/us and




The second phase of the processing, which is performed on the Master Data
Processor (MDP), accepts the output high-density tape from the preprocessor,
con-putes radiometric calibration coefficients, and radicmetrically corrects
the data, "Ine MDP then computes geometric correction coefficients, geo-
metrically corrects the data, frames the input data into approximately
700-kilometer-by-700-kilometer frames, and generates the necessary annota-
tion. Finally the MDP produces a fully corrected archival high-density tape.
Further processing of the data (e.g., for night/day registration) is performed
on a selected basis by other systems. The radiometric correction discussed
in detail in this section is one of the two corrections applied in the main proc-
essing cycle.
3.2 BASIS OF HCMR RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION ALGOBITHM
The calibration procedure described here has the specific purpose _f accepting
the digitized radiometer scan data developed by the preprocessor and converting
them to values that can be directly interpreted as measurements of scientifically
significant parameters such as radiance and brightness temperature.
The hlput to this processing step received from the preprocessor consists of ii
three separate sets of data:
1. Instrument data from channel 1 (visible/near Ir_r_l, O. 5 to
I. I mlcrometors)
t,
2. Instrument data from channel 2 (infrared, 10.5 to 12.5 micrometers) i
j 3. Selected hotmekeeping parameters i
The two data channels each produce a full scan every 1/14 seccad, whereas
' hotulekeeplng relnrns lmltramGmtal parameters only once every 1 to 8 seconds ;
when in the orbital mode. Hou_ng data used in the reduction of the data





The instrument data channels contain two types of information: primary scan
data and calibration and pertormance data. Because the calibration and house-
keeping data are relatively stable, an averaging scheme is employed to minimize
random noise in these parameters. Because of the possibility of scan-to-scan
bounce, however, the averaging scheme will allow averaging over a requested
: number of scans (N). If N is set to 1, no averaging is perfcrh_ed.
The radiometric calibration of the HCMR is predicated on the following assump-
tions:
1. The response of the instrument will be as detailed in the system
calibration data preseuted in Reference 1, with the appropriate modifications
: obtained from the system thermal-vacuum testing and the in-flight calibration
data. The system performance during the ITT acceptance testing and calibra-
tion will be regarded as nomi:ml, and the calibration values recorded in the
: supporting documents will be accepted as the nominal values for the mission.
2. The onboard elvctronic calibration sequence will be used to cali-
brate current instrument voltages, and the voltage levels of the calibration
J
staircase will be assumed to remain at their nominal values during the mission.
3. A cubic expression may be used to transform current instrument
voltages to c',dibrated values.
4. The near-linear character of the voltage response of the infrared|
detector with respect to radiant energy input, as indicated in the acceptance
calibration, will persist throughout the mission even if the sensitivity of the
detector should change.
5. For the visible channel (channel 1), because no in-flight calibration




6. The space clamp will maintain the output voltage at zero volts for
the visible channel and minus the offset bias voltage (VoFF) for the infrared
channel when the radiometer has the near-zero radiance input of space. (The
-VoF F level will be out of range for the telemetry data and will be representedd
by the limiting value of zero volts. )
7. For the infrared channel (channel 2), the offset bias voltage (VoFF)
applied to the output to maintain the proper range will be proportional to the
monitored supply voltage and is not expected to change during the mission.
8. The response of the thermistors and the emissivity of the internal
calibration blackbody will not change from nominal during the mission. In addi-
tion, the thermal characteristics of the calibration blackbody will not change
from nominal unless the instrumental environment changes and independent data
confirms that such a change has occurred.
I
9. The internal calibration blackbody will be usedto verify the nominal
calibration for the infrared channel (channel 2) as well as to modify the nominal
calibration as necessary. Should the blackbody temperature derived from the
thermistor measurements be significantly different from that obtained from the
c
radiometer with the nominal calibration, however, _n unanticipated system
change would be indicated, and the calibration would be subject to reexamination
and possible modification using other data such as ground truth measurements.
|
The validity of these assumptions will be continuously verified to some extent "
by thecalibrationprogram itselfso thatremedial procedures can be deter- i
mined and implemented as theneed arises. I
)
|
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3.3 MASTER OUTPUT TABLE CONCEPT
Because of system limitations such as instrumental precision and the proe-
m. essing characteristics of the data handling system, both the input and the out-
put of the calibration process will be contained in an eight-bit word. To
: properly represent the physical quantities that are being sought, master output
tables will be used in which appropriate values in radiance units as well as
. equivalent blackbody temperature and normalized albedo will be listed. These
tables are generated so that they include the range of values the instrument is
to measure with a maximum increment between successive values that are less
than or equal to the system precision. Because these tables need only be up-
dated if profound changes occur in the instrumental characteristics, they are
expected to remain fixed during the entire mission. The scan data calibration,
then, consists of transforming the counts digitized from the video data stream
for both channels 1 and 2 to indices for the master calibration tables, thus
eliminating the necessity of several repeated calculations. The eight-bit for-
mat dictates that the table will have 256 entries.
For the visible channel (channel 1), one table will give the normalized albedo
¢
for each of the 256 outputs covering the range of the instrument. The albedo
entries will extend from 0.00 to 1.00 and will represent the ratio of the ra-
diance values measured to the radiance expected from a perfectly reflecting "
Lambertian surface illuminated by the Sun at vertical incidence. The table _-_
i
entries will be uniformly distributed in albedo. A secondary table will provide l!
the equivalent radiance for each of the albedo values. ]
v
For the infrared channel (channel 2), there will be two tables, the first repre-
senting the equivalent blackbody temperature and the second giving the radiance I
I
values as determined by the Planck function. Because of the channel's near-
i
ltnearitv, the 256 values will be apprc_mately uniformly distributed in radiance !,




limits for both tables will be set by the condition that the extreme values fore
•, the equivalent blackbody temperature table wil) be 260 degrees K and 340 de-
_ . grees K.
: Once the master calibration tables are completely defined, they will not be
changed during the mission unless profound and currently unexpected cbanges
.. occur in the system. Expressions for evaluating all table entries for both
_sible and infrared channels will be presented in a subsequent subsection.
3.4 HOUSEKEEPING DATA EXTRACTION
All of the instrumental housekeeping parameters available are listed in
Table 1-2; the nominal values for the analog parameters are summarized in
: Table 2-1. These data are normally processed with the c;her housekeeping
t
: " telemetry. The following four parameters, however, are required for the
?





• TBB 1 (blackbody temperature 1)
• TBB 2 (blackbody temperature 2)
• VOFFS (offsetvoltagesupply) i
The first three temperatures (TBp, TBB1, TBB2) are obtained from the corre-









Because all of these parameters are expected to be quite stable physically, an
_xI..onentially decaying averaging process will be applied to eliminate noise
from these observations. Any dramatic change in these parameters in flight
should be regarded with great concern, because it may significantly affect the
processing algorithm.
3.5 SCAN DATA CALIBRATION
The primary instrument data are transmitted from the spacecraft as two
analog signals multiplexed on a signal subcarrier. The scan rate is 14 lines
per second with both the visible (cbannel 1) and the infrared (channel 2) syn-
chronized to the scan mirror. The data scan format is nearly identical for
both channels and is presented in Figure 3-1. The only difference in format
is that for channel 1 the blackbody thermistor measurement is not reported
and that portion of the scan is blanked out.
During the preprocessing phase the scan lines are synchronized and digitized,
with the two channels being interleaved to provide comparable infrared and
visible data. Because not all of the data scan is used in subsequent processing,
onlysixselectedintervalsare digitizedand carriedover for furtherproc-
essing. The nominal digitizingintervalsare indicatedin Figure 3-1. The
numbers inparenthesesindicatethenumber of finalaverage valuesobtained
from thescan line. The 6 significantparameters thatare digitizedare (1)the
space view, (2)theinputcalibrationstaircase,which consistsof 7 levels, ,
(3)theEarth scan measurement, forwhich 1500 samples cover approximately
±35 degrees from thenadirdirection,(4)the7 valuesoftheoutputcalibration
staircase,(5)theblackbodyview measurement, and (6)theblackbodythermis-
tormeasurement. The preprocessor also extracts the current values of seven I
parameters from the housekeeping PCM data and includes them with the scan I}









An overview of the next processing step is provided in Figure 3-2, which is a
: schematic representation of the calibration and correction procedure. Starting
from the left of that figure, the scan data jdst described enter the system in a
scaled count format (0 to 255). Five of the six digitized measurements are
routed to the calibration module; the Earth scan data go directly to the correc-
tion module. In addition to the direct scan data, the selected housekeeping data
(as well as a number of preflight calibration constants) enter the calibration
module. The primary output of this calibration module is the four coefficients
t.hat provide the functional transformation of count values to an appropriate ra-
diance or albedo-related index. That transformation function is then trmmferred
to the correction module, where it is applied to each of the Earth ucan samples,
, producing 1500 calibrated indices to the appropriate master output table, which
are then output to tape or other processing steps. Ancillary calibration *data
; are also produced for special analysis.
• Typically, two levels of conversion are applied to the data in sequence. In
the first, a raw voltage count is taken from the data scan and is corrected for
instrumental errors using the calibration staircases to obtain a calibrated
scan voltage. The second level of conversion transforms the calibrated output
voltage to a scaled, physically significant quantity (e.g., temperature, voltage,
albedo) using some physical calibration. To clarify the two steps in the follow- ! i
Lug descriptions, the corrected and calibrated voltages are designated by a
i
subscripted V. The second level of conversion uses variable names suggestive t t
of the physical quantities involved, i
3.5.1 Count-To-Voltage Conversion IJ
|
The first level of cc, wersion in which calibrated scan voltages are obtained [
l: applies to both channels in exactly the same way. This step is thus discussed I
here before proceeding to those elements that are unique to each channel. The i
calibration reference for the _nt-to-volts_e conversion Is obtained from the !






the channels. The input calibration sequence is injected into the system imme-
:' diately after the detector and at the input to the preamplifier. It consists of a
set of seven voltage levels, the nominal values of which are 0 to 6 volts in
':
1-volt steps. The actual values measured by the ITT acceptance test are pre-
sented in Reference 1 and are reproduced in Table 2-2. This calibration sig-
nal allows for correction of any level of drift or nonlinearities introduced i:lto
the system from the preamplifier or through the amplifier, the telemetry sys-
tem, the downltnk, the ground station, or the preprocessor. A second set of
seven calibration steps i_ inserted at the output of the final amplifier and at
the input to the telemetry system. This output calibration staircase provides
"" largelyredundantinformationand isused onlyforamplifierlinearitychecks
and to calibratethethermistormeasurement on thesecond channel.
Because thevoltagelevelscouldnotbe measured inthespacecraftsystem
configuration,the reierencevalueswillbe theITT finalacceptancevalues
(asindicatedinSection3.2). These valueswillbe assumed tobe unchanged
during the m,:ssion. Table 2-2 presents these measured values for a range of
baseplate temperatures from 5 degrees C to 40 degrees C. Close inspection
reveals that the variation of the step values with baseplate temperature is less
than or of the order of 0.1 percent of the 6-volt range. For this reason the
i
nominal values for the step voltage can be considered to be independent of base-
plate temperature, and the average values for all baseplate temperatures have
been used in the calibration processing. These are provided in Table 3-2.
I
< Because of constraints imposed by the rocessing system, it was determined i
that a cubic expression would be used to approximate the count-to-voltage
,
" relationship for the calibration staircases. This approximation provides an i
!"_ acceptable accuracy level for the preflight data. Unless the system chromes
dramatically in fl/ght, this approximation is expected to be quiteadequate for










3.5.2 Channel I Data Calibration(Visible/Near-lnfraredSensor)
As previouslyindicated,theprocessingisdividedbetween two modules, o.e
thatperforms a recalibratlonand get.cratesfunctionaltransformationcoeffi-
cientsand a second thatappliesthattransformationtoeach sample in the
Earth scan. The form of thetransformationhas been establishedas a cubic
polynomialforbothchannels,so thecorrectionmodule need notbe discussed
further. The module thatrequiresfurtherexplanation,however, is thecali-
brationmodule thatdevelopsthetransformationcoefficients.Figure 3-3 pre-
sentsa schematic representationof thismodule forchannel1. In thiscase
the procedure is straightforwaxd,with ordytwo significantelements. The first,
a voltagecalibration,acceptsas inputtheseven inputcalibrationstepsand
uses a least-squaresprocedure tofitthesevaluestothenominal voltagevalues
givenin Table 3-2. The resultantcubicexpressionis passed tothenextele-
ment, where itiscombined witha quadraticexpressionforthealbedoindexas
a function of calibrated voltage. This last expression was obtained by a least-
squares fit to the data in Table 2-5. The final expression gives the albedo as E
a function of raw count values with all terms beyond cubic discarded. The
cubic coefficients are then transferred to the correction module. Reference _
conversions are performed on several additional data elements in the scan for I ,
specialanalysison noiseand performRnce. The simplicityof thiscalibration , :
is attributable to the fact that there is no onboard calibration of the channel 1 ",
i
sensor, and therefore the sensor performance is assumed to remain fixed !




3.5.3 Channel 2 Data Calibrat/on (Infrared Sensor) !
t
Because the infrared detector Ima omNt)oardcal/brat/on capsbfllties, the oali-
brat/on module for this clmsmel is significantly more involved than that for the _'
!
visible elmanel. F_we 3-4, a schematic repr_mtaU(m of thls modRle,
illustrates the pe/nt. The voltage cal/brat/on element functlo_ Just ms for
!
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channel 1, accepting input calibration steps and using at least-squares procedure
to fit a cubic polynomial to the preflight data of Table 3-2.
For the second element it is useful to review the relevant features of the in
strument as well as some of the assumptions made in Section 3.2. When thet. ,
calibration dsta contained in Table 2-7 are reformatted tc use radiance rather
than temperature as an input parameter, the voltage response is found to be
a nearly linear function of r.'_Uance. With a slight modification of the Planck
function it is possible to obtain a quantity, R , which is more nearly linear with
voltage, This function, defined by
:' C2T2{0 + {1T +
R = (3-i)
_'- ({3/T)e -1
: is used as the basic quantity for recalibrating the data. Assumption 4 of See-
- : tion 3.2 implies that this quantity will remain linear with respect to voltage
[ throughout the mission even if the gain of the detector changes. It is thus pos- t
} sible to determine the gain by using two known points to locate this line in the '
4 R-V plane. The two pointsthatare availableare thenear-zero temperature
of space, which is automatically incorporated into the scan reference, and the ii
t internal blackbody, which has a monitored temperature determined by the :
! baseplate temperature. To set the telemetry range to 260 degrees K to 340 de _i
grees K, a bias of maguitude VOF Y volts is introduced into the system. This I
implies that when the instrument is looking at space, the infrared channel has t
a true output of -VoF F volts. The slope (RS) of the straight line containing !
the space point (-VoFF, 0) and the blackbody with an R value cf R(T) with i










, RS = V + VOF F (3-2)
t
Given the thermistor-measured temperature of the blackbody and the ir_3trument
response to the blackbody, this fundamental relationship is used to recompute
the gain of the sensor.
A more detailed diagram o! the internal blackbody calibration is presented in
Figure 3-5. Starting in _e upper-left corner, the first block averages the
measuremenm of the blackbody temperature that are received from the telem-
etry and from data channel 2 with previously received values using an expo-
nential averaging method. Once a suitably averaged value of the blackbody
! temperature is obtained, a correction that is a function of baseplate temperature
is applied. This correction, determined by ITT and verified in the thermal-
vacuum test, is presented in Figure 2-7. It should be noted, however, that
flight data suggest that this correction has changed. This is discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3.2.
The corrected value of the blackbody temperature is used to calculate a value
of R . This value, RBB , is then used in Equation (3-2) to obtain a slope,
RS. Combining the electronics calibration with the R relationship, a con-
version from counts to R is obtained. Finally, an index function can be ob- i
!
tained via this result with a scaling function that also converts the R values !
to values defined by the Planck function. This last correction is necessary [
l
< to effect an easily calculated relationship between the m_ster output table and _
I
T • After the final set of coefficients has been determined, it is transfGrred
l_ to the correction module for processing of the Earth scan samples.
3.6 MASTER OUTPUT TABLES
This section describes the expressions for evaluating the primary and second- !i








table concept was described in Section 3.3. Section 3.6., g_ves the expression
:; for converting output indices to the norlv..alized albedo for the visible channel
and to equivalent blackbody temperature for the infrared channel. Section 3.6.2
presents the expression for converting output indices to equivalent radiance
values for both channels.
3.6.1 Primary Tables
3.6.1.1 Channel 1 (Visible/Near-Infrared)
The albedo is proportional to the output index
A=_I.
1
where A is the albedo, and I. is the output index, with limiting conditions
I 1=0 when A=0.00
I 1=255 when A =1.00
This gives
_ f
A = (3. 9215686 x 10 -3) I1 i "
i





i00 0.392157 l200 0.784314
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i 3.6.1.2 Channel 2 (Infrared)




W)_ - [exp(C21)tT) _ 1]
' = 37418.44 watts per centimeter per micrometer 4
where C 1
C 2 = 14388.33 micrometers per degree K
(These values are from Reference 3. )
"- If
! _k= 11.5 pm





where T is the temperature, the output index can be defined by
12 = AWk(T ) + Wo (3-3)
where W ° isa constant,and 12 is theoutputindexforthe infraredchannel.
Combining constants,Equation(3-3)can be writtenas
K I
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._ where K 1 , K2 and K3 are constants, with
(
C2
_ K2 = ii.5 - 1251.1591 deg K
t
Using the limiting conditions
12 =0 when T=260degreeK
: 12 = 255 when T = 340 degree K
Equation (3-4) can be solved for K1 and K3 as follows: ,
" K1 !
. 0 = exp(K2/260)_ 1 + K3
. K 1 =-K3Eexp(K2/260 ) - 1J ,.
t
K1
255 = exp(K2/340 ) _ 1 + K3 !
1 Eexp(S2/260) i 1] t






K3 = -118.21378 I
J
I







ISolving Equation (3-4) for T ,
K1
I2- K3 = exp(K2/T)- 1
K1
exp(K2/T) = _ + 1
r
K2 KI }= £n I2_K3 +1
K2
T=






T = l K1 1£n i2--]_ 3 +Z
1
t
where K1 = 14421.587 i
J
K2 = 1251. 1591 degrees K
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Some sample values are given below:
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3, 6.2.1 Channel 1 (Visible/Near-Infrared)
The HCMR has been calibrated using a source to simulate the effect of diffusely
reflected solar radiation.








where R()O= spectralradiance(watts_,r square centimeterper micrometer
per steradian) , :
A = albedo(dimensionless) , i
H(X) = spectral irradi_ce of the Stm outside the atmosphere (watt8 per , -'-_i









To obtain the effective response over the spectral width of the instrument re-





fX x2 TI0,)HCk)2" A 1
: f? j_X1 Wl()')
-. )'2
,f
i i Using the solar spectrum and the response function that was used by ITT in the ,
=" originalcalibration,thefollowingis obtained:
A _
•,' R = -_. 0.112437 ;
i =3.579 XI0 -ZA
i where i_ is the mean radiance viewed by channel 1 (watts per square centimeter I
t t
per micrometer per steradian}, and A Is the albedo (0 to 1.0). i
Using the defining relation for the albedo table, i







Jthe following is obtained:
• -2 -2 -I
= 14.035 X 10-5 11 watts cm _m sr
where 11 is the index value for channel 1.




where the haLf-maxirvum points of the response function occur at
>'1= O.560/_ rn
and
)'2 = 1.040 #m i















3.6.2.2 Channel 2 (Infrared)
For th':s channel the radiance values are obtained by assuming a blackbody
source at the temperature obtained from the primary calibration table. This
expression is of the form
K2 I
T(I2) --
,,n I Kt t
t I2 -- k3 _1 i
where T is the temperature for an output index value of ! from channel 2,
and K 1 , K2 , and K3 are as defined in Section 3.6.1.
• The mean radiance is then obtained from the expression
fk ''2 T2(k ) W(k, T) dk1 t
WIT) = _- fx T2(k) dk1
T2(k ) twhere is the response function given in Table 2-6 for channel 2, and _
W(k, T) is the Planck function for temperature T. I
- t
The values of W(T) or W(I2) can be represented in tabular form. i
i
The relationship between 12 , the output from channel 2, and W(1) can be
approx/mated by the following 1/near expression to better than 0.25 percent: I
i
!
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Jwhere W is the mean radiance in watts per square centimeter pcr micrometer
;- p('r steradian.
A better approximation (0.1 percent) can be obtained by using the primary table
to obtain T as a function of 12 and evaluating thc following expression:
The effective mean wavelength for channel 2 is given by
T2(k kdX
"X = = 11.3356 #m
T2(X) dk














SECTION 4 - INTEGILATED SPACECRAFT
TIIERMAL-VACUUlVl CALIB!LATION
J
" The integrated AEM-A spacecraft thermal-vacuum test was conducted in
February 1978 at GSFC. A detailed description of the procedures may be
found in l_eferenee 5. Data for the infrared channel were taken at three base-
plate temperatures: hot (33.8 degrees C), ambient (19.7 degrees C}, and cold
(approx_r, ately -2.0 degrees C). During each of the three cycles, data were
taken for nine Epply target temperatures in the range from 26_ degrees K to
340 degrees K in steps of 10 degrees K. For each target temperature approxi-
: mately 5 PCM snapshots, 10 full scans, and 50 partial scans were recorded.
A full scan sequence is described in Figures 1-4 and 1-5. A partial scan con-
1 tains the data from the Earth scan region. PCM snapshots contain various
I housekeepi_ data. Data was recorded on the Mini-Computer Checkout System
i (MICOS) developed by Systems . Processingthe I._iectronic Branch atGSFC
t was performed on the GSFC IBM S/360-9! and S/360-75 computers. Using
t
! a GSFC-furnlshed 30-inch-diameter integrating sphere, calibration data for .
, the visible channel were taken outside the thermal-vacuum envir.-mment onJ
d_.,;-_"y 30, 1978, and March 1, 1978, at GSFC. A description of various
processing systems anU ,,,;:_._.._,vy. of results are presented in .Q__2__,t_ a. I!
!
I through 4.3.i L
)
!
4. ! NEAR-REAL-TIME DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM i
!
I
A p.-_cessing system to be implemented on the IBM 5/360-91 and S/360-75
J














The following five steps are performed to proeess a f_ll scan:
1. Raw voltages are averaged over the appropriate number ol samples
for each of the physically significant quantities. The various quantities and
the number of samples used for averaging are as follows:
Quantity N..="mberof Samples
Seven input calibration steps 14 for each
Seven output calibration steps 74 for each
Space clamp 14
Earth scan (Epply calibrati,'m target) 30
Blackbody view 62
Blackbody thermistor 74
The root-mean-square (rms) noise for each of the parameters is also calculated.
2. The offset voltage, the baseplate thermistor volta_p, and the two
blackbody thermistor voltages are obtained and averaged for all PCM snapshots
recorded prior to the first fl,ll scan. The baseplate and blackbody thermistor





CV = 56.6-RV li
10. 81 i
J
T -_ D1 (CV) l'li-1
!
where RV is the raw voltage, CV is the caUbr_ed voltage, and T is tim 7
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3. Raw averaged voltages for each of the seven input calibration steps,
space clamp, Earth scan, and blackbody view are calibrated using linear inter-
polation or extrapolation. Specifically,
VI2i+ 1 - VI2.1
CV = VI2. +
t RVI2i+ 1 _ RVI2 i (RV - RVI2i)
where RV and CV are typical raw and calibrated voltages, respectively;
RVI2. and VI2. are raw an=l calibrated voltages, respectively, for the seven
1 1
input calibration steps; and RVI2. _ RV < RVI2. Raw averaged voltages
1 1+1 "
for the seven output calibration steps and the blackbody thermistor are cali-
brated in a similar manner using the seven output calibration step values from
each scan and the predetermined voltage levels given in Table 4-1. Calibrated
rms noise for each of the parameters is determined by the following formula:
VI2i+ 1 - VI2 i ":
CRMS = RVI2i+ 1 _ RVI2 i (RRMS) I
i
where CRMS and RRMS are calibrated and raw rms noise values, respec- '_
tively, and the one'_ quantities are as previously described.
i
4. Calibrated voltages and rms noise from the space clamp, Earth :,)
scan, and blackbody views are converted to temperatures (degrees K) and noise i
equlval_nt temperature (NEAT) using the following formulas: I#
!
l
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where T is the temperature, and C. is the appropriate set of coefficients
described in Table 4-2.
Coefficients D. , as presented in Table 4-1, are used for converting blackbody1
thermistor voltage to temperature.
5. A summary for all full scans processed is generated in two parts.
The first part contains the averaged calibrated voltage, the scan-to-scan noise
in calibrated voltage, and the calibrated rms noise for each of the parameters.
The second part contains the averaged temperature, the scan-to-scan noise,
and NEAT for Earth scan, blackbody view, and blackbody thermistor. The
difference between the averaged blackbody thermistor and the blackbody view
temperatures (_TBB } is also calculated.
4.1.1.2 Pa_ial Scans
Samples in partial scans represent the Epply target region. Steps 1 through 4
of Section 4.1.1.1 are performed for each partial scan for Earth scan data.
A summary is prepared for Earth scan data as described in step 5.
4.1.2 Visible Channel l
Procedures for processing the near-infrared channel data are very similar
to those for the infrared channel. Differences are as follows:
1. There are no blackbody thermistor data.
2. Calibrated voltages and rms noise for space clamp, Earth scan, _i
i
and blackbody views are converted to albedo and NE_A (noise- i
equivalent albedo) using the following formulas: i
° !
A = E 1 + E 2 (CV) !
t







}i where CV is the calibrated voltage, A is albedo, E. is as de-
scribed in Table 4-1, and CRMS and NEzkA are rms noise in
i calibrated voltages and albedo, respectively.
o,
3. Signal-to-noise ratio is calculated using Earth scan (visible target}
data.
4
4.2 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
k
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 describe various predetermined quantities (based on ITT
_: calibration) used for analyzing data taken during the thermal-vacuum test at
GSFC.bt
4.2.1 InfraredChannel
When the infrared signal was converted to scene temperature using the first
set of coefficients C. determined by ITT, diucrepancies between the calibrated
1
temperatures and the measured temperatures were observed. Deviations for
the hot cycle ranged from 0.01 degree K to 2.05 degrees K; for the ambient %
_. cycle, from 0.64 degree K to 1.87 degrees K; m_d ior _e cold cycle, from
0.91 degree K to 2.14 degrees K. Measured target temperatures and the in-
J
fraredsignalvalueswere used, and a new setofcoefficientsCi was obtained
usingleast-squaresfittechniques.Tables 4-2 through4-5 containthe signal,
themeasured targettemperature,and the calibratedscene temperaturesob-
|
tained using the old and new sets of coefficients for the three cycles. Tables 4-6
i
through4-8 containthe signal,themeasured targettemperature,the calibrated i
scene temperature obtained using the new set of coefficients, and various noise iI
values, including NEAT. Values for ATBB (the difference between the bla.'k- ',
body thermistor and the blackbody view) are also included. Table 4-9 repre- t
!
sents typical rms noise values for various parameters at all three bsseplate )
I
temperatures.
The seven input and output calibration voltage levels could not be measured !I
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Table 4-9. Typical rms Noise Values for Spacecraft Test (Infrared)
fins NOISE (MILLIVOLTS)
PARAMETER
HOT CYCLE AMBIENT CYCLE COLD CYCLE
SPACE CLAMP 26.3 11.8 9.2
INPUT CALIBRATION 1 8.6 12.4 11.4
INPUT CALIBRATION 2 2.6 12.8 2.9
INPUT CALIBRATION 3 12.4 12.5 25.6
INPUT CALIBRATION 4 27.0 10.9 2.2
INPUT CALIBRATION S 26.0 13.3 14.8
INPUT CALIBRATION 6 5.5 20.9 20.6 .
INPUT CALIBRATION 7 17.1 16.0 26.4
EARTH SCAN 32.0 11.4 26.1
OUTPUT C.8.LIBRATION 1 21.7 14.0 23.6 "
OUTPUT CALIBRATION 2 2.0 9.3 10.9
OUTPUT CALIBRATION 3 22.1 10.1 10.5
OUTPUT CALIBRATION 4 26.6 9.2 0.0
OUTPUT CALIBRATION 6 17.8 13.0 _2.9 i
)
OUTPUT CALIBRATION e 3.7 17.8 21.3
i
OUTIqJT CALIBRATION 7 2S.B 12.7 16.i
BLACKBODY VIEW 7.6 14.2 26.0 i












this test was used to determine the change in input calibration steps relative
to the output calibration steps. All seven raw input voltages were calibrated
,,_ing the output calibration voltages as reference. The calibrated voltages
were then subtracted from the corresponding input voltage level as determined
by ITT; these are provided in Table 3-2. The step number/or which maximum
difference was observed as well as the difference (referred to as "old minus
new" in Tables 4-10 through 4-12) are presented in Tables 4-10 through 4-12.
The tables also ;nclude the scan-to-scan noise corresponding to that step• This
procedure was followed for all three baseplate temperatures. All differences
noted are within acceptable limits.
4.2.2 Visible Channel
A summary of the analysis on the two sets of data for the visible channel is
presented in Tables 4-13 and 4-14. The tables contain the number of bulbs
that were on in the integrating sphere source, the signal, the equivalent albedo,
and various noise values. Table 4-15 gives typical rms noise values for vari-
ous parameters.
Analysis of the data was also performed to determine the change in lnpu*,cali-
bration steps relative to the output calibration steps. The procedure adopted
was similar to the one described in Section 4.2.1, Results are presented in
Tables 4-16 and 4-17. I
)
l
4.3 TESTING OF PREFLIGHT CALIBRATION CONSTANTS
!
• The datL taken during the integrated spacecraft thermal-vacuum test were
used to verlby the cL1ibratton algorithm and the preflight constants described
in Section 3. The data from 10 full scans for all 9 target temperatures taimn [i
at each of the 3 baseplate temperatures were written on 3 disk data sets to be , i
: !
input to a simulation program. Each record of these data sets repreNmts an i
i,,fnred se-- line and contains the elumn_ 2 items I through ;4 described in i
Table D. l-la of Reference 4. Item 16 of the table is represented by 1 Earth
'15 ,
L • " "; -4 _. 10" •. , . -
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kTable 4-10. Comparison of Spacecraft Calibration Data With ITT Data for
Infrared [nput Calibration Steps - Hot Cycle (Baseplate Tem-
perature: _pproximately 33.8 Degrees C)
NOISE DIFFERENCE
TARGET STEP (SCAN-TO- DIFFERENCE WITH RESPECT
TEMPERATURE NUMBER a SCAN) (OLD MINUS NEW) TO 6 VOLTS
(DEGREES K) (MILLIVOLTS) (MI LLIVOLTS) (PEF_CENT)
26O 7 2 8 17.0 0.28
. 270 7 5.7 16.5 0.28
280 7 4.2 16.2 0.27
: 290 7 3.9 16.9 0.28
-= 300 7 2.8 17.5 0.28
310 4 7.6 24.8 0 41
320 5 4.5 18.9 0.32
330 4 4.9 20.3 0.34
340 4 4.6 20.1 0.34 ;
"STEP CORRESPONDING TO MAXIMUM DIFFERENCE
Table 4-11. Comparison of Spacecraft Calibration Data With ITT Data for
Infrared Input Calibration Steps - Ambient Cycle (Baseplate
Temperature: Approximately 19, 7 Degrees C)
NOISE
TARGE ; STEP (SCAN-TO- DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
TEM'_ERATURE NUMBER a SC._N) (OLD MINUS NEW) WITH RESPECT
(DEGREES K) (MILLIVOLTS) (MILLIVOLTS) TO 6 VOLTS(PERCENT)
260 3 1.9 9.0 0.15
270 3 1.7 3.2 0.15
280 3 2.2 8.5 0.14
290 3 3.0 8.9 O.15
300 7 2.9 9.1 0.15
"" 310 7 3.4 7.8 0.13
320 3 1.9 9.1 0.15
330 3 2.7 9.0 0.15
340 3 2.5 8.4 0.14 '
l
















Table 4-12. ComparisoB of Spacecraft Calibration Data With ITT Data for
Infrared Input C libration Steps - Cold Cycle (Baseplate Tem-
perature: Approximately -2.0 Degrees C)
TARGET NOISE (SCAN- DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
TEMPERATURE STEP TO-SCAN) (OLD MINUS NEW) WITH RESPECT
(DEGREES K) NUMBERa (MILLIVOLTS) (MILLIVOLTS) TO 6 VOLTS(PERCENT)
2E0 1 8.3 -10.9 -0.18
270 3 6.5 -11.7 -0.20
280 3 4.3 -12.0 -0.20 _.
290 1 8.7 -12.7 -0.21 1
300 2 1.1 11.5 0.19 ,i
310 2 1.7 10.7 0.18
320 2 1.4 11.0 O.18
330 2 0.1 10.1 0.17 '_
340 3 5.7 --10.8 0.18
I
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INPUT CALIBRATION 2 16.4
INPUT CALIBRATION 3 9.8
INPUT CALIBRATION 4 7.8
INPUTCALIBRATION 5 7..Q









OUTPUTCALIBRATION 5 8.9 .- :
OUTPUTCALIBRATION 6 12.4 I
I
OUTPUTCALIBRATION 7 9.3 Ii









table 4-16. Comparison of Spacecraft Data With ITT Data for
Visible Input Calibration Steps (January 30, 1978)
! NOISE (SCAN- DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
NUMBER OF STEP TO-SCAN) (OLD MINUS NEW) WITH RESPECTgULBS NUMBER a TO 6 VOLTS
(MILLIVOLTS) (MILLIVOLTS) (PERCENT)
8 1 1.9 8.4 0.14
8 6 1.1) -15,5 0.26
7 5 12.7 -14.9 0.25
" •
6 3 4.9 -16.9 0.28
5 3 17.4 -18.3 0.31
4 3 6.0 - 11.8 0.20
3 4 4.5 - 13.6 0.23
2 3 4.0 --13.1 0.22 j
1
1 5 3.6 - 17.6 0.29
0 6 4.1 -12.6 0.21 i
















JTable 4-17. Comparison of Spacecraft Data With ITT Data for
Visible Input Calibration Steps (March 1, 1978)
NOISE DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCE
NUMBER OF STEP (SCAN-TO- (OLD MINUS NEW) WITH RESPECT
BULBS NUMBER a SCAN) (MILLIVOLTS) TO 6 VOLTS(MILLIVOLTS) (PERCENT)
8 4 1.2 20.0 0.33
7 1 1.7 -6.9 0,12
6 2 0.8 -16.7 0.28
5 4 4.0 20.9 0.35
4 4 2.1 19.3 0 32
3 4 3.5 19.3 0.32
2 4 3.9 20.9 0.35
1 4 4.8 18.4 0.31
0 7 7.3 13.1 0.22
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/scan value, which is determined by averaging over 30 samples obtained while
viewing the Epply target. The simulation program applies the calibration al-
gorithm described in Section 3 and generates a cubic polynomial for all 10 scan
lines representing 1 target temperature. The cubic polynomial is applied to
each of the 10 Earth scan values (in counts), and the radiance indices are a, -
eraged. The averaged index is converted to a temperature using the formula
described in Section 3.6. The procedure is then repeated for the next target
temperature. Results are summarized in Tables 4-18 through 4-20. The final
column in each table indicg_,es the difference in the platinum resistor values
from the Epply calibration target and the calibrated value from the HCMR.
Because these differences were minimal, the algorithm and the preflight con-
stauts presented in Secuon 3 appeared to be adequate.
i 4.4 CONC LUSIONS
i
$
4 Overall, the infrared channel performance was found to be satisfactory and
did not change significantly from the performance during ITT calibration.
J Some differences are noted below:
1. Thermal-vacuum data suggest that the sensitivity of the infrared
sensor increased during the hot cycle and decreased durtug the ambient and
cold cycles as compared to the sensitivity during ITT calibration. Because
the processing algorithm is designed to adjust for a change in sensitivity, this _ :
does not necessitate changing any of the constants presented in Table 3-2. :
2. Although for a fixed baseplate temperature vartatio_ were ob- i
served in ATBB as the Epply target temperature varied from 260 degrees K !
to 340 degrees K, the avercje values for each of the three baseplate ,empera- =I
tares were not significantly different from the ITT values. The average thermal- [
!
vacur:m test values were 0.78, 1.35, and 3.68 (degrees K) as compared to ITT , ti !





i_. Table 4-18. Comparison of Calibrated Target Temperatures and
_, Measured Target Temperatures - Hot Cycle
i NOMINAL TARGET MEASURED TARGET CALIBRATED TARGET DIFFERENCETEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE
(DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K)
, ml
260 260.18 260.06 --0.12
270 270.33 270.19 --0.14
280 280.41 280.60 0.19
290 290.38 290.36 --0.02
300 300.05 300.06 0.01
310 310.05 310.11 0.06
320 320.16 320.31 0.15
330 330.04 328.98 -0.06
340 340.17 340.00 --0. I 7
83
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Table 4-19. Comparison of Calibrated Target Temperatures and
Measured Target Temperatures - Ambient Cycle
_o
NOMINAL TARGET MEASURED TARGET CALIBRATED TARGET DIFFERENCETEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE
. (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K)
260 260.59 260.75 0.16
270 270.37 270.81 0.44
280 2a0.36 280.55 0.19
290 289.94 290.11 0.17 _'
300 300.30 300.79 0.49
310 310.00 310.50 0.50
320 320.27 32U. 54 0.27
f
330 329.57 329.51 --0.06 J"










Table 4-20. Comparison of Calibrated Target Temperatures and
Measured Target Temperatures - Cold Cycle
NOMINAL TARGET MEASURED TARGET CALIBRATED TARGET
TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE
(DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K) (DEGREES K)
260 260.47 2_0.00 -0.47
270 270.24 269.64 -0.60
280 280.07 279.64 -0.43
290 28g.g8 L_39.g2 -0.06
300 300.19 299.98 -0.21
310 310.00 310.06 0.08
320 320.22 319.71 -0.51
330 330.01 330.34 0.33
, '.











3. The NE_T values presented in Tables 4-6 and 4-7 were slightly
higher than those observed during ITT calibration (as presented in Table 2-3).
Most of this increase could have been added by the spacecraft and MICOS.
Thus these data suggest no significant increase in the noise coming from the
detector.
4. Tables 4-10 through 4-12 indicate that the changes in the input





SECTION 5 - FLIGHT PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
This section describes the results of the analysis performed by processing the
computer-compatible tapes (CCTs) generated by the Information Processing
Division (IPD) after the launch of AEM-A. Various programs arc used to mon-
itor the noise characteristics of the data, determine the sensitivity of the sensor
system, provide ground truth comparisons, and test the preF/ight constants de-
scribed in Section 3.
5.1 PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR NOISE AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The processing system for analyzing the data taken during the spacecraft
thermal-vacuum test was modified to analyze flight data. Rather than accepting
input from MICOq, this program takes inpu_ from an HCMM preprocessor CCT
(F-tape), the format for which can be found in Reference 6. Each record con-
tains raw sensor data, calibration data, and preprocessor data quality statis-
tics. The system works very much as described in Section 4.1. Major
differences are as follows:
1. Housekeeping data are picked from each record rather than from
PCM snapshots.
2. There are no partial scans. '.
3. The number of samples used for averaging various physical l_ram- i
eters is different, as noted below: !i
Parameter Samples . i
Si_ce clamp 12 i
m








4. Up to2000 scan linescan be Frocessed inonc run, and a swnmary
isgenerated.
{
: 5.2 SUMMARY OF hESULTS
As each tapeisprocessed,a two-page reportingform, the HCMM FlightTape
Analysis,is prepared. The form containstherms noisein millivoltsfor vari-
ous physicalparameters, thenoiseequivalentemperature (NEAT), and various
othertemperatures. Noise valuesfrom thermal-vacuum dataand a preflight
recordingare alsoincludedfor comparison. A sample reportis shown in
Figure 5-I. Table 5-I, a sutural.y oftheanalysisperformed on theCCTs
receivedfrom IPD for chaxlnel2, includestapeID, Julianday, typeofpass,
NEAT, AT'BB, a_ndminimum and maximum rms noisein theinputand output
calibration steps. Blacl-.l)ody view data are used to calculate NEAT.
' is the apparent ATBB (apparent difference between blackbody thernu_'_)rATBB
and blackbody view temperattu-e). The blackbody view temperature is obtained
by using the prelaunch measured Cl's for a baseplate temperature of 10 de-
grees C, as taken from Table 4-2. it can be seen that AT_B changes with
time. This change coltld be due to a change in the sensitivity of the instrument,
a change in the thermal gradient (ATBB), or both. To separate the contribution
from the two conditions, independent ground measurements are needed. Thi_
is further discussed in Sections _. 3.2 and _, 4. For the present, the assumption
is made that although thermal gradient _TBB may have changed from the I
original valuv, it remains constant throughout the flight, because once estsb- I
llshed, onboard thermal env/ronm_nt does not cha_e. Under th/s assumpt/on, i
values in column '_of Table 5-I can be used to obtain the loss in senalt/v/ty rela-
!
t/ve to Jullgn day 131, the day when the In/tared channel was operational. Thus
by d_ 193 a loss in sensJt/vity of approx/mate_ S. 7 degrees K (from a ranze
I
of 80 degreen _) h'.,d occurred. A cubic polynom/al was fit to represent Item of
A
semfltivl_ as • funct/en of d_y. Table 5-2 lists the coefficients obts/ned as ,
well as actual and calculated losses in senalt/vlty. For d_s when more than
85
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14 2.10 2.18 !
15 2.35 2.34 !
16 2.63 2.51 !
18 2.82 2.84 i
4
20 3.09 3.17
22 3,0 3. !23 3.54 3.66
24 3.70 3.82
!• _





63 8.71 8.72 1
0-OEGREE COEFFICIENT - -0.2_78Q
1-DEGREE COEFFICIENT- 0.171133
2-DEGREE COEFFICIENT - 0.61m16E-04




one data point was available, all values were averaged to obtain a single value.
The plotted data is shown in Figure 5-2. After the completion of the recovery
from an undervoltage condition during which the passive cooler door was closed
and the cooler patch warmed to approximatdy 200 degrees K, the instrument
was back to initial sensitivity of day 131. This is suggested by the value -0.67
degree K for ATBBt for day 197. Since then, a loss of approximately 11.2 de-
grees K has occurred to day 302. Data for this period is described in Table 5-3
and Figure 5-3. A linear fit is made to the data in this case.
Table 5-4, a summary for channel 1, includes tape ID, Julian day, type of pass,
signal-to-noise ratio (at 1-percent equivalent albedo), and minimum and maxi-
mum rms n:_ise in the input and output calibration steps.
5.3 MASTER DATA PROCESSOR SIMULATION SOFTWARE
I
A program was developed that accepts input from a preprocessor CCT and ap- ,
plies the data processing algorithm described in Section 3 to generate a cubic , i
polynomial for converting raw counts to radiance indices. This program was i:
used to study the effect of varying N (the number of scans used for averaging i
calibration data, as described in Section 3.2) on the rms noise in corrected
data. It was also used for ground truth comparisons.
5.3.1 Results of Noise Analysis for Calibrated Data
Because very few full scans of thermal-vacuum data were recorded, these data _
could not be used to study the effect of varyinK N on the noise in corrected
dsta. Initial flight data were used for thls purpose. Apprex/mately 200 scan
lines were used. A cubic polynonflal was generated for sets of N scan lines,
• where N varied from 1 to 10. The rms noise in correct_ counts for each
value in the range 0 to 25G was calculated. Table 5-5 gives rms noise for
various values of N for counts 45, I00, 160, 220, and 250 for two tapes; it
also includes noise values for N = I0 for two more tapes. The results Indicate
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NOTE: O.DEGREE COEFFICIENT- -0.130374
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Table 5-5. Root-Mean-Square Noise in Calibrated Data
rme NOISE (COUNTS)
N
45 100 160 220 260
TAPE IO: MADO0029
1 0.60 0.70 1.16 1.76 2.06
3 0.21 0.44 0.45 0.68 0.77
5 0.16 0.38 0.27 0.49 0.48
7 0.0 0.36 0.0 0.48 0.53
10 0.0 0.22 0.0 0.48 0.37
TAPE ID: GDSO0034
1 0.26 0.68 0.76 1.08 1.21
3 0.0 0.46 0.47 0.62 0.62
§ 0.0 0.42 0.46 0.36 0.66
7 0.0 0.32 0.46 0.36 0.42
10 0.0 0.31 0.37 0.41 0.44
.1 iii
TAPE IO: MAD(X)060
10 0.0 0.37 0.0 0.60 0.37 _4
TAPE ID: OO100144
l
,o I . . o_ ., .,I
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5.3.2 Ground Truth Comparisons
To validate the data processing algorithm described in Section 3, ground meas-
urements made at White Sands, New Mexico, were used. It Is planned to con-
tinue making these measurements throughout the life of the HCMM mission.
_ These measurements are made in the middle of Elephant Butte Reservoir in
1 White Sands using an infrared radiometer and at the time of an HCMMoverpass.
Data from radiosondes released at the time coinciding with the HCMMpass are
used to derive the atmospheric correction. Work for obtaining the ground meas-
urements and the atmospheric correction was preformed by another contractor.
Details of this word are provided in Reference 7.
Master Data Processor (MDP) simulation software was used for converting raw
Earth scan pixel values to radiance indices. These indices can be converted
to temperatures using the formula given in Section 3.6.1. Satellite-observed
temperatures and ground truth temperatures are presented in Table 5-6. As
indicated in this table, all ground temperatures obtained at White Sands are
considerably lower than the satellite temperatures. Teml:eratures from Ches-
i
apeake Bay and from the Gulf Stream south of Cape Hatteras were also obtained
for comparisons. In these two cases ground truth is closer to satellite-observed
temperatures.
SatellAtemperatttreswere obtaAnedbyuelngtheoriginalthermalgradient
ATBB, as presented in Table 2-7. It w_s decided to modify thermal gradient "_
ATBB so that the u_ullite temperaturos and ground temperatures would be
• oloser. The last two rows In Table 5-6 wore not treed because radlosoncle data
was not ad_lmte. 11_ atmoq_rlo oo_ w_ obtained by tung tim radio-
. _mde data from tim shore rather than from tim middle of the water body.
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where R G is the radiance for the ground temperature (observed temperature
at the ground-atmospheric cor "ection) obtained from Planck equation
(0 + (IT + ¢2T2
R= (e ¢3/T - 1) (,l's are taken from Table3-1)
EG is the calibrated voltage for the pLxel represc.,ang ground measurement
location, VOF F is the offset voltage, and EBBR2 is the calibrated blackbody
view voltage. An iterative procedure is used to obtain the temperature corre-
sponding to RBB. This temperature is then subtracted from the corrected
s (asblacktmdy thermistor temperature obtained by using earlier valu.Js of (rl
given in Table 3-1). The average for the five differences is 5.24. It was de-
cided to modify the original thermal gradient ATBB by 5.24. The va,t,e 5.24
is then added to the constant term of the polynomial ((70) for the blackbody
temperature correction. Thus the original value of % (3.5309) , as given in
Table 3-1, is changed to 8.7709. Other ai's remain the s_me. i :
5.4 CONCLUSIONS
;
After launch and a 2-week outgasslng period, the HCMR was fully operational.
on Julian day 131 (May 11, 1978). Duriag the operational checkout period that
followed, eouu_nttion of the telemetry and the result8 from the software de- ._:
I
scribed earlier in this section led to the conclusion that there were several
i
minor anomalies in the performance of the sensor. These discrepancies and ' j
their consequences are discussed in the following subsections. ' ::
5.4.1 Cooler Temperature Regulation '
!
=
The passive _ve cooler used on the HCMR to cool the infrared detector : i!
uses • h_l_tck network to =_/n_tn the detector at a constant 115 degrees K.
101
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After launch the telemetry indicated that the control point was 117.8 degrees K.
This value has remained constant for over 200 days, having returned to the
same value after the cooler door was closed, the cooler warmed, and the door
reopened during a 24-hour period approximately 70 days after initial operation.
An increase in the operating temperature of the detector should result in a
_orresponding decrease in detector response. Howe, er, other indications are
that the response of the sensor increased after launch.
5.4 2 Postlaunch Sensor Sensitivity
Independent surface measurements are necessary to compare HCMR sensi-
tivity after launch with the sensitivity determined during thermal-vacuum tests
: at ITT. Such measurements, taken at White Sands, New Mexico, are described
: in Section 5.3.2 and Table 5-6. Using the values from day 132 (May 12, 1978),
the raw count of 117 is first converted to calibrated voltage and then to temper-
ature using the prelaunch measured C. 's for a baseplate temperature of 10 de-
x
grees C; the values of C. , as taken from Table 4-2, were obtained by fitting1
the calibration data of Table 2-7. After adding 0.7 degree K to this value to
account for water-vapor absorption, a value of 299.7 degrees K is obtained;
this is 10.2 degrees K higher than the corresponding surface temperature of
1
289.5 degrees K. Because the sensor-measured temperat_Lre was determined l
by using the prelaunch ITT curves, thereby circumventing the use of the inflight
calibration blackbody, the 10.2 degrees K higher value was not due to a change L:
in thermal gradient ,XTBB (the difference in the thermistor-measured and
radtatively measured temperature of the tnfltght blackbody). The difference
between the two measurements could be caused by either an increase in the
, sensitivity of the HC1KRafter launch or an error in the surface measurements.
l Both possibilities have been examined, and there Is currently no reason to






5.4.3 Postlaunch Value of Thermal Gradient ATBB
Using Figure 2-7 and the postlaunch baseplate temperature, thermal gradient
ATBB should have been approximately 2.3 degrees C. However, as discussed
' was found to be ap-in Section 5.2, the apparent ATBB , denoted by ATBB ,
proximately -0.7 degree C for Julian day 132, a difference of 3.0 degrees C
from the expected value. Assuming the validity of measurements from White
Sands, this difference can be attributed to a combination of a change in the sen-
sitivity of the instrument and a change in thermal gradient ATBB. Using ground
measurement for Julian day 132, the difference in sensitivity (at the blackbody
temperature) was 9.0 degrees C, and the difference in thermal gradient ATBB
was 6.0 degrees C. This is consistent with an overall difference of 3, 0 degrees
C between the original thermal gradient ATBB and the apparent ATBB ob-
served on Julian day 132. Details of the calculation of the change in thermal
gradient ATBB are provided in Section 5.3.2. The average _alue of the change
in thermal gradient ATBB for five data points is 5.2 degrees C.
5.4.4 Losses in Optical Transmission
As discussed in Section 5.2, flight data indicate a loss in sensor sensitivity with
time. Similar time-dependency is also indicated by the Table 5-7 column rep-
resenting the differences between the ITT-caltbrated temperatures and the sur-
face temperatures. As discussed in Section 5.2 and shown in Figures 5-2 and ,
5-3, this loss in sensitivity was reversible by a warming cycle of the passive
radiative cooler. Therefore, it is believed that this time-dependent loss of
sensitivity is, in reality, a loss in optical transmission caused by the deposition
of water vapor on the cooled optics of the radiative cooler. This loss is com-
pensated for by the calibration software, but it does result in a gradual increase









5.4.5 Compensation for Changes in Sensor Performance
The preceding discussion indicates that a change in the HCMR probably occurred
during "launch. That this change manifests itself as an apparent increase in the
sensitivity of the sensor is disturbing. However, because no alternative solu-
tion was available, it was decided to offset the calibrated data to force them to
agree with the surface measurements from White Sands, New Mexico. This
was done by increasing a0 by the average difference of 5.2 in thermal grs.dient
ATBB . The validity of this change will be verified by comparing the data with
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This appendix contains flowcharts, subprogram inter-relationships, functional
descriptions, and source listings for the programs CCTANL, CORECT, and
MDPSIM. Each flowchart presents a broad overview of the program. Functional
description and major logical steps for each subprogram are explained through
inline comment care _. A description of variables in various COMMON blocks and
NAMELISTS is also included in this appendix.
Program CCTANL is the processing system for flight data analysis described in
Section 5. 1. This program was never designed independently for this purpose. Due
to unanticipated circumstances, software to monitor the performance of the instrument
and ground stations was needed. The processing system developed for analyzing data
taken during the integrated spacecr, Lft testing (described in Section 4) was modified
and used for testing flight data. Thus, the methods adopted may not be the best
possible in certain cases.
Programs CORECT and MDPSIM constitute the Master Data Processor (MDP)
simulation software. Program CORECT generates look-up tables for converting
raw counts to calibrated indices for master output tables. Program MDPS_Vl
verifies the calibration processing implemented by the MDP. Since many of the
functions performed by the two programs are similar, software was coded so that
certain subprograms including the COMMON blocks could be shared by the two
J
programs. Common block VALUE is used by both programs, whereas STAT is
used only by MDPSIM. There is one block data subprogram for both of these.
MDPSIM uses a subprogram BCD5 that converts ASCII characters to EBCDIC
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PROGRAM CCTANL
Functional Description and Method
Program CCTANL reads a preprocessor CCT and generates certain quantities that
can be used to verify the performance of the instrument in flight and related data
handling systems. The program analyzes data in units of blocks of scan lines. The
user inputs the size of block, number of first block, and total number of blocks to
be analyzed. MAIN first reads through the scan lines to be skipped, and then reads
the first scan line to be processed. Data are transferred from the LOGICAL *1 to
REAL *4 array so that various arithmetic operations can be performed on them.
Counts from the two blackbody and baseplate thermistors are converted to
t,_.mperatures. Subroutines CCTAVR and CCTBAS are called to calculate averages
_" and standard deviations in counts for various physically significant parameters for
: each scan line. Subroutine CCTAVR also awrages the raw counts for both input and
output calibration steps over the requested number of scans to be used later by
CCTCNV. An option for no averaging is also available. Subroutine CCTCNV is
called to convert raw averages and standard deviations to averages and standard
deviations in volts and physical units (temperature for channel 2, albedo for channel "
1). When the number of scan lines in a block are processed, a summary for that
f
i
block is generated. The summary contains averages and standard deviations of the
!
! averages and averages of the standard deviations in counts, volts, and physical i
I units. When the requested number of blocks is processed, a summary for all the
i














































































Figure A2 (Cont.) Flowchart For CCTANL (Part 2. )
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Table A1 COMMON BLOCK CCINF
Variable Dimension Type Definitien
X 2000 R*4 Sensor and calibration data (one location per sample).
ISC 1 1'4 Starting location in array X for space clamp s. mples.
IES 3 1'4 IES(n) is the starting location in X for the nth set of
Earth scan samples.
IOUT 1 1'4 Starting location in array X for output calibration
samples.
IBB 1 1"4 Starting location in array X for blackbody view
samples.
ITtI 1 1'4 Starting location in array X for blackbody thermistor
samples.
NSC 1 1'4 Number of samples for space clamp and each of the
seven input calibrations steps.
NES 3 1"4 NES(n) is the number of Earth Scan samples in the
nth set.
NOUT 1 1"4 Number of samples for each of the seven output
calibration steps.
NBB 1 1,4 Number of samples for blackbody view.
NTH 1 1"4 Number of samples for blackbody thermistor.
ITYPE 1 1'4 =1, visible channel
=2, thermal channel
NUMES 1 1"4 Number of sets of Earth Scan data to be processed.
(Maximum = 3_
QDATA 4500 L*I Array to hold one CCT record.
QSTR 131 L*I All elements = c'aaracter *
FULAV 200,20 R*4 Averages in calibrated volts for various parameters
for one scan line. First index is for scan line, |
Second is for the parameter.
FULSD 200, 20 R*4 Standard deviations in calibrated volts.
RFULAV 200,20 R*4 Raw averages.
RFULSD 200, 20 R*4 Raw standard deviations.
PUFLAV 200, 5 R*4 Averages in physical units.
PUFLSD 200, 5 R*4 Standard devtstions in physical units.
IFULSC 1 1"4 Scan line counter in a block.
ITMP I 1"4 Baseplate temperature.
D 4 R*4 Coefficients for cmlverting blackbody thermistor
v
voltage to temperature.
ISCAN 1 1"4 Counter for the scan lines for which raw input and
output calibration steps have been averaged.
NSCKN 1 1"4 Number of scan lines over which raw input and out- :
put calibration steps have to be averaged prior to
calibration (Maximum ffi10).
NSET 1 1"4 Counter for sets of NSCAN lines processed.





Table A2 COMMON BLOCK ANALYS
Variable Dimension Type Definition
ZNAME 20 R*8 Names for 20 physically significant parameters.
AVER 20,10 R*4 Raw averages for the parameters for one scan line.
First index is for the parameter, second is for scan
line.
SD 20, 10 R*4 Raw standard deviation (ms).
CV 20, 10 R*4 Averages in volts.
CSD 20, 10 R*4 Standard de_4ation in volts.
PU 20, 10 R*4 Averages in physical units.
PUSD 20, 10 R*4 Standard deviations in physical units.
VIN 7,2 R*4 Raw averages for seven input calibration steps.
First index is for step, second for channel
VOUT 7, 2 R*4 Raw averages for seven output calibration steps.
C 5, 10 R*4 Coefficients for converting IR volts to temperature.
First index is for the coefficient, second for base-
plate temperature.
CVIN 7, 2 R*4 Predetermined volts for seven input calibration steps.
CVOUT 7, 2 R*4 Predetermined volts for seven output calibration steps.
VOFFA 1 t{'4 Offset voltage for one scan line.
BPA 1 R*4 Baseplate temperature for one scan line.
BB1A 1 R*4 Blackbody 1 temperature for one scan line.
BB2A 1 R*4 Blackbody 2 temperature for one scan lin_
r
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Table A3 NAMELIST SAMPLE
Variables belonging to one of the two COMMON blocks described previously are not
included.
Variable Dimension Type Definition
NBLK 1 1"4 Number of blocks to be analyzed (Maximum = 10).
NSTBLK 1 1"4 Starting block to be analyzed.
NSIZE 1 1"4 Number of scan lines in each block (Maximum = 200).
NTYPE 1 1"4 =1, process odd records*
=2, process even records
NAM ELIST VOLT
All tae variables in this NAMELIST have been described in the COMMON BLOCK
ANALYS.
*Ord/_rily a CCT has all odd records for channel I, and even records for channel 2.
Hence, ff the user specifies ITYPE = I, l_rrYPE should be I, and for ITYPE =2,
I_I'YPE should be 2. Occasionally, a CCT has the order reversed. In that cas_,





Functional Description and Method
Program MDPSIM verifies the calibration processing implemented by the Master
Data Processor (MDP). Data lq obtained from a computer compatible tape (CCT-I{U)
generated by the MDP. This tape contains the input data as well as the output
generated by the MDP. The output eonststs of certain intermediate quantities and
the cubic polynomials for converting raw counts to calibrated indices. The user
enters inF,ut parameters through tne NAMELIST INPUT. Subroutine MDPRED is
called to read one record at a time, (a single record contains data from both
channels unlike a preprocessor CCT), containing input calibration data. Subroutir, e
SMOOTH Is called to smooth data. When the data are smoothed over the request-el
number of scan lines (N), subroutine INTVAL is called to generate certa.a inter-
mediate quantities and the cubic polynomials referred to above. Subroutine COM£AR
then reads the output record from the tape and compares the outputs generated by MDP
and MDPSIM. The process described is referred to as processing one calibration set.
When the requested number of sets is processed a summary is gener ted. The format
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Figure A4 (Cont.) Flowchart for MDPSIM (Part 2. )
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Table A4 COMMON BLOCK VALUE
Variable Dimension Type Definition
SCIN1 7 R*8 Smoothed counts from input calibration s'eps for
Channel 1.1
i SCIN2 7 R*8 Smoothed counts from input calibration steps for
Channel 2.
SCOUT1 7 A*8 Smoothed counts from output calibration steps for
• Channel 1.
SCOUT2 7 R*8 Smoothed counts from output calibration steps for
Channel 2.
EC 3 R*8 Telemetry encoder calibration data.
SCBBR1 1 R*8 Smoothed count of blackbody view for Channel 1.
SCSC1 1 R*8 Smoothed space clamp count for Channel 1.
SCBBR2 1 R*8 Smoothed count of blackbody view for _hannel 2.
SCSC2 1 R*8 Smoothed count for blackbody thermistor for Channel 2.
EBP 1 R*8 Baseplate vintage.
EBB1 1 R*8 Thermistor 1 blackbody voltage.
EBB2 1 R*8 Thermistor 2 blackbody voltage.
EOFFS 1 R*8 Offset voltage.
WS 1 R*8 Calibration scan filter weight (Default = 0. 1)
PWS 1 R*8 1-WS
ALPHA1 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial giving count as a function
of voltage at input to amplifier on Channel 1.
ALPHA2 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial giving count as a function _
of voltage at input to Channel 2 amplifier. I
ALPHA3 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial giving count as a function ,
of voltage at output of Channel 1 amplifier. !
ALPIL_,4 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial giving count as a function
of voltage at output of Channel 2 amplifier.
DELTA1 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial converting raw counts to
be calibrated indices for Channel 1.
DELTA2 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial converting raw counts to
calibrated indices for Channel 2. "'_
C 2 1t.8 Telemetry voltage correction coefficients, t
EBB111 1 11"8 Blackbody view voltage on Channel 1. I
ESC1 1 11"8 Space clamp voltage _n Channel 1. 1
EBBR2 1 R*8 Blackbody view voltage on Channel 2. !!
ESC2 1 11"8 Space clamp voltage on Channel 2. i
" TBB3 1 R*8 Blackbody thermistor temperature from Channel 2 scan. !
TBP 1 11"8 Baseplate temperature. !
TBB1 I R*8 Blackbody temperature from thermistor #I. I
TBB2 1 11"8 Blackbody temperature from thermistor #2. , 1=
VOFF 1 11"8 Offset voltage. " i
BETA1 4 11"8 Coefficients of polynomial giving voltage at input t
to Channel 1 amplifier as a function of received count.
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Table A4 COMMON BLOCK VALUE (Continued)
Variable Dimension Type Definition
BETA2 1 R*8 Coeffieients of polynomial giving voltage at input to
Channel 2 amplifier as a function of received count.
VI1 7 R*8 Predetermined voltages for seven input calibration
steps for Channel 1.
VI2 7 R*8 Predetermined voltages for seven input calibration
steps for Channel 2.
VO1 7 R*8 Predetermined voltages for seven output calibration
steps for Channel 1.
VO2 7 R*8 Predutermine,1 voltages for seven output calibration
steps for Channe_ _,.
A 3 R*8 Albedo intensity function coefficients.
TAU1 4 R*8 Thermistor voltage to temperature polynomial
coefficients for SCBB3.
TAU2 4 R*8 Thermistor voltage to temp_,ature polynomial
coefficients for baseplate.
TAU3 4 R*8 Thermistor voltage to temperature polynomial
coefficients for blackbody thermistor #1.
TAU4 4 R*8 Thermistor voltage to temperature polynomial
coefficients for blackbody thermistor #2.
WT 3 R*8 Coefficients used in weighted sum of blackbody
temperatures.
SIGMA 4 R*8 Coefficients of polynomial used to correct blackbody
temperature for baseplate temperature. I
EPSILN 4 R*8 Coefficients in Planck equation used to convert
blackbody temperature to radiance.
RHO 2 R*8 Polynomial coefficients used to compute offset voltage.
B 3 R*8 Coefficients for converting radiance to calibrated
indices for Channel 2.
VC 3 R*8 A/D conversion levels, i
WBP 1 R*8 Filter weight used to smooth baseplate voltage. :_
We 1 R*8 Filter weight used to smooth offset voltage, t
NUM 1 1"4 Not used. i
N 1 1"4 Number of scan lines to be used for smoothing t
calibration data (Default = 10). !
ICALL 1 1"4 Calibration set being processed. ,
COUNT 40 1"2 Calibration quantifies described in items 1 through l
14 in Table D. 1-la, Reference 4 for the current pair I
of scan lines. J
QGOOD 1 L*I =True, no I/O error in reading the tape • I
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Table A5 COMMON BLOCK STAT
Variable Dimension Type Definition
AVER1 256 R*8 Average of the differences between the calibrated
indices generated by MDP and the program MDPSIM
for Channel 1.
AVER2 256 R*8 Same as above for Channel 2.
SD1 256 R*8 Standard deviation of the differences between the
calibrated indices generated by MDP and the program
MDPSIM for channel 2.
SD2 256 1i'8 Same as above for Channel 2.
DFMIN1 256 R*4 Minimum of the differences for Channel 1.
DFMIN2 256 R*4 Minimum of the differences for Channel 2.
DFMAX1 256 R*4 Maximum of the differences for Channel 1.
DFMAX2 256 R*4 Maximum of the differences for Channel 2.
IAV 1 1.4 Number of calibration sets for which MDP and
_-. MDPSIM outputs were compared.
" , QTYPE1 1000 L*I =1, difference between MDP and MDPSIM outputs
exceeded predefined limits for Channel 1.
=0, difference within limits for Channel 1.
QTYPE2 1000 L*I Same as above for Channel 2.
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Table A6 NPuMELIST INPUT
Variable ISETS is defined below, rest of the variables are described in the COMMON
BLOCK VALUE.
Variable Dimension Type Definition




Functional Desc )tion and Method
Program CORECT reads calibration data from a preprocessor Computer Compatible
Tape (CCT) and generates look-up tables for converting raw counts (0-255) to cali-
brated indices for master output tables. These indices can then be converted to
desired physical units as described in Section 3. The user enters input parameters
through the NAMELIST INPUT. Subroutine CCTRED is called to read the records to
be skipped before processing and to read the first pair cf records (one for each
channel). Subroutine SMOOTIt is called to smooth the calibration data. When the
: data are smoothed over the requested number of scan lines (N), subroutine INTVAL
is called to generate certain intermediate quantities and the cubic polynomials for
:: converting raw counts to calibrated indices for both channels. Subroutine CONVRT
is called to convert counts (0-255) to be calibrated indices using the polynomials
generated. Thus, a look-up table is generated for each set of N scan lines referred
• to as one calibration set. When the requested number of calibration sets are pro-
cessed, averages and standard de:_iations for calibrated indices are calculated.




































Figure A6 Flowchart for CORECT (Part 1. )
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Figure A6 (Cont.) Flowchart for CORECT (Part 2. )
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Table A7 NAMELIST INPUT
Variablesthatbelongto theCOMMON BLOCK VALUE are not included.
" Variable Dimension Type Definition
ISKIP 1 1"4 Number of records to be skipped before processing.
MSETS 1 1"4 Number of calibration sets to be processed
(Maximum = 200).
• NFILE 1 1"4 Tape file number containing image and calibration
data.
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CALL L INES(3) 00016000
-' C_**_*+C__LC"L*_TE -.Q-._ Jt,.VF._AG,E,-_ J_OR-_r.A_W-I&.,OC.K--
DO 758 1==1.5 00016_00
IFIPUFL&V(I_I|,,EQ.-I.O) GO TO 758 00016900
C.C. T-.,.." ..'- .........,......._ _C,_l _,_
AVPUFL (1 ILK _ l )=_VPUFL ( IBLKe I )_.PUFLAV(J _ | ) 00017| O0
AVPUFL (i ILK, l ) =AVPUF_ ( IBLKe 1 )/! FULSC 00011400
DO T57 J=I.|FULSC 00017600
$OPUFL (IBLKel)=SD=UFL(IBLK.i)t(PUFLAv(J,I)-AVPUFL(IBLK_ 11)*.2 00017T00
SOPUFL ( 1 ILK. I )=5QRTISDPUFL( 1 ILK .1 IlK ) 00017900
DO T47 II_|.IFULSC 00018002
PBIV(i BLK)=PBBV(18LK) _PUFLSO(I • 4) _PUFLSD ( !,41 _(PUFLAV(| 04)-- 00018004
747 CONTINUE 00018010
PBIV( 1 ILK) _$QRT (PBBV ( |ILK I/IFULSC ) 00018055
8111,11111,111 • --" ""
DO 760 ImI.IFULSC 00018200
BA_E AV ( JBI.K )=BASEAV ( 18_.K ) 4__AS_L(JL_ _ 00018300
T60 CONTINUE 00018400
8ASEAV | 1 ILK )=_8ASEAV ( |ILK )/IFULSC 00018500
lllOl'IrGJ[_l clsal i/"J¢lrl_d It. I I I_/•Ii .O,.O,,O.lj_,O_
WRITE( 8. 938) 00018700
WRITE( 8*9281 (QSTR(J) * J=l *501 00018800
wl_ • • r,.. ss _w Y-,dlV I VVV& oTvV
C)ff IF_IIRIITE P.U. AVERAGES 00019000
O0 750 lU:!,5 00019100
1 F 1 PU FLA V_l_e-e --_e -0_- -_-_ 00019200
WRITE( 8.931 ) ZNAMJE( |NO( 1 ) ) .AVPUFL ( IBLK ,1 ) tSDPUFL ( IBLK .| ). 00019300
'---*_'J_-_- l Z-m_-'*-: ! ) - __99"_?*.9."
C,_))))PR|NT $/N FOR VISIBLE CHANNEL 00019500
!_! ! [_ _-N__" ! -?r.: ,r.._T. !)__PP_TP.757_ ooo1799o
VVI_&_ Ir VV
000|9800
759 CONTINUE .......... 0001 SLS100
MRITF.II. 9331 PBBVIIBLKI 00019910
WRITE ( 80931 ) ZNAki£2 ,IAS_AV( IBLK ) 00020000
C_'_L [__.._e. _ ............ ,O.04aO&O.O-
IFIITYIq[eEQ.I) GQ TO 761 00020200
GH4Hk4kJ_RINT OIFIF llETIIIl[l[N BI TH &88 Vtltl 00020300
WRITE(11,939) O|FF 00020600








r)(3qARl9 A4,,59.42 - VOL_DISK06, DSN=ZI_NMB.LIB, CNTL
761 SI_TON=I.O/APUSDF(IBLK.4) 0002(_Q00
_;4;,TE;,Gj_.4G_ _;GTG;; .................... 0002, J00-
763 wRITE(8,92_) OSTN 00021100
_ E_,L.I,. L. INE5(20) 00021200
C4._ff+NE4N|T|ALISE VARIABLES BEFORE PROCESSING NEXT OLOEK 0002|300
762 I FUL 5C=0 00021400
..... _,_KT=O 000214,10 _
GO TLJ 4 00021500
780 NBLK=I BLK- | 00021600
";-;-;--;-;--';_- A;,_R;,G_3 ;'-- ;_LL._',Jr-- ................................... --_I'7_•. F • 1.1 vJz-c
C++¢++F|RSI IN COUNTS C VOLTS 00021800
I000 DO 810 I=1.20 00021900








R I'OTAv ( | ) =RTOTAV( I ) +RA VFUL(J _ ; _ 000231 O0
RTi'SDA ( I )=RI"/SDA( I ) +RA VSOF(J , I ) 00023200
800 CONTINUE 00023400
_ _L|} = TQ_.TAV.( I J / N__I. K_ ......... OQ(Z2_ 5_ 0
•-(I )=1_0_ SD &( I )/NBLK 00023600
RiOTAV( I )=RTOTAV(I)/NBLK 00023700
03 805 J=| tNBLK 00023900
TJISD( I)=TOTSD(1)+(AVFUL(J,I )-TOTAV(I))e*2 00024000
805 CONTINUE 00024200
NTC)TSD(I)=SQRT(RTOTSD(I)/NBLK) 0002430_0
TOTSOI I } =SQRT{T_r-_(-IT_NBL-K} ........... 00024400
810 C3NT I RUE 00024500
I" ¥BBV= VBBV ( J ) *VBBV ( J ) • (AvF UL (J ,-1-9)- TOT AVi 1 (J-)-)_-¢2 +TVBBV 00024504
TRBBV=RBBV ( J leRBBV (J) + (RAVFUL( J, 19)--RTOT AV( I (3)) • •2.I.TRBBV 00024506
TVBBV= SQRT (TVBBVINBLK I 00024510
T_BBV= SORT (TR BBV/N K___}J__L_ .............. Q__O_2__SJL2
CtH-t-_.4.WRITE AVERAGES I(W COUNTS-P.-V__TS- -- 00024600
IRIIE (8_(326) (QSTR(J), J=I ,25) 00024700
IIRITF(8.(326) (Q-S-_(J-)-_J-_-I-o-25) - 00024(300
IRITE(8=928) (QSTR(J) = J=l ,50) 00025000
..... G, ;3;,;
 .(328 ,osTR, .50 00025200
...... W__R11F_LqZ93_0.I............... _ _ 0
.... 00 820 1:|.20 00025400
|FtFULAV(Ie|),EQ.-IeO) GO TO 820 00025500
|. ZNANE ( l ) _RTOTAV( | ) ,RTOTSO( I | _R TTSDA( I ) 00025700 /
620 CONTINUE "0002_5800 '
CALL L |NES(2) 00025(300 !
£4.4._.4.eCALCULATE MAX _.NIN RRS NOISE IN TAL STEPS IN NV 00026000
DO 625 l=l ,T I)00-_6]-6(_ ;
IF(TUI'SDA(I+I),LT,VNINI) NINI=I-I 00026200
_P_l_dl_ AMIMI_ _IMIMI TI'IT¢I't&I IJ_! llll ................... t_¢'st't'_.dr_l/_i',_
IFITOTSOA(14-11,GTeVRAXil MAX|=|-| 00026400 j
y_.*_x!-_A.*.x!(y.*x.zzTOT_sp* ! =+!)) _ . 00026500 : ' ;
14.11 ) ) 00026700 ,
|FITOTSDA(14.11)eGT.YHAXO) P4AXQ-'_I-[ 00026800 ' I
,NAXOs ANAX I I VNAXC] ._'-0TS_A+_[--4"I-|-]_ ................. 00026900 I
825 CO/ill II N U_ 00027000 I
VM !M- _=' -uu--!_ !* t nO0 -n0-_27!00 + I
• VMAJtImVMAXll I000 00027200 ' Iviii NOa VN l N04_ i 000 00027300
V;,; ;.,_- ,;.,; .;_ G ,;-; & v _, ove_:,.,_vu I , IMRITE(O, :,'9) VllllNlellllNi 00027S00
WRITEIII.'9-.O,I VNAX_.J_N.AX[ ........ __j_Jja]r_o __ )
,RITE, 8,951I V" INO.WINO uuua_(,u_"




09qART_ [;._9.42 - V C}L_=JISK06, DS_=ZSMMB.LIB.CNTL
L_LL LINES(_) 00027900
wR|TE(_t920) (Q_TR(J) tJ=l =_0) - 00078"000
mRLTL(_.038) 3002_100
IRLTE(B,928) (USTf_(J) tJ=L,_O) 0002_200
W_|TE(dt930) 00028300
C_*+f+CALCJLATE P.U.AVERAGES 0002_400
DJ 840 [=I.3 0002_500
iF(PJFLAV(t,I) ,EQ,-|.O) GO TO _40 000_8600
TPUAV(1)=O.O 0002_700
..... T_US_A(I 1=0.0 --- -O002BBO0
TP_J( I)=O.O 00028900
OU BJO J=_mN_LK 00029000
TJUAV( 1)=TPUAV(I)_AVPUFL(J=| ) 00029|00
T_USJA(I)=TP_SCA(I) F(J,I)00029200
TPUb4J( ||=TPUSO(|)¢SDPUFL| Jtl )_SDPUFL(J,| } 00029300
830 CONTINUE 00029400
TPUAV( I)=TPUAv(I)/NBLK 00029500
- - T_IQp_DACt)=IpPU_A(I|/NBLK ....... 000291E,_0
JJ _35 J=|_NSLK 00029700




DJ _41 J=1 oNBLK 00030102
TJ_V=PSBV(J)_PSBV(J)_(AVPUFL(Jt4)-TPUAV(4))$=2_TPBBV 0003010_
erqr¢ C-'t_•t-INf't,,)_ ........ "I_I-O0
1P_V=_QNT(TPU_V/NBLK) 00030108
/dPA:O.O 000_0200
JU B_2 1=1 tNULK 00030300
TJPA=FBPA (I)00030400
8¢_ CUNI|_UF.r - - 00030600
TUPA=ri_PA/NSLK 00030600
E+_+_+BN|T_ P=U_AVERAGES 00030700
....... t_0"8_0 t---J_ ............... O0030BtTO
|F(PUFLAV(I_I),EQ.-loO) GO TO 850 00030900
iN|TE(So931) ZNAME(IND(I))tTPUAVAI) .TPUSO(I) tTPUSOA({) Q003|000
8_0 _ONTI_E 00031100
WRITE(8,933) TPSBV 00031110
I_IT_(8_31) Z_wI_E2tT_PA ............ G00_i_00
|F(ITYPE.EQ.I) GU TO 860 00031300
C+_+teCA_CULATE 88 TH-BASEPLATEtB8 TH-B8 VIEW IN P.U° 00031400
...... 311=l,=T1=Ul_V_I-_T15_ - ......................... Oo0"_rI_"O0
iR|TE(8,932) 01FF 00031600
D|FF=rPUAV{5}TTP_AV(4) . __ 0003|_00
BRITE(St939)OIFF 00031800
RA[I0=TOTAV(I9)/(TPUAV(S)-260,0) 00031900
l_I_(8_947) _AT|O 000_2000 L




9_ FORMAT{IXI°ENO OF DATA°_IS) ___ 000_==_00
---910 FORMAI(213_ --- " 0003_600
920 FORMAI(IXee[/O ERROR°=I5) 00032700
.... ¢_1_ FOl;_ikI(IXti31kl) - - -OH32800
926 FORMAI(S4Xm25A|) 00032900
927 FURMAT(///S4X_°SUMNARY FOR 8LOCKmtl4) 00033000
930 FORMAT (///[Xe °FUNCTIONe o2Xo ° AVERAGE _ eSX_ uS•De e tTXeOAV SeDeO • 00033200
;_OXtOFUNCT |ONO_Xt oAVERAGE o e5Xt eS,De o • 7X t °AV SeDe o] 00033300
_3| FORNA_(2X;_So3Fg,4,32X,AS,3FO.2) ....... 00033400
932 F_RMAT ( i X• °OB TH_RNISTOR-OASEPLATE =e •F984 ) 00033500
---0.3 _ _O_I=LAT-(2 8X 9F9_ 4.58X eF 9 84 ) .............. O-GO&3510
934 FORMA_(2SX•°CALiS_ATEO £ RAW AVERAGES FOR FULL SCANS(VOLTS) t) 00033600




FORMAT (_&_ • | _CAN o • IS • 2X • _ • X ME t __X • 6Z2 ) O_ 03_ 1 O0
946 FORNATI///54x•eFINAL SUMMARY =) 00034200
_t,1 FORNAT(IXo°$ENS|T|V|_-QUOTIENTOeFI0eA) ....... O00.1_l..ll+O0
948 FORMATIIX•eSINI+8 vIEw-II EQUIVALENTIeoFIO.4) 00034400
9_ FONMAT(IXe°M|N INPUT CAL RMS NO|SE:OeFOeltoNv°e2X•°loolt_ov U) 00034500
951 FORMA_(|X• ON|N OUTPUT CAL. RMS N_|SEneeFSel•OMVme2xeoiot|leeVe) 00034?00

















0_MARI_ 1_.b9.42 - VUL:OISKG6, DSh=ZEMMD.tl_.CNTL
_'9",I"O'+"P_+_ 	`XD Im-_,l.IP4,++ +,P+ .,P++ • + + +IF+ + + +'¢.+ (F+ + + ,I.+ + + + + _'_I.++ + 0+i + + + _+ + + ++_+_ @_ O0 O0005
C.+e+f+:_UL_NUJTiNE CC[AVR 00000007
C+++++ff@U[|NE TO SET .)fAN| _ END LOCAII_NS FOR X ARRAY FCR 00000100
(._- ALCULATINOAVL_A_E% 6. SIANDARD DEVIATIONS FOI:; VARICUS 00000200
Cfff++IYPE. _) OF SAHPLES.IT ALSO PRINTS _AWtCALIBRATE[) F.P.U. 00000300
CeI.ee+AVE_AGES &._._._.AVE AV_RA_.,ES t',S.D,(CAL[E!RATED GI-_,U.&RA_I) FUR 00000400
L++f++_ALCULAIING AVENAGLTS WHEN ALL SCANS ARE PROCESSED 00000500
C++_++ II/I 5/7_ OO000b00
(..IF++ + + f + + LD '++  ˆ0 @ 4++ + •” L +++ L +"'+ P+++ + _+ ++ ++ ++  f+++000 O0 710
bU_RL}u T INE CCTAV)( 00000800
IWPLIC IT LOGICAL*I(Q) 00000900
HEAL_ ZNAME 00001000
CO_UN/CCI INi-/x(200O) Q0001t00
CU 4MUN/CCI INF/ |3C, IES(-=) , IOUt, IBm3 ,I TH, hSC.NES(3) ,NOUT oNBB,NTH, 00001200
1 ITYPEt NUMES 00001300
....... (.O_,tMtfi_r_CTt_ f A_ _ 00) ,0STY( t)I ) ......... 0_01_00
LC)MM3_I/&NALY S/ZNAME ( _0 ) 0000| 500
LuNMON/ANALYS/AVER ( 20 • | 0 ) , SO ( 20 , 10 ) , CV ( 20, I 0 ) , CSD ( 20 _ IO ) t O00QI_ 5.%0
• _U(20_ lO) ,PUSD(20, l O) • O000_bO0
IVIN( 1, 2} =VOUI (7 _2} ,C(5, 10l •CVIN (7,2) _CVOUI(7 _2),VOFFA,DPA_BBIA, 000016S0
2fJ_ZA.F UL&V ( 200 _20 l. FULSD( 200 _20 | _RFULAV( 200_ 20) _RFULSO( 200 _20 | _, 00001700
3P_F=AV (200_5) _PLJF-LSD(200_5) . IFULSC_ ITMP_D(4| • ISCAN=NSCAN•NSET• 00001750
4uT XM_(6, lOl 00001800
...... Ol f_EN) 101_-- t-Shirt t)-, SNt3, t 0 ) ,1 tuO ( _ ) ................ -00002'000
DATA IND/9,10_ 11,19•20/ 00002100
C.I-+I-+'I.INI i'|ALISE VAN lADLES 000022_00
IF(I3CAN.NE.[) GEJ TO |30 00002210
DO 120 i=1,20 00002220
O_ 120 J=t,hI&CAN 00002230
AVER(I •J)---I ,0 00002260
_J(l,J)=-I .0 000022_0
CSD(I, J)=- 1.0 000022_0
PU( I, J )=-I .0 0._0.0022_80_
PU_D(r;J)=-I °0 00002290
120 C(3NT I NdE 00002300
_Q 122 l=l_7 _ - 000023t0
VIN(I • ITYPE)=0.0 00002320
VOUT( | ,ITYPE)=0.0 00002330
Ceeee+LALCULATE RAW AVERAGES CALIBRATED AVERAGES _CONVERT TO PHYSICAL 00003500
Ce+e+eUN_,TS F_R V_AHI{JUS PARAMETERS __ 0000.}b_00
C+&+++SPACE CLAMP &INPUT CAL 00003700
130 J=O 00003800
- _aO _aO0 1=_,8 ...... 00003000
M=NSL--8 00004000
IDEG=I SC+NSC,I=( I-I)+4 0000_100
J=J+l 00004300
CALL CCTBAS(IBEGmIEND.J) 0_0_004400
_F(|,EQe|)'rGU TO 200 00004500
VIN( |-- 1* ITYPE)=AVER( I • ISCAN) +VIk(I-I,IIYPE) 00004600
-_00 G_N.T _RUE - 0000_ 700
IF([_CANeNEeNSCAN| GO TO 220 00004710
DO 20_ I=l •7 00004720 ',
V ;;;;_rtf_--_=-V-['_N ! m-_E'#_N_3_N ............ G_GG41_J@ " [
205 CONTINUE 000041.740 ,_
DO 210 I=1,8 00004800 ;
- CALL CCTCNV(I) -0000-4_00
210 CONTINUE 00005000 l
........ ,,LSJ_4 J, J=M .... 00008100 iC e4.41.4-eEART H SCAN 00005200 '
220 J=E_ 00005300
f_ -_r--_O-_ ............... _ - #
DO 260 L=ItNUNES 00005_00 t
J=J+ l 00005b00 IM=NES ( L)-6 '00005700
1SMP( L 4"! )==N 00005800 I(
| 8J_6= t IES (L. | e3 0 0008900 l
I ENO== I B_G+N- I 00006000 I
(.ALL CCTBAS(|DF.G. IFN0•,J) 00006|00 t
_F; ;_C,_;_,;_E,_CA;_; GG "'TO- _ .............. 000_8"_'_" t
!
CALL CCTCNV(J) 00006200 !
DO _.30 M:ItN$CAN O000(F_,|O (
IF('PU_; O(J,M), EO ,0,0 | PU$O(J,M)= 1,0 "00006300 ),





09MART_ |_.59.42 - V(JL=')ISK06; L)Sh:LBMWB.LI_].CNTL
230 CUNI INUE 00000400
----I_ _Ii1_ru_ - " 00006500
C+++4- _J J¢_cJT CAL @O00bbO0
205 J=ll J000b700
DO 300 [=1.7 000ObB0O
W=NOUI-8 00000900
Lu_,=-_ OUT*NOUT=, ( I - | ) +4 00007000
lEND= I EIEG+M--1 000071 O0
J:J+l 00007200
CALL CCIF_-A_rI_-G-, t_Nf)_ J) 00007300
VUUI( I _[TYPE):AVER( I l+ l• [ SC&N) +VOUT( [ •ITYPE) 0Q007490
300 CJNT [NUE 00001500
IF(|_CAN.NE,,NJCAN| GO TO 3t0 00007510
_J 302 I=l, I 0000/520
-- ¥_JI( |.I TYP_-)=¥OUI( |. IIYPEI/NS(AN 0000/530
302 CUN[ INUE 000075z$ 0
• ISNP(5)=M 00007600
tYO- _ 1'-'8- .......... 00007700
CALL CCTCNV( l ) 00007800
305 C_NT INUE 00007900
-_:¢+# ++_E(B JDi VIEw O000800O
310 J--19 000081,)0
.... _-- _A,-_- p..D 00008200
IBEG= [ B0+I 0 00008300
lEND= 1 BEG+M- 1 00008400
........ = .......................... 00008"500
CALL CCISAS(IBEGmIFND,J) 00008600
|F(ISCAN.NE.NSCAN) GO TO 320 000000|0
-C-AL I: C_:I-CNV (J-) " - " 00008700
Ce'+_+_.ULACKBODY IHERMISTOR 00008800
--_L20 JLJFLJ,.C¥1;)E_EQoJ,) _ TO 330 OO00b_O0
J=20 00009000
N:NTH-20 00009100
_ "'fH"P't '0" ............. 00009200
| END= I BEG+M- 1 00009300
I SI_IP ( 7 )=N 00009400
- - --_CTdL-L_-CCT_BAS(IBEG.IE'ND•J) 00009500
IF(ISCANeNEeN$CAN) GO TO 845 00009510
..... _ _V.4-J,L .... 00009600
330 IF(ISCAN.NEeNSCAN) GO TO 845 00009610
00 500 N=| •NSCAN 00009611
W_;T_Gm;-;_; (GA;R; ; ;, ;--1"_8| ............... "OOO0"91_1_"
i |=NSE T_NSCAN+M 00009614
• NITE(6, 9441 I 1,(3T IME( [,MI, 1=1 •6) 00009616
..... WR_-6_-94_| -_Q-S_R_I), [=l ,78) 00009618
C_+++PRINT [NPJT CALS 00009700
..... _ [_ _6 _ 1_ _P_ _U | A.4_2 A 00000800
CALL I..INES(I) 00009900
IIIRITE (b_ 9221 (VIN(K _ITYPE)_K=Ie 71 00010000
IRITE(6,952) I SD(KeM) ,K=2e81 00010200
WRITE(6,9221 (CV(KtN) ,K=2,8) 00010300
- _/=IT_TE(-6;952) -/__rSD( K_,M ] .K:2.8) ..... 00010400
CALL LINES(I) 00010500
-£.._ _.e_,P-JiILP.IX-JAU-CJ_-U I _£ AA._ -- - 00010600
WRITE(6,926) ( VOUT(K, i _YPE ), K--I e7) 00010700
IRITF(6,950) I SNP( 51 00010800
__'_ .................... 00010900
IRITE(6,926) (CV(K,M} , K-'=I 2= 1 El 0001 I000 J
IRI TEl 6,9521 (CSD(K_N) ,K= 12_ 18)
........  88it 88 !
WRITE (6,912) 00011300 i
-I= _- .._i_JI_.F. (-,-..L_IU4E .... 00011400 (
• WRITE(6,920) AVER(I,MI,CV{I,NI;PU(I,W) 00011600
lR|TE(6,g501 lSMP(I) 000|1700
CALL L INESII) 00011900 I
C_++++PRINT EARTH SCAN 00012000 ,
..... ]F(NUWES;EG_-O) GO TO _60 .... 00012100
• O0 4,50 L==I_NUNES 00012200
...... IFI_F.J_(L*B*M&e_Q.-/.O) GO TO _50 -00012300
G_ TO (420_430_4401_L 00012400
420 _RITE(6,923| AVER(9tN)eCV(9tNItPU(gtM) 00012500
;; _. -" T-". :.. ;3 _,; ; :.;;;; Z I GGGi 2_&,; I
WR|TE(6,95|) SD( 9, M), CSO(9,N) _P_SO( 9, N) 00012700 !
IF(ITYPE.EO.|) IR|TE(6,954) SN(I,N) O00IZlQO I.
.... _- T0- -450 ............... 6-(_0 [2900 !







09MAR_'9 I_I.59.42 - V(JL--DISKO6, DSI_=ZI:]MNBoLIEI,CNTL
w,_ ITL(6,'J50) I b;4;.'( 31 00013103
....... wf,eI Y_ ( b w"9"5I")" SEr( lO, _) ,C_(lOoN) ,PUSO( I 0,_) - 00013200
IF( Xlv'PEoEOoll w_IlFE(6,_54) SN(2,M) 00013300
bd lJ 450 00013(00
4110 WlAl'IrE(6og25) AVEk( I I,M),Cv(I IwM),PU(II wMl 00013500
WRITb(b,950) ISMP(l) 00013600
ll_lTL(b, g51) SD(II,M),CSD() :.M),PbSD(ILtM) 00013700
IF( IlYPE.EbI,ll _q'|TE(O,S541 5N(3,,M) 00013800
450 C JNT I ",IUE 00013900
C.I-++¢. IBLACKBODY VIEW 0001410U
460 1F(AVhR(19,M),EU.-I.3) GO lO 470 000|4_00
WRITE(6,928) AVEH(19,M),CVII,_),PU(19,M) 00014.300
IRITE(6,950) ISMPIG} 000 ) a.l.41.O0
i_llE(_FtgSl) SL) II,M),C_(19,MI,PUSO(19,M) 00014.500
CALL L [NES(1) 00014600
C+++(.+PNINlr FJLACKBUD¥ THER;,IISTOR 00014700
--<rPO_ lPtAVl_R|_0-i_q-;-,l_O';-t,O') GO _ 500 .............. 000%4500
wNITE(6,9301 AVU(I20,M),CV(2OeN),PU(20,M) 000lag00
_ W_I_11T,5_ ( O, _,_ 0 ) ISNP(l) 00015000
INITE(6,951J SO (20, M) , CSD (20 ,P,I) oPUSD (20, M) 00015100
CALL L INES(I) 00015200
=f.J_tt-eI-_Ai.CdLATE AND P_INT 01FF_ 8ETiEEN lib TH 6 88 V|EI 000t_3g0
IP(ITYPE,E(J.I) GO TO 500 00015400
L) IPP [=_U(20,M )--PU(19,M) 00015500
Wfl-tTE ( O, 95_I - O' ll_"T ............................ 0 00 l'=J'l_
LALL LINES(I) 00015700
500 LONT INL;E 00015710
C*_**+&AvE A,IEkAC_ES E,S,O.FOR CALCULATING AVERAGES 0001.5800
C_HI-4.1,_.AFTF-N Jl__L SCANS ARE P_CCESSED 00015900
• DU 840 J=! ,NSCAN 00010002
F_JLAV( NSET_NSCAN_J, I I=CV(I,J) 0001hi00
NFULAVINSETINSLAN+J• I ):AVER(i•J) 00010300
*IFUL3L)(NSET_hS_(.ANtJ•I )=SO{ I • J) 00016400
-840 Ci.3N_IFl ;_1-_ 00016500
DO 841 1=I,5 00016600
PUI-LAV (NSE TINSCAh I|=PU(INO(I )oil 00010700
;)dFL_)O (NSE TiNSCANt ,| )=PUSO([NO(l),)) 00015800
.... 8q-_ UUU_O,,)U(_-
NSEt=NSET  I00010910
1 _(_ a NJ__0 ............ 000_10920
845 RE TUR_I 00017000
C 900 FORMAT(IX, lOflO*4) 00017100
912 F_J_Ti23Xt'kA_I JXt'CAJ.;8',gx,_PeU.') 00017200
920 FORMAI'(°O°,'SPACE CLAMP 'o3FI6,A) 00017300
922 FORMAT (eO' ,' INPUT CAL ',TF14e41 00017400
924 FURNAT('O'tOEAI<TH SCAN 2 °,3F16o4) 00017600
925 FORNAT(eOO,°EARTH SCAN 3 °o3F16.4I O.O_O|ZTO0
926 FURI, IAI'(IO°o'OUTPUlr - CAL °eTFIA.4) 00017800
928 FOHMAT(°0°e°SB VIEW eo3Fl6o4) 00017900
. ---4_3G- __'-¢k _--,, _-_t_ STOR_ ,,3F 10.4I ................... _84H_G-
942 FUNMAT (51Xe78AI) 00018010
94,4 FURMAT (54X • °.SCANm • 15,2X, ' TIME' m(_Z2) 00018020
"0_"
951 FQRMAT (23Xe3( ' ( ' •FSe4 • I) ° o6X) ) 00018200
052 FORMAT (20Xo 7( ' ( ' ,FSoA_, e I ' ,AX ) ) ............... 0__1_1_0_
--053- FOI_i-AT(t0" ; "BB Yt._kMl STOR"SB v! El= * ,F8;4 ) O0018AOO *
954 FORMAT(*_ "e *70XeeS/N =_ ,FI2,4) 00018500 m
" IZX, '881 =° ,FlOe4, '(K) o m2X, mBB2=* ,F 10.4o *(K) *l 00018?00 I
END 00018800 I










09MAks'_ I_,59.42 - VCH-=r)ISK06, gSh=ZBWMB.LIe. CNTL
C_ e,_UbROUTI NE CCT_A_ 00000200
C *-*"*-'*-'*- 2/22/_/ 00000300
C4._._-4-_F(UUI|NE 1"0 CALCULATE A .'ERAGE:S _. STANDARD DEVIAtiONS 00000_00
C4..I..I-.I-4FUF SA/_P_ES F_E_RESENTING VARIOUS PHYSICALLY SIGNIFICANT PARAMETERS 00000500
C I_LG=_TARI LOCATION Of X ARRAY FOR ThE PARAMETER BEING PRC_ES_ED 00000000
C IEND=LAST LOCATION OF x ARRAY FOR THE PARAMETER BE|hG PROCESSED 00000700
C J=INDEX CC)RRESPONDING TO THE PARAMETER _EING PROCESSEO 00000800
.......................... OO000"900
C_,DEVELU_ED _Y _.E_EWTRA . COqP_TER SCIENCES CO_PC)_ATICN 00001000
SUBROUTINE CCTBAs(IBEG,IEND,J) 00001200
IMPLICIT LOGICAL* ! (Q) 00001300
EZ_I_iE(._'_i- ZNAM_ 00001400
CU_NUN/CCT INFIX (2000) 00001500
LUNNCJN/CLT INF/ISC, IES( -_l, lOUT, |BB,I TH, hSC,NES(3| ,_UT,NBB•NTH, 00001600
'I;T¥_L,;_"_-_v c. .................... O00OITOO
CO_MUN/CCTINF/(_UAIA(_5OO),QSTR(131) 00001800
CC)NLI4C)N/ANALYS/LNAME(20 | 00001900
- - C_JN_-NI_/_N#_LY_/AVE_(2O. lO) ,SD(20.10) ,CV(20,10) .CSDI20_ 10) • 00002000
*PUi20. i0 ),PUSD(20, 10) , 0000_100
_&N(Z_2J,_OJ.LI_7,2_ ,C(5 _ I Ol eCVIN (7,2 | tCVQUT (7,2) • VC)FF A,dPA t@@lA, 00002200
2B_2AmFULAV(2OOt20),FULSD( 200 ,20).RFULAV(200•20),RFULSC)(200,20) , 00002300
3POFLAV(2OO.5}.PUFLSD(200_5) • |FULSC,ITNP.O(4| •I_CAMt_SCAN.NSET• 00002400
C iRITE(6,900) I_FG, |ENO.J 00002600
C iRITE(6,glO) (X(I), I:IBEG,IEND) 00002700
AVFR(j •ISCAN )=0•0 00002800
5b(J, I S_AN)=O. 0 00002900
....... _=IF.N_-I_I_C_.-I - - - 00003000
C 4"4,@4. 4.L A _.COL ATE AVFR AGE 00003100
DU 100 |=|BEG,lEND 00003200
-- -WV_R't--J, - T_NI_ Xtlt I ........... _,O O O33 O'O'-
|00 LONT |NUE 00003400
C I_ITE(6_910) AVER(J, |SCAN) 00003500
......... AVET_ I_ISC AN_- A VE_ ( J, I SCA N)/N 00003600
C W_|TE(6•910) AVERIJ, ISCAN) 00003700
.... _W._EF./_, 9OO_--_ -- - 000038,00
C tHF_, T ALCULATE S.D* 00003900
DO 200 I=IBEG_,|END 00004000
"-- ;,;_ " _-- .......... +" ,.,, ['-S--R-_ j, ! _C AI'W_ # si,* _ .... "0"00"O'q. t 0 0--"
200 CONI | NUE 00004200
__ _, W_R_J_TE(0,ga__9_0L_t__L_ANI _ _ ..... (10005000
--- 5_.J_, |SCAN |=5QRT(SD{ J. |SCAN//(N )) 00004%00
C WN|TE(6,920| SO(J, ISCANI 00004500
_..I_ _ _- o000_6'_0
900 FONNAT (iX, 3|6) 00004700
C 910 FORMAT(IX, 12F10.61 00004800
C ;,_O _C,C_;-,:,T{iXI"LN_O-I_t ............ O00Oqr_oo
END 00005000







09MANT(_ 14.5g.42 - VOL;DISKO6. DSI',:ZB14140.LIB.CNTL
. --tC.t-4-.t..i- Pe. <..t-.e.'e_'t"e4.'__ 4.4. ” D eq.,e4.+._.1-I,+ f_l _9 ee I. t t.,e9 1'I, l, t t Ir • • • • _e_ e-e l_iFef i _00000 I O0
C eeee+_utiNLIJT INE CCTCNV 00000200
C |< D •+ 2/22/T/ 00000250
Ceeff+_,JL_UJTINE TU CONVERT FRO14 RAW TO CALIBRATED VOLTAGES 00000300
Cf@+ffANL) [HEN TO PHYSICAL UNITS 00000400
C J=lNl.li;)C F_R THE.. IPARAMETER BEING PROCESSED 0000£)600
c 00000510
C+t++_DLVELOOED bY M.L3EWIRA , COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION OO000OOO
_Ut_UUTI NE CCTCNV( J ] 00000800
I14PLIC IT LOGICAL*I (O) _0000900
Ix EAL $ O ZNAME 00ooloooCOM14ON/CCT |NF/X{ 2000) 00001 I 0o
I IIYPE• NURES 00001300
COt414UN/CCTINF/QCATA(4_OO),QSIR( 131 J 00001400
.... t UI_/ll NAIL.YS _-_N A_ 1 ..................... J 000 _io'o r-
CUMMUN/ANALYS/AVER( 20, 10) ,SO(20, |0) ,CV(20,10).CS0(20, 10Io 00001600
_,:)O(2O, 10)•PUS{)(20• 10) • 0_qO_|70Q_
- - IVIN(7,2),vOUT{7,2I,C(5,|O),EVIN(#,2),CvOUT{?,2),VO-F-FA,d#A-,BBIA, 00001800
2_2&,FULAV(200,20),FULSO(200,20),RFULAV(200,20),RFULSD(200,20), 00001900
..... _ _IFLAV { 2rO0 _ 5 _,tP LFL.SDI 20D*SI * LIFIJLSC _ I TMP* D( 4 I * I SC Ah _ ltSC'_ _T* -- _ O-OJ.)20OO
4ul IWEI6, lOI 00002100
Cf_.e+LLINVERT FROM HAW TO CALIBRATED VOLTS USING LINEAR INTERPOLATION 00002200
C_,;; ;;-, ,.,,. .,',;_'',.., C_L -ST_-t_3T4j-p_'_E "- CL_m_,'EAlqTr_ _CAN ¢_lB-Vreli ---OOOOZ3OO--|F(JeEO.20.OR,,(J,GEal2.ANO.J,LEoiBI) GO TO 180 000024`00
DO 1_5 M=I,N56AN __ _ 0g002_0
]rF-(AVER{:I,M}.LT.VIN(I; ITYPE)) GO TO 105 00002600
IF(AVER(J,14),GE.VIN(l,ITVPE) ) GO TO 110 00002_00
- _ _0-0 I=_._ 00002800-
i IF(AVER(J,14).GEeVIN( I, ITYPE).AND.AVER(J•14)eLT.VIN(I#l ,ITYPE) ) 00002900IGU I0 115 00003000
-- IC, C, C_i_ i,-_E ............ bvOO3iO0
10S I=l 00003200
_u TO n(5 g-g_Og
I " 11 01=6 ...... -- _ 00003400
115 FRAC=(CVIN(ItI* IIYPE)-CVIN( I .ITYPE} )/(VIN( ItPI .ITYPEi 00003500
; ,...... L-- V ZJti( JL,_-II_'_E I ) .............. _
] CV(J•14)=CVIN(I ,lTYPE) eFRACi(A_/ER(J•14)--VIN(I• ITYPE)) 00003}'00
I CSD(J, 14) :ABS(SD(J • t4 )IF RAC ) 00003800
C#_,_+EANTH SCAN &BB VIEW,USE FOUR DEGREE POLYhC141AL FOR THER14AL & 00004000
i , C+++++LI_NE*___FO__vl _;ULE t_ll3.11)0
• ; IF(J.GEe2.AND•JeLE_.-8)-GO- TO [75 ............. 00004200
i IFIITYPE.EQ,|) GO TO I?O 00004,300
43.---1T_PJ5_ ; ...... -00004400
, pu(J,14;..=c(i, x_-)+C(2, IX )*cv(j,w) _(3, xl)*cvcJ,14)*cv(J,W) ` 00004,500
I C ( 4`• I | II_CV ( J • 14) llCV( J, 14)llCV( J •14) eC( 5, | I ) iCY( J ,14)llCV( J, M) lICV( J •14)i 00004`600
! PUSD( J ,14)==C ( 2, I i )+2.0_C( 3,1 | )liCV( J• 14)+3.01_ (4` • ii ) ICY( J• 14).lICV( J,M )+00001800
14`,, 04,C( 5• I X ) ICY(J,14) ICY (J • t4) ICY( J. 14) 00_4900
-13U_Y_-J-;II1;--ABSTPU_D {_; li_]l]i-i-C'EO (J; M) - 00_5_0-0-
! GO TO 175 O000SlO0
___JLZO-.g-U4J_M3._O_&312._Ib.T9190ACV4 J,14 I ........... _I_-GG
PUSD ( J •14)= 16.'/'91901CS0 ( J• M ) O000S300
: |75 CONT |NU_ 00005400
CeeeeeCONVERT FROM RAW TO CALIBRATED VOLTAGES FOR OUTPUT CAL STEPS & 00005600
CefefeBB THERMISTOR lll,. oo .......... t1-Itlitt
|FIAVERIJ,MI.LI.VOUT(I.ITYPE)) _;0 TO 205 00005900 ;
ILF_,F.Ji-lJ.lil_UT(?.iIJ¢,RE)) _ TO 2&O ........... O-OOlll.OO-
O0 200 l=1,6 00006100 iIF(AVER(J,M).GE.VOUT( | • ITYPE) o AND.AVER(J•MIeLT.VOUT( iel , ITYPE) ) 00006200
16_. TG .,-" .,- ................. vvvvu.;,vv-...... ;
200 CONT INU_ 00006400 I
205 l=ll 00006500 I
........ GO-TO -2[5 ...... 0"00"0-_ 0 0 I210 Is6 00006700
__-2JI._R.-FAAC=LIC¥(_iUTLJ, el.i-I_P_J-J_t_OUT.(I. II TYPE | | i( ¥OUT ( Xlll • 11lr¥_lli OCMiOllllilO It
I-VOUT ( i, ITYPE) ) 0000_900 I
CV( J, l ):sCVOUT( 1 • I TYPE ) 4*ll ACe ( AVER ( J,RI--VOUT( i ,][TYPE) | 00001000
Ceee,<.CONVI[RT.IrROW.CALIaRATEO..VOLTS.._,-,,..., -.,.,.._, .....-. r....•- TO PNYSICAL UNITS FOR 88 THERMISTOR ;;_;;;;;
CeeeeeUSING CUBIC POLYNOMIAL
]Fr_-J-*'k)£;_'O--) - GO TO 250 "-----_tl_ I








.... i.- • ,. i /¢, ,lll,_;_ _ • "_""_ "_ +
1984019180-147
ORIG_':'_P,LF: .... *" /]
OF pOOR QUALi",'Y
OMMAR79 |4.59,42 - VCL--J|SK0_, DSN=ZEMM_J.L|{I.CNIrL
|CV ( Je,q )4kLV (JIM ) UC) UC) t'6UU
........ ;4 .... P'I'21-0"I, tH3 )wC_t( J',_l}" t,_.OWO(4| _I,CV (J.M) _CV(Jo_) - -O0007700r v, ._L/i ,J • #-ut¢
PUSD(J o_4)=ABS(PU_,D(J.M) )eCSD(J• h') 00007800
250 CONTINUE 00007900
300 RE IUHN 00000000
900 F (.}RNAT ( I X• 6F l 2.5) 00008100
_.N_ 00008200












............. _ .,.,. ..._"" . _,l_r'-- _-- - _ v -- _-- - . _ • •
1984019180-148
,)i W-"J J,, 'z i,\L,,';,
u
09MAR/') 14.59.42 - VOL=DISK00, DSh:Z_NWB.LIB. CNIL
Ct.I-efeSLLJCK DATA FUR CCTINF,ANALYS 00000100
C.H._.e-+ ! 0/! 6/rs/ 00000_'00
(_.&_.4-+UEVE_JPIEO By NoBEW/RA 9 CONPUTER SCIENCES CQRPURATION 00000300
bLOCK, DATA 00000400
I_L|CIT LOGI(.AL$1(O) 00000500
HEAL $¢1 ZNAME 00000000
-£t_,w(:lN .,'_:-£_ L_OFO"1" ....................... Oo O'OITTOO-
CONNON/,_CT INF/I SC• lEG(3) • IOU1, IRU•I THehSC,N_S(3) •NOUT•NOH•NTH, 00000800
l |TY_, hwJNES 00000900
COHN_N/CCTINF/QDATA(ASO0) ,OSTR( 1_1 ) 00001000
CUNHiJN/ANALYS/ZNAMEI20 ) 00001100
_..LIMM_JN._'AJNAL. Y._/A VF-_120. |0) _._,D(20eI(_,I,,CV(20.!O),_CSD(20t 10), 0_0_
ePU(20• 10) ,PUSD(20= 10) , 00001300
IVIN(Tt2),VGUT(7,2)tC(5,10),CVIN(7,2)_CV_UT(Z.2)eVOFFAtBPA•BBIA, 00001400
3PUELAV(200 •5)•PLJFLSO(200•5)• IFULSC• |TNP•D(4) •|SCAh•hSCAN•N_ET• 00001600
: 4_IINE(6, 10) OQgO[70O
..... b-AT_ --_ l_p-[ J2/'-e-NUNE S/O/- 00001800
L;AIA | FULSC/0/ 00001900
-- _A'gL-C_258_OeIgo2108.-De98025*;,-O.SbgO5E-| ,001,,_648E-| . 0000_000
e258eOI 9• 19._024t-! •9052=0•227264,-1.25476E-2• 00002100
• 2_8.2#) 3, 19,7513,-I.9TO98tO.242068,-Io37652E-2• 00002200
_1,259. 532• 2 i .9840,-3,.57012,0.615378 •-0.40859E- ! • 00002_00
e259,0_ 1=1_]_(_7y_- _ • 8_4 |4_09;_35_8,- 1 e23;_ 7bE-2, 0 OOOZ.500
e250*3_2, tg.6976•-l,8863,00226533,-Io28293E-2• 00002600
• 25_.d57• 19el720•-1 o33345•0.6_25':-E-01 •0.46033E-3, 00002700
...... "?_>O-*DO 7_ 20_LLI 9.-- _ _ 98.r' _7. O• 242 _L28 • -- | o 3S799E-_ _ --- - 0000_800
e260°529•19o73•-1078309•0. 191249,-9,31209E-3/• 00002900
3U/..]32.8817,-15.556, 1._72•-001917/ 00003000
1 00102,1005_• 10989•2.943•30877•4e848•50781/ 00003200
UATA CVOUT/O.OO6,0e970,ie97002e947e3egS4eIeQ29eSeQ24e 000 '3300
...... 1-..... 0;009, O._q. l • 963.2. _137.3. 945, t.920.5.9!5/ 000113400
UATA QSTR/131*e_'/ 00003500
1 •iN CAL 4'•'iN CAL 5'•'IN CAL 6e• •iN CAL 7'• 00003700
2 eE SCAN I*•'E SCAN 29,*E SCAN 3'•'OUTCAL I*, 00003800
3 _I'_---2_01TII__rL - _;-+OUl'_/_L -_r"-;"OU'Y_ _L _ :, "J&Ou.._vOO
4 *OUTCAL 6'. °OUTCAL 7°•*BB V[EW 90 eBB TH */ 00004000
..... LN__ .................... _410_


















OF PO'- _ QU/'_LI|_(
09WAR/9 I_.59.42 - VUL:)ISK06. DS_.--ZBMMB.LIE.CNIL
C _,_,4, _-5UBRJ J l I NE LINE3 00000203
C _,_ @ @ .e2/22/79/ 00000300
_._-_.(._eSUbRUUT|N_ TU SKIP DESIRFD NuMF_ER OF LINES ON THE LINE PRIMT[-R 00000400
Ct_.4._._.N=NUWBER OF LINES TO BE SKIPPED 00000500
C_ O0000bO0
C4_f_WN|IIEN UY W.B[ITRA.COWPUIER SCIENCES CGRPORAIION 00000100
._ _ L_,T._ _ T _- tl',ll'Lr"41._._._N-t -- ..................... O"O"O'O0"B 0"0'
DU I00 I=I,N 00000900
=rltL(_,900) oooolooo
|00 C._I i N UE 00001100
900 FORMAT (iX) 0000|200
















0_MA:_I_ 14_+'19.4_ - V(OL-T-L) I_)IK0_J, US_:ZrdMMB.L]Be(.NTL
_-_-_ti" +t 00-4.t t'l" I" t,l'++ + H”4"41-4.,_'e?1, ,I-'99 _t 9 ,I.,I"+_I.4.,I"I,,I',l"99'I'4"+ I, 4'4'IP4"_l'1"t_'_l'4'_Ir'Irq"IrO'1_rO'O-T_0
C+_._.I._-MAIN FOR PRDGRAW MDPSIW 00000200
C _'_.¢-o-+ 2/221791 00000J00
C+++_THi5 PRUGRAM R_A[_') CALIU_tATION DATA F_(_M A CCT--RU,PROD_/CED BY r4DPtO0000400
Cttt_t&NL) _ENEHAT_S L___I4[/' I*¢T._._t_L) IATE QUANTITIES f_ P_LYNOmlIALS FOR 00000_)00
CtttttCUNV_kI|N_ RAI CUUNTS [0 CALI_,'ATE_ IND|CESeUU|PU| ]HUS GI;NERATE_) 000_)00
C_-¢'+_',l-I:) L_.JWWPAHEDW[TH THE _UTPUT FROM MDP FeR EACH CALIBRATION SET. 00000700
C_+_+tA SUWP4ARY IS GLNLkAIfD IN THE END. 00000H00
--(---- ........................................ GG_,OGgQG "
C,O'4,+e',I'IR|TTLN BY ko*EIE_INA_CDI41"J'uTER SCIEhCE5 CO_PORATI[:)N 00001000
IRPLIC|T R_AL4,8(A-H.(") Z) 00001200
IHILLER*2 C,UUNI _)0001300
kkALl_4 DFr IHI,UFMIN2,DFWAXI,_NAX2 00001500
CUt4MON/VALULISCINI( 7),EIN2(II,SCQUT|I 7) ,SCOUT2( 7),EC(J),SCBBRIt 00001600
2ALPHAI (4), ALPHA2(4| ,ALPHA3(4),ALPHA4(4| _DELTAI (4) , 0000_800
3UELTA2(4ItC_2)TEUBRIIE_| tEdER2tESC_tTBB3tTBPITSLJ|IT_)B_IV_)FFI _ _[_
- - 4B_F_I(4),_ETA214),V|I(/),VI_(_),VO|(/),VO2(/I,A(3),TAUI(4),IAU2(4)00002000
_,TAU314),IAb4(_),IT(3I ,SIGNA(41,EPS|LN(4),RHO|2) ,B(3),VC(3I ,WBP,W0000021_0
CQNNUN/STAT/AVE_I(250) ,AVER2(2_6) ,SDII256I,SD21256) , 00002300
IUPNINI (2561•[.)FMIN2( 256)•DFMAXI ( 250I *DFNAX2(256) + IAV. 00002400
|NlrEGPZ. R*2 IF|LL_ ISL 00002b00
NEAL (l 4. CON :-;1r 0 =00_.. ___Q.(_
L 3CICAL,_ I OOATA 00002800
DINP.NS I0N IF ILL(4) ,CDNSTI 176 ),QDATA(32) 00002900
+C oooo31oo
NANEL |STI|NPUI/_{SET._,V |1 tV|2,VOI eVQ2eAoTAUI •TAU2+TAU3•TAU4etIT• 00003200
N= I 0 00003400
W$:0. ! 00003,_00
--P_S=0-.0 ......... 00_-0-3-6(}b"
NEA_(.5, INPUT ) 00003100
PlIS:I, O'-WS 00003900
Ctkt#_l_bAD I;IIRITE hEAOER RECORD 00004000
CALL FREJU:)(ODATA(I lelOeLe&250ebSOI 00004200
.... IIJ_Z ]J_ ( 6 • _ OO_)__J_OQJLTJU[J l =J: l • 32 ) ....... --_-
CALL 8C05(ODA_-A_ODATA•321 00004400
IN|TE(6_90 I ) (QCATA(J) •J= 1,32) 00004._00
50 IRIIEI6,902I 00004100
60 C.ALL L IN[S(2) 00004800
IIIRI IrE ( 6, 8051 00005000
" AOCONS*(*|, IO.L.'2O.¢ 0000S'00
-- _Iq_ITE[EW-BIO]"IFIEL{II.CONST(1).CONST(I42).C.ONST( I_)
IRIIrE(6,812) (CONST(!) ,la50•64) 00005300
_1_11 (.CON& I"l L&* Lx 13_.ll I) ....
II*R1 IrE ( 6,814_ ) (CONSIr(llels96*102) 00005500
II.':_[ IrE ( 6, 8 | 8) (CONSIr ( | ) , |,,65,67;_ 00005600
_v vww_v i1 ,_ •
IRllrE(6•822) ICONSIr(i ) •i=143,14(I) 00005600
.... WRllrl[(6•SZ4| (CONST( I II • != |41 • |50)
IIIRI TEl 6• 828) ( CI3NSIr ( I ) • I= ISS• 151J 00006100
IIJiI.I-E.L4_Lt_ _--(CONSI t I J. La 1541.14_IL ) + - _ :
WRllrtl 6,8321 (CONST( ! ) •18162•1651 00006300 l
IRIIEI6.0341 ICONST( I I .1= 16?• 16El 00006400 ;
li11TE16.8361 (C0NIT(iI+i-I?2•III) 00006600 !
::tfft-: l;+ ._ oo0o6,o__o__
.... t'_"_S T i I ! ,;1-i-'30, S? ) • I COkSlr I I ) • I • I O? • 1341, 00006100 +
1 (CONSlr I I ) • Im2,29 ) • (CON ST( I ) * ! •68 • _il51 0 000(I)!)00 I
..... GO+I-O JIO ........ G04)4)3G4_- t
TO IIIRI T£ ( 6, _04| 0000_1 O0
10 (.ALl. L INESIS) 00001100
II_;._.L- I O+&+_-_;+ I
I nO 00007400
_ C_.tt)IIIEAD FIIIIST II£COIIO.iNllrlM. IM ¢ALIIRATION QUANTIT|E$







09W&_,I/9 |4,59.4_ + Vt)L:J|%K06, ()%N=ZHWMIJ.LIfl. CNTL
II { .NUI.QG{JIJC)) ,.*,J IfJ 90 O0001_C)O
.... _dr -t_@ J_- t v P-- 0000?900
SC. iN I { J)"-"COUNT ( J_" 1 ) Q O00_U.)O
_C1,_2( J)-CC_Jt.T(J+; ;" } O0OOoiuO
5.'{JUI I (J)=COUNT(J*._) OOOO_O0
_LUUI2 (JI=COUNT (J'*'?4) 0000_300
100 C_JNI LNUE O000d4 O0
3CfJSR, =LOUNI (16) 0000_J500
_CSCI = COUf"T ( I ) 0000d600
S L_L_ --C _U_P_ t _P_-P ......................... O OO0"_ 1P0 or
5CSCZ=COUNI ( I 7 ) 0000dB00
%LuUJ=COUNT(33) 00008900
IFIN.EO.I) GO To 210 0000'9000
200 CaLL WDPRED( I, 13t.) 00009100
l:4e_ 0000@200
Lee.ee,*LAL_ SNOOTHING ROUIINF 00009300
IF(Q_UOO) CALL SP4OOTH 0000_t00
_'L-N-NC--_! AlE- -OUAN_r !¥1f5 -'l_ PCLYNON! AL_ P_I_ _fl'_ _0t_ -- -l_OO0_OO-
CeeeeelF N RECORDS P_OCESSEO 0000_#000
IF(|.NL.N) GO TO 200 OOO0_100
--210 wRITE{6, gO6I_L 00009800
iHIIE(6.908) ICALL 00009900
m_£l L( 6. 909 | O00t0000
CALL LINES( I ) 00010100
I,<ITI'-(0**910)SCINI*SCOUT| * SKIN2, SCOUT2 00010200
CALL i NTYAL 00010400
1 =0 00010500
Cee#+_.(OMPA_E SINULATO_ ouTPuT WITH NDP OUTPUT 00010600
CALL C ONPA_ 00010100
.... LY(J.CA&J.._G.L_;I_) GO lO 260 00010800
ILAL_= ICALL*I 00010900
G0 I0 200 00011000
----_ _n-ql,*-0_ .................... ,aOu* = iO0
G0 IU 300 00011200
800 FONNAT (/SSX,*$e$$HEADER RECORD$$$$' ) 00011300
+_5 FOk'_TI/55X, vI_IIMDP SYSTEM CCNSTANTS¢****) 00011400
813 FORMAT (/IX,*N=*,IS*SX* 'MS=*,FB.A,SX, '*WBP:* ,FO.4,SX, 'W0= *, 00011500
...... LIE_I.._ l . _ -OOO&l_00
812 FORNAI (/IXe*Vll=°,If:10*3} 00011100
8;4 FUNNAT (IX. 'Vl,?. =°,?FI0* 3) 00011800
-- _t'_--P_ *P_AP_-J_-_'_*_ _S'ff'r_ ....
010 F0_ANAY I/IX**A:' ,3FI4.1 ) 000|2000
_020 FUkWAT (/IX ,' TAUt :' ,4F|2.4 ) OOOiZZQO822 l_o_r_ [ 27 ' T_G2 ;- ', ,,.FI 2.4 ) o o, 122 o,
824 FU_ANAT(|X, 'TAU3=',AFIa.A) 00012300
828 FOk_AT (/IX* *WTz* ,3F 10.4) 00012500
830 FORNAT (/IX**SIGNA=* ,4( 1PC 15.5J) 00012600
___ ;.- --;..;,._ .... _, ,,..,-- ...... - :
834 FORNA1 :/IXo'RHO'_'o2FI0*5) 0001_'800
.....|K o**,z,ooVC= ' ,3F8,2 ) 000! 3000
840 F_I_NAT (/IXeeNI ,N2,N3.NA=' ) 0001J|00
___Sd_..-.F _M, AX-¢ I.X. ZF J,5+ 7 ) GOOi3ago
900 IFOI_MAI(IXe3222) •, 013300
901 FOAMAT |IX,32AI) 00013400
--- .-___--.:.;'-_,,, . "Z_.r.C._ _HrNe--l_.oIEl_ II_r_ol_O*tP -- - - &_.&i3_,_&
904 FORMAT IIX,*EI4ROR IN READING SYSTEM CONSTANTS RECORD*) 00013600
906 FOIIMA_ |/SSX* *eI_*41SCAN LINE I1*.1 St '*¢eW*) 00013700
9_8FOI_ATISSX,_e6_6CALIERATION SET Io,IS.*ititl) -00013E00
909 FORMAT (|X+ *S|NULATOR OUTPUT') 00013900
__IM.O-.l_gl_l IJ.x, _4J_8.2) - + 00014000
920 FORMAl llX, 151 00014100
940 FONNATIIX**ENO OF FILE') 00014200
-------IIt--e_,L" - -':4._. ...... &/,&_qr_0@-
,.10 ; $]roP 0001,)400
...... _a[NO...... _.OO|*SOO







0qNAR?(_ 1_.59.42 - VUL:L) ISK0fJ. L)SN--ZE#4M_.LIO.CINTL
C_+*_SUHRUOTINE NDPREu 00000700
C +2/27/7c_ 00000300
C+e++t-t_UUTINE TO READ CCT-RU GLNERAIED BY MDPwANO TRANSFEfi 00000400
CAkI-+fA-CALI{JRAr._ON DATA F_L_M L$1 ARRAY TG i'2 ARRAYs 00_JOS00
C Lt._EC_-,_CAN LZlkP- CCJUNTE/_ IN THE CI,,_RECNT CLII_M_ATION ,SET 00000510
C.. I:)L=ABS{..)LUTE: SCAN LINE CC}UN'I'ER 00000._20
/ C 00000600
{. +f_l-_l-+ f f f+ft- f_ f+ f _ f4- f_l-+ D ,ff +f+ f_ f ff + + f f+f H++++ f+f+_ f+ +f ff _f + _+++_+ 0_000800
_UoROUTINE NDPRED( IREC, I SL) 00000_00
INPL|C IT REAL*B(A-H.O-Z) 0O001000
" I NTEG_R*2 COUNT 00001100
.. LC_(..ALd_I, QGAJL}O.QIYPE_[ ._IYPJE_ - - OOOOt2_O
r<_AL* 4 a;'MINi,DFM|N2. DFNAXI$DFNAX2 00001300
CUNt4UN/VALUE/SCINI(7) ,SC;N2(7),SCQuTI(7),SCOUT2(TI.EC(3),SCBI:Y_I, 0000|_00
2AL:)HA 1 (4)* ALPHA2(4) ,ALPMA3(4 )* ALPHA4(4 ) _DELTA| (4) • C0001600
3DE_IA2 (4),C(2) •EU_RI,ESCI ,EB_R2,ESC2,TBB3 ,TBP,TBBI,TBB2•VOFF, 0Q09|700
" 4BEIA| ( 4| ;BF_TA_ (4). V I I ( _),VI2(7),VOI(I),VO2(II,A(3I,TAUI(4),TAU2(4)O0001800
5, TAJ3(4) •lrAUA(4).iI(3) .SIGMA (4) .EPSILN(4) _RHO(2) • e(3) •VC(3) ,IBP•WO00001900
'- (_,NUN,t_, _C_U_L,COUN_" ( _0 I .QGODO 00002000
CUMNON/STAI/AVERI(256),AVER2(256).SO|(25E) ,502(256) , 00002100
I_E/41NI (256),DFN|N2(256).DF_IAXI(-C56} ,DFNAX2(256). IAV, 00002200
LUG, ICAL* I OOAIA 00002400
INI_GER*2 I SL•NSL OOQOZ_00
b|i4EN_ION QDAiA(I304) 00002600
_QUIVALENCE (NSL.QDATA(1257)) 000027'00
- - - Q _,_.O.D.=_,,I.I;a.UE. - - __
CALL FREAD(Q£A_-A( 1 ) ,IO•L•_.26G•_.250) 00002900
Ctf_f+TRANSFER CALII:lf_ATION QUANTITIES FRON L*I ARRAY TO 1,2 ARRAY 00003000
CUUNT( 16)=QOATA(2} 00003200
COUNI(I_)=QDATA(I0_4) _00g03300
...... _ 0 uRT(32-) = 0I_rA-I (;3 _) --- 00003400
COUNT(33}=QOATA(1178) 00003500
...... _ 400-J_I,,,-Z_ ............ -0000360.0-
COUNT( Jtl )=QOATA(82-+J*24} 00003700
COUNT( J4_8 ) =QDATA( 250+J,24 ) 00003800
C C_;_; i _ ¤` $-&fiAT_iT t* t-jrir_ql- ......................... 0 _ --
CUUNI(J4"24}=QOAIA( 882 ð Ô` 00004000
LO_O_ CUNIJNUE OOQO4J, O0
I ._L= NS L 00004200
|F(IREC, GT.O} GO TO 300 00004300
C_IIih_N._FER ? TF..J._TRY VAI.t'ES -_- 000044.00
E_|:QDATA( 1240} 00004500
EdB2=QOATA (1242) 00004600
F_P=QDAT A( |240} 00004800
__DO 200 1=1_3 O_O0._?O0_
...... EC{]) = _D_¥_l( | 232+ 1,2 ) _ - - 00005000
2()0 CONTINUE 00005| O0
G04_ 300 ........................... 4}4_6_
C+#t..I-,t.NE_$AGE FOR l/O ERROR 00005300
250 J,:EC:IREC+I 00005400 ,
WRITE(6,900) JREC, ICALL 00005_ 0
GO TO 300 000057_O_
-E_-__HEgS{GE FOREND OF-FILE ....... 0_-0_--5800 I
260 IR|TE(6,902) 00005900 ;
£_.1.- f I[NIJ_ ............ 00006000
STOP 00006l O0 I
300 RETURN 00006200 ;
ISET I' tl6) 00006400
902 FORNAT(IXeeENQ OF FILE*) 00006500
...... -F_JD ........ 00-0_600




I__ ............... -,..-.,..,l_ * _F _ wl - -
1984019180-153
09MAR/W 14.59.42 - VOL:DISKC6. DSh=ZBMMB.LIB. CNIL
C t'_'4" P Ut_NUUI | NE SMOOTH 00000200
C_++ X 2/22/79/00000300
_I_+ROUI|NF TO SMOOTH CALIBRATION DATA 00000400
C 00000500
C_t_m_IIEN EIY W.BE_IRA.CO_UIER $CIEt_CES CORP_AIION 00000600
_JBRtJUTI NE SM(J(3 TH 00000800
= _ I C i-T---_.E-._.-A-.._r e_--z f- ............................. 00000_00
1NIE6ER_2 COUNT 0000|000
LOGICAL* I O GOUL) 00001100
CC)NWON/VALUI_/SCINI(T).SCIN2(?).ScOUII(I),SCOUI2(I),EC(3. i,SCBBRI, 0000_200
.;. I_LSCI, 5w_clBR2,SE_C2,SCBB3,EBP,EBEI,EBB2,EOFFS,WS,pWS, 00C01300
--- _&_-_g(¢)e/_.(& ) *ALP_(_&)e AL,PH_4(4 ) ,OELT AI (_) , OOOO|4_OO
3_ELTA2 (4) •C(2} •EBBRI,ESCI •EBBR2,ESC2•TBB3,TBP•TBBI • TBB2 •VOFF• 00001500
t3EIAI (4) _BETA2(4),VII(l) ,VI?(71,VOl (l) ,VO2(7).A(3).TAUt (4)•TAU2(4)00001600
.,, ._va_ -_ , T ,, v'- t '_ _..... , WT(3) ,'_'t(I1q'A tC;') -,-L_LN(t ) , I_O(-_) ,"B( _ ;VC( _r_r ,l_p;_ro_0iToo
_ • NJM, N, 1 CALL ,COUNT ( 401 ,OG00D 00001800
OO 100 J=1,7 _Q__QOI_QQ
.... _-'-C_F_ITJI-_ _-L'_ j_]-} +l P IS } * _C | h 1 ( J } -- 00002000
>C|N2( J)--WS_COUNT( J_t 7 )_( PWS )=SCI N2 (J) 00002100
_ __ _LLII_I;L_CDU_I(.lt@)_-(PIS)#SCQUII(J) QOOO_ROO
&CUUT2 (J)=WS@COUNT(J+24)+(PWS)*SCOU_2(J) 00002300
|00 CUNTI _UE 00002400
3C3C ; - ;__ _-Ct_c_t_Pt"-tPe-tl_t_ _=_d_t .......... 000X12_30_
$CSCZ= IS=COU.4T ( 17 ) + (PW S) tSCSC2 00002600
SCE]BR l =ISICOUNI"(|6) +( PlS ) tSCBBR 1 O_Q_Q_O______O
.... -_C_B_2 =W_*_'O UNT { 32T+ (PWS) *SCBSR 2 00002800
S(_Bb3 = WS _CUUN" (33) + (PW S) _SCBB3 00002900











'°_" PO,")R .... -_"
09WAR/_ 14.59.42 - VEIL=DISK06, DS_=ZBMWF].LIB. CNTL
.P+__,0.et-.ee,_,e'_,_,_'_e e,__ • ,r'_'l'_ _ t,r_+'_e,l,_lF4,1,OS'000100
C ++i-+*'..,_J__RUUT [NE INTVAL 00000200
Ce++ + 6. 2/22/79/ 00000300
E+e_.-+*RuJTINE T0 GENERATE VARIOUb INTERMEDIATE QUATIIIE5 & POLYNOMIALS 00000400
C4Fe_+FL_ CUNVERIING RAW COUNTS IO CALIBRATED INDICES, 00000500
C 00000600
Cee4.e_wNlTIEN BY M.BEWTRA,CONPUTER SCIENCES CC_PORATION 00000700
-- _,_A_;...; _"_.¢_"_ _,"''T V _d_L-.............................. 'O'O'_"_r_]YOX_
IMPLICIT REALIBi A-H,U-Z) 00001000
INTE,.;___$2 COUNT 0000t 100
LOGICAL4=/ 0GOC)O,QTYPEI ,QTYPE2 00001:_00
_(EAL_=4 DFMINI ,DFMIN2,DFNAXI _CFNAX2 30001300
ISC".CI • 5CtJBR2•SCSC2, SCBB3•EBP,EBBI tEBB2*EOFFS.,WS,P=S, 0000_500
2AL.)HAI (4) •ALPHA2(A) •ALPHA3(4),ALPHA4(4),DELTAI (4 I • 0000|600
4tlETAI (4) ,,BETA2(4),VI I( 7),V12(7) ,VCI (7) tVO2(7) ,A(3),TAUI (4)tTAU2(4)00001800
..... _,'ITOlq,l_,IC_-L_, CC-UF_T(40 ) , OGCFOD OOOO2O0o
LGqMUN/STAT/AVE_! (256) rAVER2(256 ),5D!(256),$02(25_), 00002100
. __ J_DSMINI/,2.._J_J.,ZIJEMLN2(2_6)_,DFMAXt (256) .DFMAX2(2_ItlAV. - 042_O_,_L_O0
2L4TYP_- I(IO00),OIYPE2(1000) 00002300
E)INENSION VMI (4,7) •VM2(4,7),VN3(4t_J_VM4(4.7) tVM(4,T) 00002400
C _N_TE(6, 900) 00002600
C++_+CALCULATE /AATRIC_S FOR OBTAINING COEFFICIENTS OF CU=B|C_p_Y_N_AL_ O_QOZ___O_
-_fe _-N(_-_OL_NT-AS-AI_U'NCf|ON oF VOLTAGE FOR INPUT &OUTPUT CALS 00002800
IF(ICALL*NE,I) GO TO 100 00002900
CALL _AATRIX(VI I,VNI ) 00003100
CALL NATRIX(VOI,VM3I 00003200
C WRITE(6,904) ((VWI(l,J),J=l,7),I=I,4) 00003400
C WRITE(6,908) 00003500
--C-- ---dT_TT_'_/5190-47( {VW3[] • J ) , J = I , 7 ) . I= l. 4} ....... -O-O0 _ _---0"5
CeA-,I-i.,I.LALC,JLATE COEFFICIENTS 00003700
CALL MATNUL(VM3,SCOUTI _ALPHA3,4,7. 1) 00003900
C IRlIE(b,9063 00004000
wr_ i _,lu_ .._# w l,_r-ne,li _Jvt/vq_ I u_/
C URI rE ( 6. 9101 00004200
_ C IIRITE(6.904) ALPHA3C_-++++_'_L_-c-_r-_N_T_I)(-_ COEFFICIENTS FOR CUBIC POLYNOMIAL--GIvING ...... 1__004.,,,'___00004400
C_e++VOLTAGE AS A FUNCTION OF COUNTS FOR INPUT CALS 00004500
.... CALL M.&IAIX_,_C l NJL_VM _ --- 000_0
CALL _IATNUL(VMtV| I .BETAI ,4=7, I ) 00004700
C IRI TE( 6. 912) 00004800
"" r,,.i u i _l_V-io w_.,lt _ ..........
_R-';" ...... _ .... ,., , wJ- I , 7 ; _'_'=1"11t ...... u vu,,,,-,v v u
Ce@e_+CONPUTE SPACE CLAMP 886 VIEt VOLTAGES FROM COUNTS 00005000
ESCI=CUBI C (OEIAI .SCSC I } 00005| O0
........ _ =_1 gE"rxi,--_ B_i-) ................ 00005200
mRirE(6,916) ESC! ,EBBR I 00005300
C_keeeeTC] CALIBRATED INDICES 00005500
DELTA| (1)=A(I )+A(2)$BETAi( ! )+A(3)_BETAi(I)tBETAI (I) 00005600
OELTAI (3)=A(2)t_ETAI(3)+A(3)_(2.OtBETA|( I }_BETAI(2)+BETAI(2)_ 00005800
IBETA! (2) ) 00005900
DELT-A] _ I_RI_2_ _BETA] [-4 ) _A (3) t [2. O_BETA I ( l ) &BETA 1 ( 4 ) _2.0-_i1_r]C1-(-2_- --O-OUO-6OO-O-
ledEYAl (31) 00006100
.P_ __TE ( (_glJ_L-BJEXAJ_ OEL IA 1 - - 00006200-
C_+e _'+CHANNEL 2 THERMAL 00006300
C UR ITE ( 6t 920 ) 00006400
_.¢;;; _.m.,.,._.,., r. ,-1,,,,-, ,_.,.,a ,-_ ,.,_ ,_,';;*,';-•. ., _'ffL__ _w- _._,u,_. vu,.,u,,,,, m,.o vvvvv_vv
Ce++++GIVING COUNT AS A FUNCTION OF VOLTAGE FOR INPUT &OUTPUT CALS 00006600
IF(|CALLeNEel) GO TO 150 00006700
cALL-IilTITrvr_ZI ......... 0-0"006800
CALL 14ATRIX(VO2,VN4) 00006900
- -C-- -- J_ TELT.gO2k- ................... _nnoo?n_ O0-
C I_ITE(6,904) ( (VN2( i, J ), J=l, 7), 1=-1,4) 00007100
C IIRITE (6.908) 00007200 t *
C***' ,.ALCULATE COEFFICIENTS ;;;;_'_;;
,5o.LL- - L'-A_[-_]_/1EI_-, SCOUT 2. ALPHA 4 • A, 7, I ) ....






09NAg, II'9 |_.59,.42 - V/JL.:DISK06, DSN:ZB_Mr3.LIB.CNTL
C wx|TL(6,904) AL. _'JHA 2 00007800
--_ _t T _--_ _:rv_t-_ ) - -00007900
C wN|TL(6,904) ALPHA_ 00006000
C++_eCALCULATE MATRIX b COEFFICIENIS FOR CUEI C POLYNOMIAL 51VING 0000_100
C_@_VULTA_E AS A FUNCTION C_ COUNTS FOR INPUT CALS 00008200
CALL MATRIx(SCIN2tVMI 00008_00
LJ_LL MATMUL(VM,VI2,_TA2,4,7, I I 00008400
C WR I TE.I 6,912 ] 00000S00
C WRITE(o,904) ((VM( I,J)+J=l,?),I=l,4I O000@b00
C-.:: ; :C;.;P;VL_;;T-t:tB---1FftE-IW-f4-t_-TFIR FRO_P(_NTS TO _l-19 Uglft_ LIPr_A_e ..... _rOOoB'YO0
Cttte_INT[RPOLAT ION 00008800
IF(_C_E33.LT.SCGUT2(1) | GU TO 205 0000t3900
IF(SCBB3.GE.SCL)UT_(?) ) GO TO 21 0 00009000
DO 200 I:I.6 00009100
__ _ _4SC_td_+C_E,SCOUI2(I),AN_,SCb_33,LI,_CObT2(I_I)) GO TO 215 00009200
200 CONTINUE 00009300
205 I= I 00009400
_U ;;3 Z; _, ..................... 00-00'9"JOO
2r.O |=b 00009600
215 IF(_JA:_S(SCOUT2II+II-SCOUT2( III,LT. .001) GO TO 217 00C'_9700
....... Fq_FAC--CVO21 1 |-VO-_ I [ ) I/[5COUT 2 ( I + I )--SCOUT2 ( I ) ) 0000_800
EUB3=V02(I )eFRAC*(S(_BB3-SCOUT2( I ) ) 00009900
_--_CUBEK/J_L_ 1 .EBB._} 00010000
(JO Tu 216 00010100
217 wi_llrElB,9_2) ICALL 00010200
E$C2=CUBIC ( BEIA2t SCSC 2 } 00010400
wR|TE(6,, 922) EBB3 000|0500
..... i_l TEl6, _P23 }- E_C2,EBBR 2 00010600
reeeeeC_MPOIE TELEMETRY VOLTAGE CORRECTICN COEFFICIENTS _ND ADJUST 00010700
_.C.-_4rJc._[-EA-E.M_ZI_f _/_,_IA_F_,%+-_OQTH BA,SJEPLATE vOLTAGE 0001-0800
IF(OAdS(EC(3)-EC(II},LT,,00I} GO To 218 00010900
C(2)=(VC(3)-VC( I})/(EC(3I-EC( 11 ) O001IO00
¢( ; ;-VC( i I-C| Z ;¢ZC _ tP ............................. 0'0"011 t 00
VUP=L I lleC(2l_EBP 00011200
VBBI=C(I)eC(2I*EBBi _ OO_|J Q_} 0
voFFS=C( I } 2 I*EOFFS 00011500 i
218 WRIIE(8_940) ICALL _0011700 J
219 IR|TE(6,924| C O00111:iO0 l
IF(ICALLeEQ, I I PVBP=VBP 00012000
VBP:.eBP*VBP+ ( l-Wkk° )*PV BP 00012100
---- PVBP_VBP--.............. 00o_2200
C###4FeCOMPUIE TEMPERATURES FROM THERMISTOR VOLTAGES f.SMOOTHEO BASEPLATE 00012300
_ _._e_ • • VJ_I-IA_E -- _0012400
TB_=CUBIC( TAU-2,vB-P) _oo12500
TOOl=CUB IC ( TAU3.VBB 1 ) 00012600
T_._,--=C._'C;TA',_ ,V_._ _, _I)_I_P0_-
|FIICALLeEO, II GO TO 240 00012800
TBEk_BT | 1 } •TBB |I, WT ( 2 I*TBB24-_T ( 3} *TBB3+WTT*PTBB 000 i 2900
-- - T_TBI_TBB 0-0013-000 1
GO TO 250 00013100
_'__ r _ __T _ t _.T_2_IBB33/3 _,O .......... O00A_200
_I_=TB8 000|3300
2SC) CONT| NUE 00013400
T BBR=T BB-CUB IC( S IGNAt TBP) 00013600
WkI|TE(6,926} TBP. TBBI.TBB2tTBB3,TBB,TB8R 00013700 J
--/F,F_.TWCOqP_rrE - RID 1 _N¢ E .................. 00013800- I
RBB=EPSILN ( I ) eEPSILN( 2)*TBBReEPS ILN( 3 )*TBBR•TIBBR 00013900 ,
.... J_JSl_,_l_._JS/.( r_F_P ( EPS|LN( & I/TBBR )-- 1 ) 00014000 t
CtF4,eeeSMMOTH I)FFSET VOLTAGE 00014100 l
IFIICALL.EQ. II PVOFFS=VOFFS 0001,11.200
PVOFFS=VOFFS 00014400
VOFF=RHD(IJeRHO(2)*VOFFS 00014500 d I
..... -R S mR BI_/[ EI_I_IT'_ I,_R3FF I " " 0001_.600 !
WRIlrE( 6, 93bi vOFFS. VOFF+RStRBB 00014700 I
_ _ttdI.tI.OEI'ERM_NEJC.II]EFFICIENTS JI]F POLYNCMIAL TRANSFORMING RAW COUNI ZQ 000141,800 I
C e,4,e 41.4FCAI. | BR AT ED INDICES 00014900 tBETA=BETA2 ( I I4"VOFF 00015000
DELTA2 (I)=B( I ) ¢,RS*BETA*(8(2|+B( ._ )•RS•BETA) 00015200 i
DE,.,2,2,-=, ,2,2,,,s,z ....... I-- RL-T_" 13liBLr'lrK2_3 } 4,RSIZeRS4,RS4,BET A2 ( 21 *BE TA2. (2 lIB 13l
DELTA2 |4)=BETA2(4I*RS•Z_2.0•RS*RS*BETA2( 2)*BETA2 (3).8(3I 00015500 1,
147 i
t
"___ ............. - ..... ,. • .._, _ ..,mT,_,_ _ ,_ ..,- .... 1
1984019180-156
09NARIY |_.59o42 -- VOL=L) ISKC_, DSI_'-ZEMNd. LIBQCNTL
C =_lrL(6ogl _) O00lSbO0
, ttNIT_(O.93_)_EfAZ,OELTA2 000t=37"00
9O0 PUh_NAT (/IX • *EHANNE_L | Vi_IL]LE °l O0015BO0
90_: hU_<MAT(//2OX.mMAT_IX FGR INPLT CALS(OrVES _OUhTS FRCN VOLTS)*) 00015V00
• 904 FU_NAT (/7Gl8o8) 00016000
900 FU_MAI" (//lOX. °CgEFF [CIENT_ OF CLB|C POLYNOMIAL FOR INPUT CALS( UOOI6|OO
IGLV_ COUNTS F_,LM VOLTS}') 00016200
905 FURWA[(//2OXt°MATNIX FOR OUTPUT CALS(GIVES COUNTS FRCM VOLTS) = ) O00tO30O
9i0 ;U_(MA[ (//IOX,'CJEFFICIENTS OF ChEmIC PCLYNCWIAL FOI.; OUTPUT CALS 03016400
; -- ---HL_['VE_ COUfl_ Fi;tLfM VOLTS)"# ...... "O'OOt6wJO0
9l_ FJ_MAr¢II29X,'MAIkIX FOR INPUT CALS(GIVES VOLTS F&OW COUNTS) o ) O00lb6OO
9I _ FJRMAT (IXt °tJETAI c° ,4C, 14.0,2X, m[)ELIAI-_ o,4G|4e6) O00LbZOO
• 9i5 FORMAT (/IX_tESCI=I,FII*4,2X_ °EL]BRI=°,FII- 4) O0016_O0
:_ 920 FUF_MAT (/I X • e(,HANNEL 2 THERMAL o ) O00lbgOO
9J_ EO,I_MA [ ( _IXt #i:IETA2= o e4,,; 14_ e6e2X_ 'DELTA2= o ,_GI4 .6I OOO17000
9_2 :URNAT (/IX•'LEIU3='.FI| .4) O00|ZlO0
9_3 _O_MAT ('_• .19X. 'ESE2:' ,F ! [.4.2X, 'EBBR2= • .FII .4) OOOl?20O
9Z@ f'O_AT ( tX'_" • 25=11 .4 ) .... 00017300
9_b FUNMAT(m$'.3OX.'VEJO=' .Fg._.ZX. 'VBB|='oFg.4.2Xs 'VflB2=',Fg._s2X• 00017400
X ' V_U3:'_Fg.4 ) 00017_00
_1. FORMAT (|x'TOP= ',Fg,2,2X, ' T(dBI= ' ,F9,,?.,2X, 'TSB2=' _,Fg,2,2X,'TBB3 =_ mF900017000
1.2_2X, 'TdO=' ,Fg,2,2X, ' TBF3R:' ,F9.2} 00017700
9._{= F_k_MAT (IX' VOFF_= ' .Fg.G .2Xt ' VLIFF= ' tF|O.St2Xt 'I_S= '.GIStS. 2Xt 'RUI_=t • 000[ 1600
I _I_._) 00017900
gi2 f-JRWA[(/IX.'DIVIoE CHECK FOR BE_ THERNISIOR CALCULATICN FOR SET _'.00018000
" - .... l t-_r9 ................... -00011_%_ 0
_O FORMAT (/IX. 'DIVIDE CHECK FOR TELE_ETI_Y VALUES CALCULATION FOR ° • O001B_O0
l' bET _' .I8) 000|8300
f_E/U_N 0001 _400
• END 0001_500
'_ *## E_ID UF 4E'4BEN *** 185 RECORDS PROCESSED ********************************
1984019180-157
OF PO01_ Q:jALi :'_
09MARl9 14.59.42 - VUL=DISK06, DSN=ZBMMB.LIB. CNTL
C h˜ D _-._tSddNdd T INE MATRIx 00000200
Ct,_ I.t- _. 2/22/79/ 00000300
C4._I-¢-I-_-_,IVLN A 7-ELEMENT VECTOR C TH|5 ROUT[NE W|LL GENERATF A SPECIAL 000004.00
C4,_-_+_-PURPUSE _AIWIX U OF SIZE 4XT*FOR A DESCRIPTION OF TI-E HATHIX 00000500
431#_,_,#_EE A_PEND|X O.l OF"HCMN DATA PROCESSING SPECIFICAIION",IBM. 00000000
:. C 00000700
C_._-f_-w_TIPN E_Y M,,BEWTRA_CE)MPUTER SCIENCES CC_PORAT|L)N O0000_O0
C _   0ÐX 00001000
_JL_RUOI INE MAT/_IX(C,DI 00001100
I WI)L _.C I'r REALIS(A--H,0-Z) 0000|200
' DIMENSION A(4_,TItB( Z,4I,AI(_,4I .0(4,F),C(7| 30001300
OJ 50 12=.1.+7 00001400
A( I ,12l=1.0 00001_00
50 CONTINUE 00001000
50-_1" tO "-I" I- 2, & ............. 00001700
DU I00 12=I,7 00001800
A( 11,1 2)=C(I2}_*( I 1-1 ) 00001900
100 C_NT INOE - 00002000
110 CONTINUE 00002100
..... =-W._LIL_t &,, _00_A 00002200
DO 130 11=1,4 00002300
U0 120 I2=!,7 00002400
_ i 12, i i i-_ ( tl";t_r .................... 00002500
1_0 CONTINUE 00002000
C _30 _=ONTINUF. 00002700IT_(6,90-0_ u 800
CALL MATMUL( A,_tAI,4, 7,4 i 00002900
CALL MATMUL(A| _A_D,4,4,71 00003100
C wRITE(6, _00) D 00003200
-- _l_brk_ _'! _L_ ................. 000"O"J300
RETU._N 00003400
END 00003500
Ii$$ ENO _ MEWIBER =ee 35 RECDROS PROCESSED $$$$$$$$$$$_$$$$$$4,$$$$$$$$_e_¢
09NI_R/9 I_. 59.42 -- VOL=DISKObt DSh=ZEMWB.LIB.CNTL
C _-'I-I-_-+ _ U LIRJ 0 T 1NE MAIMUL 00000200
C H	ÌÄT 02/2_/7g00a00300
C+_-_-++SUURL_UIINE FOR MATRIX MULTIPLICATION 00000400
C C=Ab,IHERE SIZE OF A IS LXW.SIZE OF B IS MXN 00000410
C 0009O500
C++g-++I,tlIIEN LJY M,,BEWIRA.COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION O0000bO0
..... --_ -J_l ]4W'Z--NA I_tt.lt__(A tB 1_ it o_lo N| ................ "_'00"00'_00
R E AL _tJ A,B,C 00000"_00
D I._IFN:_ ION A(LtW) ,B{ M.N ) ,C(L,N| O_O001000
3J ll0 I--I_L 00001100
Jd 100 J=l _N 00001200
130 CONI INUE 00001400
II0 CONT INU5 00001500
--¢--- --- -Wt_t'P't'-t'O-,-900") A ...... OrO00iO00"-
C WRIIE( 6,,900)_ 00001700
C ,RIIE( 6.900IC 300_01800
C W-Ril"F ( 6_(_I 0)Lo N,N 00001900
C 900 FORMAT (IX,BFI2.2) 00002000
C 9].0 JF_,_,L_I(IX_312_ 00002100
DO 130 I=I,L 00002200
DC} 185 J=I,N 00002300
00 i ZO i i--1-i-lW ....... O000_.iO0-
C( I .J)=C{ I .J)+A{ Io I IIIB( I l,J) 00002500
C _RII_(G,900}C(I,J) _ 000_._90
120 CONTINUE 00002700
|_5 CI.)NI I N UE 00002800
_ 's30 .¢_NT ,iL_ O00O_@OO -
RFIUR_ 00003000
FND 00003100





09WAR/_ 14.50.42 - VUL=f)[SK06o OSh:.:ZB_MB.LIB.CNIL
..... "_f I1_ -_4A Y IfIV_ A1_ a Y, N'_O t-1_,f_f_T ) 00000100
I.WPLI C IT R_AL ,_( A-H,U- Z ) 00000200
C SEE PAGES 302-303 OF "DATA REDbCTION 6 ERROR ANALYSIS FUR THE 00000_00
C PHY_ICAJ.- SCIENCZS"tP,,H,,DEVINGTON FOR C(_MMENIS 00000310
/._| MP...N_ ICON ARRAY ( N[]RDFR eN(]RDE R) , IK ( | 0 } wJK ( | 0) 00000400
10 O_. I-_ 1. 00000500
I I DU I00 K=I,NCRD_ 00000600
A MA X'="0 - 00000700
DU 30 J=K,NOF_DER 00000900
23 l F (DAIS( AM AX )--CAL_5 ( ARk AY (i,J))) 24,24t30 C)0001000
24 AWAX=ARRAY (i, J) 00001100
IK(K)= ! 00001200
--- J.K.( K.) ---J 00001300
30 CONTINUE 00001_00
31 IF(AMAX) 4L,32,4! 00001500
---3LP---- --t_t_r---_; ........... _T0001500
Go TO 140 00001700
41 I=IK(K) (_CQO|_,OQ
....... -IF (_ --_-I 21, 51, _3 " 00001900
43 DJ 50 J=ItNORDER 90002000
.... 5.A-VF_--A/_R AY(K, JJ 00002 | 00
ARRAY ( K_ J ) =ARRAY( i , J ! 0000Z230
50 ARktAY ( l, J)---SAVE 00002300
---'rJ-t------ .,'- .,,.,""( R ; ....................... 0'O0"02"arO 0-
|P I J-K) 2|,61,53 00002500
53 L)O 60 I=I,NORDER {J000_000
SAVL=AF_RAY(I•K) 00002700
ARRAY( IoK)=ARRAY(I .J) 00002800
--b.O - -- A,RI,L_ l__t ._-=,-SAV.F. 00002900
61 DO 70 i=IoNORDER 00003000
IFII-K) 63,70,63 00003100
_(_J-------',_E-_ ;,-,..," -- ;, _'",'_',','.,', •"," • ;K_)-_ W_q'X ........................ "00"O'03"Z'_ 0
70 CUNT INUE 00003300
_I DO 80 I=I,NOR_/R 00003400
...... "DO -8_-_I, NORDER .... 00003500
IF(I-K) 74,80,74 00003600
.2A- - --_LF4.J-.JC A _.7._,,,8_,_75 . 0 00G3700
75 ARRAY(IsJ)=ARRAY(I,J) _ ARRAY(I tK)_ARRAY(KeJ) 00003800
80 CUNT INUE 00003900
IF(J-K ) 83,90•83 00004100
. _L___AREL_LE_ J-_Y_L_, J ) / AMA X ............... _0004200
90 CUNT | NUE 00004300
ARRAY( KoK )=1 ./ANAX 00004400
101 DO 130 L=I,NORDER 00004600 '.
K=NORDER-L 4"1 00004,7'00
•,;- ,';." __, .............. 0"000¢8'00
IF(J-K) iIIoIILoI05 00004900
105 DO IlO I=ItNORDE R 00005000
...... S_ _FE= _[l_ AV 11 ;K]F - - _)0005 i O0
ARRAY(leK)=-AR_AY(I_J) 00005200
----AJ_R_ JL-L_J ) ---.SJLWCE...... OGOO530G
11| |=JK(K) 00005400
IF(I-K) 130e130_|I3 00005500
S AVE=ARR AY (K, J ) 00005700
ARRAY ( Kt J)=-ARRAY( | , J ) 00005800
_EO - ARRAY_I_J}=S-AVE ..................... 000-0-5_'00-
130 CONTINUE 00006000 ,
_-_I_J_W ........................... -00006100
END 00006200






............. -+ - +. +. .e- + _. ,Ira,, - -- -- m _ - -
 9840 9 80- 60
09MANt_ 14.59.42 - VUL=DISK06, L)Sh=2BMMB.LIO.CNTL
C._.e.Pee_1._e_eee+e.P-P_e_*eeeeee#eeeeeeeeeeee#eeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeee.ee@#eee_|_
Ceee#ebU_kL}dT!NE CC;MHAN 00000200
C.IFet. 4. f _./22/79 00000300
C+#f+fkUUI|_[ TO COMPARE NOR OUTPUT _|TH S|MULATORtS OUTPUT. 00000400
C 00000500
C.,eeeeewi,_11|c.N UY M.ULJlRA,COMPUTER SCIENCES COI;PORATIUN 00000600
_UkJRUU T lNE CC MPAR 00000800
.... t_t_IC_Y f_-eS(A--HtO-_ - -- 00000"900"
INT_-uE:_2 COUNT 0000|000
LJ_ICAL_ 1 QGUUD,QTYPFI,OTYPE2 0000] 100
_AL_(¢ OFMIN1 _DF_41N2_DFMAXI_DIFM/_X2,Q|FF 00001200
LOMMUN/VALUE/SCINt |7) tSC|N2(7|,SCC)UTI(7),SCOUT2{7),FC(3JtSCf3BRI_ O000|Z_O0
1_C5C1 • S(._t_2,5(.SC2,SCBB3_E_]_,EBE|_EBB2_E_FS•WS_PWS, 0000&400
2AL. PHAI (_), ALPHA2(_ ) _ALPI_A3(A _•ALPHA4(4| •DELTA| (4 } • 00001500
3D_LI42{4 ),C(2),EHBRI •ESCI tC_3BR2eESC2,TUB3 •TRP•1.BB|• TBB2 tVOFF • 00001600
..... 4_tIAt( thBETA_(4t,VtI( ?),Vlt(?I,VOI (7),VO2(TI,A( 3t, l_rUl (_t-,T_tU2(¢tO00011PO0 -
5,IAJ3(4) •TAu4(4), WT(3) ,SIGMA(A),EPSILN(4 )•RHO(2) • _(+4) •VC(3I •II[_P•WOOOODI800
b • NJM • N, ICALL, CCJUNT ( 40 ) t QGUOD 00001 _00
(.L)MM_/SIAT/AvER| (250} ,AVF'R2{2_6|,SDI {25_| ,$02{256) • 00002000
|_JFNIN| (256),DFMIN2(256) •DFMAXI (2_e) tDFMAX2(256)• I _V• 00002100
2U1.YP_-I (It_OOJ_,OTYPE2(1000) 00002200
REAL_ OUT,X I 00002300
01MEN_iON 0UT(44),_1(4 ),_)214) 00002400
-¢-'_'1"_,1___0--& - vRl_r_-_101 _ OUPUT 14r_(;ORD --- 000021300
tALL FREAD(UUT(1), IO,L ,6260,62503 00002600
aRITE (6,90 I ) 00002700
wRITE(b,800) (OUT(I),I=I,8) 0300Z000
IfR 11"E(6,810) OUT(9),OUT(10) 00002900
-- WdiTF.(6. S; 5) (UUT( :i ), i---3_,39 ), (OUT( i ) , 1= I i t | 4) 000031000
W_t|TE(b•825) (O_T(l),i=15•18}•(00T(I),I=20,23) 00003100
Wi_JTP_(6,035) (OUT(|)_i=24_?.7) 00003200




CeeeeeIRANSFER COEFFICIENTS OF FINAL CUBIC FROM Re4 TO R*8 ARRAY 00003700
- _ DO 50 J=1,4, .... _ 00003800
DI(J)=OUT(IOeJ) 00003900
L)<_( J ) = OUT ( 31 +J ) 00004+000 -_
C WRIITE(6_902) 00004200
._¢t+ee+COMPANE I EN_PgRA_TU. RE5 & VOLTAGES _ 00004300
[F(OAUS(OUT(9)-EBBR I)-GT. cOl ) 00004400
If.ALL <ESSAG lOUT (9) , EBBRI , X _ l NUN eI TYPE e eEBBRI _) 00004._00
IF4[DA_SioUT(_LOJ-ESCI).*_Ie,O| ) 00004600
|CALL NESSAG(OUT(IO) ,ESCI•X_INUN•ITYPE,eESC| _) 00004700
I F (0A05( UUT(24 )-EBBR2 ) ,GT,,OI) 00004000
IF (DAOS(OUT (25)-ESC2) ,GT, ,01 ) 00005000
ICALL qESSAG(OUT(_',R) _ESC2• X• INUM • l TYPE • tESC2 * ) 000051 O0|F(OA_S(OUT(I|-TSB3) ,GT, ,i) 00005200
ICALL qESSAG(OuT(19) •TEIO3,X,INUM_ITYPE_*TBB3 _ ) 00005300
- - IF ( DA_IS(UIJT( 28_-TOP _ ,GT e o I | 0-000_4.00
1CALL MESSAG(OUT(20) •TBP*XeINUN• ITYPE•*TOP *) 00005500
IF(DAdlS(OUT(29)-T801) ,GT**I) 00005600
AF(DABS(OUT|30)-TBB2) .GT..1) 00005000
ICALL qFSSAG(OUT(30) •T0821 x,lrNUN•IttYPE• orB02 _ ) 00005900
.... IF(DABS(OUT(3|-)-VOFF) ,Glr-,, 01 ) ........ -000060o0
ICALL NESSAG(OUT(31) oVOFF•XolrNUId•|TYPE,°VOFF _) 00006100
...... c._k._ L,_I_mF.,.S ( I J+ ........... O00O62OO-
; |FIINUNeGT,O) QTY=EII'iCALL'I=| 00006300
C |F(|NUNeEQ.O) WRITE(6• SOS) 00006_00
' I NUN=O 00006600
,.,,.E=. -+WRI 1r ( 61006 ) ....
' C41,1.e_-e(.ONPARE CALIBRATED COUNTS FOR CH I 00006900
£AV= lA_e I_ .... 00007000
00 100 J=1•;_56 00007100
XsJ-I 03007200
al,_. ,I..,II,F_,iii..4 ikTl_,,,,l +,qiii++,_,,p _,/v vv dr,._wv
|F (X2 oLT eO oO)X2_:Oe 0 000074G0
IF(X2eGT .255,01X2=255,0 00007500
X I=CUO IC(DI •Xl 00007600







09_ART_) 14.69,42 - VL]L=_)I_;KO_, I)SN=ZSMMi3.LIB.CNTL
I_(Xl o_T .255.OiX]-255. 0 OOOu/_O0
_ ---X _X t- O000TVO0
L)FN|N| (JJ=AMINi(DFM[N! (J),DIFF) 0C00U000
UFNAxI (J I=AMAX! (L)FMAX! (J) •o|FF) L)000_!00
AVER I ( JJ =AVER I ( Ji*,'_IFF 0000_200
_)L)I (J)=SOl (J) _DIFFtDIFF O000c_JO0
Ii-tXI.E_.O,01 (.0 [0 100 0000_400
[F(GA_S(XI-X2) .(..;T,..5) (-ALL MF-S_AG(KI .X2•XoINU,W,.| TYPE. ' '1 O000_)O0
130 LJNT I NUE 0000_6C)0
;,F{ ih_U_(_T o0"-}'-"O fY#E __f ! CALL |---t O0008"}'00
JF(INUMeEQ.O } W_iIE (6. '_01) O000_SL}O
_ N,JW=-Q 0000U',_O0RIIE(6,gIO) 9000
C_CUMPARE CALIEINATE_ COUNTS FOR CF 2 00009100
_U 200 J=1.266 00009._00
X-- J- I 0000V J00
X_=C_cl IC ( DEL T A2, X ) 000094 O0
lt='f XLP_t- IP._ _0 _ x_O'.-O " ....... 00009500
IF(X2.Gr.255,0)X2=255, 0 00009600
- x 1= CUc_ IC ( D 2, X) 0000'9700
-- -I P (xi ;LT.O,O) Xl =0. (_ O000WSO0
'- IFIXI ,Gr.255.0)XI=255. 0 00009900
D£4-F _X 2-X I, 0 O010000
" L)FNI N2 ( J 1-- AN 1N | ( DFN 1N2 ( J ) .DIFF) O00lOlO0
UFNAX2 (J)=AMAXl (L)FMAX2(J) .OIFF) 00010200
J¢_'1_t"L_-./;-- _V E_ Z-_ ._ ; F F ............... 0001"0300-
_" _D2(J ) =SD2 ( JJ _DEFF_DIFF 00010_00
_ IF_DA_]S_XI-X2).Glr,.5| CALL MESSAG(XI,X2.X,INuN.II¥_"E,' ') 00010500
C -CALL MESS/_G(XIeX2,X,INUM, ITYPE. ' *) 00010600
200 CUNI INUE 00010100
- _'4 J[N4JNeG]roO_ O];lf_( |_.ALL1---I O0010_OO
,_ IF( INUM,EO.O} I_RIIrE(6,912 ) 00010900GO TLI 300 00011000
__'tlr_'t _, _= __ ................................. {TOOl 1100 -
'_ (.,L.} 1"0 300 00011200
260 WRITE(6,920| 00011300| " _OD-FOI_WAT(/IX_ AL_PHA3:°,_GI4,6,2X, 'ALPHAI=°+4GI4o6) 00011400
810 FORMAIF(IX. 'EI_E)RI='OeFI 1 04•2X. 'ESCI=O.FII.4) 00011500
_'I 825 FOkIMAT (lX, eALPHA4=' m4GI4.6,2X, TALPHA2=e.4GI4,6) 00011700
835 F{3NM&T (IX, °E¢3E_F¢2=' ,FI 1 *4,2X, °ESC2=',FI 1.4,2X° eC= o ,2F1 I.4) 00011800
__,lr_l' _i X, -'T_F- =-,F9 .'_ZT'L_X _-_rl_l_t_--_,P_. :_,-21 _ * TBB'J_- Po F_ ,2"_2_X, "_O011gOIT
' 1 ' T_U ]= ', F9 • 2,2X, • VOFF= e .F 10 • 5) O 0012000
fl_5 F(JNNAI (1X, *BE_A2=et4GI4.6,2XteDELTAZ=-'=4Gi4.6) 00012100
| - 901- FORMAT (//55X. _e&I'=MDP -OUTPUT RE(_OROe#et • ) 00012200
902 FONMAT(33X,'_t,_COMPARISON FCR TEMPERATURES & VOLTAGES_*) 00012300
_0_ _I(3._X_.'_Jq_3 ]rJENgEklAYtJq;_ES _ VOLTAGES CUI OF RAN_E==_x=_) 00012400
906 FL]RMAr(33X.'_COMPARISON FOR CALIE]RATED COUNTS FOR CH I_') 0001ZS00
_07 FCIRMAI(33X+*eWe(=N_ CAL[BRATEO CCUNTS OUT OF RANGE FOR CHl#ee$') 00012600
.. w ;"-;_-.._. _..u . _aN-F_ "_(AL-_BI_t_Et_ _RJ1_1_J--POlI_-_'lI"-'Z_tlr_ "- " _t'_PO_-912 FORMAT(33X,et_=#NO CALIBRATEO CCUNTS OUT OF RANGE FCR CH 2=(=_=e| 00012800
; 91S FIJRNAT(IX• 'ERklOl_ IN READING OUTPUT RECORD FOR CALIBRATION 0001Z900
iS'E/ _1'-, 161 00013000
t 920 FURMAlr(IX+ eEND OF FILE') 00013100





,_ _--,.... ,.-...... _ . -: .......... ..%.. ---;,_,_--.;_-_ _ r .,,.r..-1,
1984019180-162
09NANI_ |4._.4Z - VUL=D[bK06, Ob_=Z_MMS.L[B.C_TL
C+,,++FUNCIION CUBIC 00000020
C _ 	˜ P 2/221_ 00000030
{+@f_+F_NC| _ LJN T{} _ VALUATE A EU{JIC PCLYhC_i AL 000000_0
C A=LJEFF[CIEN[5 UP l_ CU($IC ._CL_NCNIAL O00000_I
C _=VALUE AT iltlLtt PULYNLMIAL |S T6 BE EVALUATED 0000004_
c 00000050
C+++++e_IIr_N UY M.DC_TN_,COMPUT6_ SCi_NCES C_P_R_TION O000CObO

















09¼AF,'_TI l'0e')9.4? - V[.J.=[_I')K06, [)':',_,:Z_MMf_I.LIB.CNTL
C '#. I1'-+ t. + b UUkU'J T I NE W L 5 S A_.,, 00000200
C$+ |X 2/22/7',)00000._00
C,I._+¢,_kUUT|NE TEl W&_ITE ME_SSAGL IF _4L)_ VALUE DIFFERS FI_t)N _[M,JLATO_ 00000400
C_,_-_.+&VALUE ElY MOI.,(E THAN SET LIMIT 00000500
C A =W.U_ V AL U t.. 0000051.0
C U=MD_ Itl VALL)E 00000520
C C:RA_ CDUNI¢ 0-25b| 00000530
d C MLI_E THAN SET LIMIT 000006b0
C J:0,CJUANTITY 15 A TEWPERATURE OR A VOLTAGE 00000_00
C J=i,LJUANTITY |5 A C/_-[0RATED INDEX 00000570
C NANL=LOGIACL$I AI.,_HAY CONTAINING NAME OF THE QUANTITY 000005/30
C _=,,_-$, O0000b00
C_+I_4IIIEN ElY W.BEWTRA,COWPUIER 5CIEI_CES C(]RPORATIUN 00000700
R_AL _ B,C 0000|000
: LLtGICALe| NAME(B) 0000||00
b|Fi-=B-A oooolzoo
IF(J,EQ, I} GO TO tO0 00001300
Ct_Jr_EA&E FOJW IE_L'P_.J,_AIL_ES £ VC_,.IAGES 00001400
/F(A.EQ.O.O} {aCT 1"0 200 0000|_00
WRITE.{ 6,900} NAM[tA.B,DIFF 00001.600
1_ .................... -Cr_017170 O
GU I,_ 200 00001BOO
CeeC._.41.M_SSAGE FUk_ (..ALIU_ATEO COUNTS 00001900
[00 WI_|TE(b,9[O} C,A,B,DIFF 00002000
I=l+l 00002100
- 200 kEI_N 00002200
900 FL)RMAT(IX.SAi,'N_P VALUE=m.FI2.4,2X,'SIM VI_.'JE=',F|2.4.2X.'DIFF= 00(,02300
|' _F|2. 4) 00002400
(t-Xl-_tW-_-O1:_ --=-*-,t'_ -_O-*'L_X_ _'_DIS- ¥$,LU_=". Wt 2. Z _ 2X ._ I mr -Y_,llztlrl_= • . O'OO0"Z_ 0"0
IF [,).2. 2X, 'UIFF='.FI2.2) 00002b00
EN_ 00002700















0_IA_lJ) |4._.4_ - '4_t :-*)I_KCGo t) 3N:-ZBMMtJ.! IH.LNTL
Ltv_$_'_bU_k3JT|_L F |NAL 0000000T
C ,t- < I0/E/ 1_/ 00000 100
C_ bNJUTINETU GEP,+LRA'rE SUNM&HY CF COMPARISON E)ETwEEP, MOP OUTPUI 00000200
CI++' ,X _IWULATORUUTPUT 00000250
C 000002b0
C4,*,_ IILNOY M.UEIIR&,COMPUIER SCI_NCFS CORPORATION 00000210
bo_O1#¥ I_ F lhl_t_ 000003ro1_
iMPLiCIT REAL IU(A--H,()--Z) _)0U00400
IN|l- uENe7 CU _JNT 00000500
L_I_|CAL_ | _GOU_) o(_T Y F)I_ | ,,Q[ YPE _ O0000bO0
-It-ALe4 OFMINI.(JFMIN2_OFWAX| =[)FMJX2 00000100
Lt._4N(JN/VAt. uE/SL |N | ( 7 ) _ _K_ | N2( 11 , SCOOT | (1) _ S4C-OUT2( I ) , EC (J), ._CSBH i . OOO00_O0
I :_C_.C£ , _CE_E]_2, 3CSC2.SCBB3,E_]P.EREI .EB_2.EOFFS._S,PIS. 00000900
2ALPH& I (a) , ALPHA2 (4) ,ALPMA3(4 ) . ALPHA4 (4) ,DELT AI (4) , 00001000
- - 3_Zl_TA2-f41,C( Zr, L"_I_Rt,e SC t ,P_P.E_- ,eSCZ,TeB3 ,T_JP, TBI_ I • T_BZ,VOlrF, [_0001 ZOO
4EI=IAI (e) ,(SEIA-_(4).V|I (71,V12(7) ,VOI (_) ,V02(Z) ,A(_i,TAUI (4) .;AU2(4|0000|200
5, TAUJ(4)._.'._ae(4),I_T(3) ,Si(_NA(4) ,EPSILNi4),RHO(2) oB(2) _VC( 31 *WRPtllOOQO0|300
b,,NUN,N,ICALL,COUNT(40) ,QGOOD 00001400
COMMON/S rA T/AVER I ( 256 ) ,AVER2 ( 75_ ) • SO l ( 25 E ) +SD2 (256 ) , 00001500
_tL_F M4NJ, (25h|, (_FWIN2 ( 2_ ) ,DFM_) X 1 ( 256| , DF MA X2. ( _56 | • ;AV. 4)0001600
20|'YPE I ( I O00),QTYPE2(1000) O0001700
Ctfti.tLI3I CALIBRATIUN _ETS TO E]_ CHECKED FOR TEMPERATURES _ VOLT _(._-S 0000|710
,R; ;_ G, _;GC, ) ................ 1700t_181T0
1NU_-- 0 00001900
_0 100 I=-I,ICALL 00002000
IFIOTYPEI(I).EO,,0I G_ TO t00 00002100
wNITE(6,9|O) i 00002200
1 ,WUM._..1 NUM t. I 0000_300




C,e-e.,O,,o.+LIS'T-_.A,_.IE_RATION SET,_ TO _E CHECKED FOR CALIBRATED INOICES 00002750
OU 200 I= 1, ICALL 00002800
IF4_I¥_)E2(J[).EQ.O) GO TO 200 00002900
I_lTEK6,910) l 00003000
! NUN= 1 h_JM+ I 000031 O0
INUW= I NUNe 100/! A¥ 00003250
IR |TE(ba, 920) INUM 00003300
Ilt_l _E-( 6_ 94 O) 00003400
WRI [E ( 6,9501 00003500
Ced,_,(.A4._,_N,.AI_ AVEJ_A_d_; i_ S,,D. FOR TH_ DIFFERENCES IN CAL|OI_AII[D QO00,]tSDO
C_t_INDICES FOR ALL SETS 00003._60
DO 300 1:|,250 00003600
_kVt'R't-l-It_ ....................... _ _ OO"31rOO-
SDI (l):( SDI{ 11- IAVOAYERI( IIIAVFRI (1) )/( IAV--I ) 00003800
_01 { | i =DSO_T (SO l ( I I ) 0000;,t900K= i-1 00004000 ¢
IIRITE{6,960) K,DFMINI( I),OFNAX! (I),AVERI(I),SOI(I) 00004100 |
. 300 _|Jl_l¢4a_,lE 00004200
• 1_11L ( 6,970 ) 00004300
IRi IrE ( 6,950| 00004400
AVER2( i)=AVERZ(I)/IAV 00004600
_12(|) ='( SO2( 1 J--iAV4AVER2( | )4AVER2( i ) )/( IAV-I ) 0_000_]00 *t
..... _rD2[T} =DSGRT ( SO2-( 1 ) | " 00004000 ,
K'I-I 00004900
...... illtlT[i6,9601 K.OJ;MIN2( I|.DfNAX2(II.AVEA2111.S02(il 004)06000 :
400 (.GNT I NUE 00005100 I
900 FOI_MAT(////20X,e44¢e4_ALIBRATION 5E_S TO mE CHECKED FOR°, 00005200 ;
-- --'1-__ _R'OR'L,'S - tmo-'_OtT_r_ES_rm_ *_r ......... tfO'O'l_'J3t_O--
910 FUIMMA1r ( I X , 15) 00005400 !
; ,,o • 0..+o9 I0-30 F3RllA_(////2OXo*,e L Q BE CHECKED FOR t• 000$600 !
l* CALI ERATED INDICESlIII' J 00005700 I
• 840 F_AMA_|////2OJL,,eMIeSUMMARY OF OlFFRENCJE5 OEIWF.J[N SINUL.AT_I_t, 0000604)0
I* ANO MOP CALIBRATED INDICES FOR C_ 10414'I 00005900
950 FORNAT(/|XoORAI COUNTe .4XeONIN|NUNeo4X.ONAX|NUN*e4X,*eAVIrRAGIr** 00006000
! =,;_e-- ..........._" ' - we- , i- # VVW4F_IWIW
960 FUl_IAlr (/IX. 13. iOX,F?,,2.3( 4X.FT. ;1) ) 00006200
+ 9?0 FO_MAT(////_OXe°eOOISUNNARY O(F OlFFRI[N(ES 8ETIILrI[N SIMULAlrORe; __ O000J30O I
'I |0 ANO MOP CALIMATirD INDICES FOR CH 2e4ee*) 00006400
:_ RIO-TURN 0 OO06SO0 1





. + . _,,,_ _
*
1984019180-165











- "_1"-e'erv_ _'_e 4'_'w_l' _-m _,-_T-+ _ *_ + ,_ _-l. w-+ +_. w-_. ++ +_. ++_-+ + _--t-+ + ++J- 4 <TT:I-4F l- _ 4F4c.F(- _Tt: OO0-00 [-0 O-
C_I,+++fbL::)CK DATA Fr;lc:i, CC,MM_N 3LJCKS VALUE _, STAI 00000200
CtO_ ` 2/22/7900000300
C 00000400
, C+ttl-f EN_Y W.f:IEWTRA. CCWPUTE,. SCIENCES CORPORATION 00000500
ULJ_K t.)A T A 00000700
._ | NI:)L I C I.T 1_EAL _8(A-H,U-Z ) 00000800
_ _,'Z-- _ ........................... "O'_O_-
LUiaICALtl QGOOD,,QTYP_| ,Q[YPE2 0000|000
HEALS4 DFMINI_FMIN2.DFNAXI _FMAX2 00001100
_; (dMMUN/VALUE/SCINI(7).SCIN2(7), ;COUTI(7).SCOUT2IT),EC(3),SCB_RI. 00001200
J.SCSC!, SCdBR2,SCSC2,SCBB3,EBP_,EBE! •EBB2,EOFFS•IS,PIS, 00001300
_ ,._rtA Z _4 )-,J_L._HA2 ( 4. ), At ._A 3 ( 4 ), ALPHA4 ( 4 }, DEL T A 1 ( _ t • @O_O0
3L)FLTA2(4_ ),C(2) •EB;3R I,ESCl ,EB_R2,E_C2,TBB3,TBP,lrBBI_TBB2,VOFF, 0000|500
4UEIAI ( 4),8ETA2(4},VE I (T),V12(7) ,VOl (7),VO2(7),A(3) •TAUI (4) •TAU2(41)0001600
6,,_UM,N • ICALL ,C CUNT ( 40 } •QGOOD 00001800
..... _QW_/_T___T/AygR t (_6J _&YgR;_|25(_)_ SDI {256) ,SDZ(ZSCJ, ._ _ 1300_D_1900
IJFI41N| (256) •DFM|N2(256},DFMAXI (256) •DFMAX2(256) • 1 AVe 00002000
2_lrYP[- | (1000) •QTYPE2(|000) 000021.%)0
L)ATA V 11 *V | 2,VC I , VO2/O • O01-, I ..003,1. 982 e2.986 •2.963 •4, g_l , 5. 958, 00002200
|0. 102, 1.058, I.<189, 2,943•3.877,4,848,5e78 I*0,006, 0,970,1,97'0, 00002300
22-;.9,* _, 3.9o4,4. v2"* ,"J ,--'9_ZC;'_T; OOR'; 0-;9"69 ,-I--96 3 ,'2".11"37 ,_T ,'9_1r5 ,¢_-_2U',_5 .-D _ _)/0000Z400
DATA A/-O,;312425DO•4_.2_225DO_--O.0728287DO/•TAUI ,TAU2,TAU3,TAU4/ 00:)02500
2332._817,115,556•1.7T2•-0,1917,333,229(_-15,556•1.772,-0,1917/ 00002700
DATA eT/2',.|IOS..o;go/.SIGMA/3.5309.-O.138¢,r2..2617602•--.2139404 00002800
" _"PP.PSLI.N_0_.ZA-3_St | ,90-3,-3.12_--.b_ |. 2S 1 | 59 t03/,RHG./fi,O0_ ,--0,_).922000-02900--
• 2/•WBP/O.2/_WO/O,I/•B/-IIA.7019, 13944, 13, 14238elTI•VC/.I 1,2,51_5,0100003000
3/ 0000.: ' 00
"D'_I"W'-_ Y'PPI_I-/"L'0 _ 0 _.0 / ,_¥ v_E 2/i 0 _ 0 _. 0 f-;'OP'RI"lVl_2"I6"rl, 0t: i 0i, 00vu._uv
IDFMI N2/256_ 1 • OE 1 O, • OFMAXI /256*- 1 • OE l 0/,DFMAX2/256 _1,- |. OE l O/, 00003300
.. 2AVENAI256eO.OI_yER21256_O.O/.SCi1256_o.oI.SDZ/256_.CL/j ......... __q.O_.4_ Q O__
: 31 AV-g_O_ 00003500
.: END 00003600









09q4M119 l_o59.42 - VI)L:,)ISK06_, DSN=ZBMMB.L[BoCNIL
-.-_,-e-e-e-e--_,e-e,,t-,l._ .e-e,ee-,e e.e.e- D ee-e ee e + e e e_ e e _ • • •  •e e e • • _e ee • ee e e e e e e • • ee e e • # e • • 0"0000005
Cee+e+ 2/Z,:'/ /'_/ 00000100
C e,e4-eMAIN FOR P_IDGRAN CORECT 00000110
C +" _eeNAlN FOR GENERATING CALIBRATION L(JOKL_P TABLES FOR CCNVERTING RAW 00000200
" C_fe_LtJUNIS(0-255) 10 CAL|BRATE_J INDICES FOR MASTER OUTPUT TABLES. 00000210
G4wm@|I A_:_O CALCULAIE_ AVERAGES _ S.D. F(_ CALIBRATED INDICES. 00000220
C 00000230
C+e_e_I_ITTEN _Y Me_[wTRA.CONPUTER SCIENCES COfiPORATION 00000240
. I/4PLIC |T REAL_(A--H.O-Z) 00000_00
_ NI_G_ R*2 COUNT 00000500
LOGICAL* I QG_}OD. _JBBV( 50I 00000b00
(.UMMJI_/VALUE/SC|NI(7),SC[N2(7),SCOUTI(7) ,SCOUT2(7),EC(3),SCBBRI, 00000hi0
.... _,_-,C.,_+ ._d.Bg2s.,_C _C21, g,CB 83,,,, EBP .EBEI +EBB2 .EOFFS etlS ePtlS _, 00000620
2ALPHAI (4) , ALi-)HA2(4) ,AI_PHA3(4 )e ALPHA4(4) eOELTAI (4) + 00000630
31JELTA2 (_), C(2) , EUBRI,ESC I _EB_R2,ESC2,TBB3_TBP, TBB I +TBB2,VOFF, 00000640
_.o___r_T(-CTT151_.C-1_2T_l-_VtTT-T) ;VI_iTI ,V01 {T) ,V02(71 .A{2 I .T_-cFl T4 y.-I-_Ur'ZT'4_FOOOOU650-
S,TAU3i_).TAU_i_),WT(3) .SIGMA(4) ,EPSILNi4I,RHO{2)._I3),VC(3),WBP,WO00000660
_____61 NUMj N, [ C_A_LL, COUN__T ( 40 __t OGOOD 000_00_ TO
C 00001500
C O0001bO0
.... J_AJI_.L [ _ IZJ_UT/Z_)K IP e M_E I _eN, _IS t NF [L{ tMS T, S I GMA t V I | t V |2 t VO| _ VO 2 t AtOll ?gO
ITAU| , T AU2, TAU3, TAU4,WT ,LPSILN +RH0, B,VC ,WEP,W0 00001800
100 |CALL= 0 00001900
" _ .................. -0"00"02U 00 "
mEAD{S_ INPtJT _END=1200) 00002100
__.WRj g_J _ INPUT ) 00002200
PIS=I . O-iS o0002300
Cee+e ¼	`Ä\ FIRSTSCAN LINE FOR _ACH CPANNEL ¢ INITIALISE CALIBRATION 00002500
_,-t,4,_ 6-,b-4,;_AN-_ i I4_,,_ - 00002600
- 105 CALL CCTRED(ISKIP. I I 00002700
I = 14- l 00002800
- iF_ .Is'Or¢OGO00 _'Ot'_. ............................. "0000"2900 "
00 lIO J=l,7 00003000
SC.[NI ( JI-=.COUNT _J+ 1 __ 00003100
SC IN'J) =cOUNT ( lT+J ) 00003200
_COUI1 (J)=COUNTIJ+B) 00003300
.... _,_[3sJ_-._ 4J-J_= CO UN-T4.J _-2.4 _ ....... o000-34-0-0
IIO C ONT IN_JE 00003500
5CUBN 1 =CI_JNT (lb) 00003600
_C_d_2=COUNT (..]2) 00003800
...... .__ SC__=_C_OUN T (J 7_ ....... Q_(_O_Q_9_00__
_CE_I3= COUNT ( 33 ) 00004000
QUAY| I )=COUNT(22) 00004010
- .C_k.e,k_b_.O L.Q4_.o-EOI;t...J_ OF .._T._ OF .CAL,i[BRATION O.ESIR-O 00004100
O0 lO00 K=I,MSET_ 00004200
ICALL= ICALLe 1 00004300
;_;_._O. I .._Do ;CALL ot._r_t-J--'G'O-- TO 31"00...... "O00"Oq43TO -
C+4.e+_-REA_) NEXT SCAN LINE FOR EACH CHANNEL 00004,41.0 "_
gO0 CALL _CTREQJlSK_|P,.I) ..... OQO0_:_G
---- -/--_I @-i 00004500
08_¥(1 )=COUNT(32) 00004510 .
IFIQGOOD) CALL SMOOTH 00004700
IF(I.NE.N) GO TO 200 00004800
IR I IF ( 6, 910 ) SC SCI • SCBBR I • SCSC2 • SCBBR2 • SC E"B3 • EC •E BP • EBBI • E E_B2 • EOFFS0 0005000 +
CeeeeeCALCULATE INTERN_DIATE 0UANTITIES 8 POLYNOMIALS FOR CONVER_ION _)0___._[0._- ' ]
--_'-_-_ _-_-wH-E'-N_ _N E I_4E _--A_ -SMOOlrHEO ............ 00005150
C4_.L [ NTVAL 00005200 i
_,l_Tg-¢.JId._BTl_.ATEO J[ND|CES+AVERAGES & S.O,_ FOR 1rNKN ...... _,0.@_.]_)- jCALL CO_IVRT(MSET_MST• ISKIPeQBBV) 00005400
_," I:O 00005500 , ;
Cele_'_,POSlTIO_l TAPE TO BEGINNING OF FILE t_HEN DESIRED NUMBER OF SETS 00005650 I
"r C_AR_ CALIBRATED _ _000_Z J
..... CALL -REw INO( 1_ ) .... 00005700 I
"_" CALL POSN( 1 •IO•NFILEI 00005800 _1
r_j I{3 _100 ..... 000_1_9_0- ]
;. _ 900 FORMAl'(/////) 00006000FOmMAT(( ix. 14Fe.:'_ : oooo6:oo I9_JO
1200 STOP 00006300
IN0 ...... 0000_.00 I
Ik..






09WART_ 14.._9,42 -- V(JL=L) ISK06, DSI_=ZBMMBoL_IB,CNTL
C_e _e_UE_RUU I I NE CCTRE{) (;0000200
C e.l.  * 212217(_/ 00000300
C*fe*+NUUTINE ]'U READ _ECL)RC)S FROW PREPROCESSOR CCT _. TRANSFER DATA FROMO0000400
Cf_+eL_GICAL_I ARRAY TO I_- ARRAY 00000500
C I_IP=NUNOER OF RECOR_)S TO BE SKIPPED BEFORE PROCESSING 00000510
C |REC=oCAN LINE CLJUNTER IN A CALIBRATION SET 00000520
C 00000600
" ---f_-c,1,.P,i.'1,wl_-_ff_-'_r i:i't' _._I_W_r,CO_UTEf_ _CI_NCES CORPORATION ........ -OOX_O07_O
SUI_RuJTINE CCTRED( ISKIP, |REC) 00000900
LMPL|L IT REAL*O(A-H=D-Z) 00001000
I NTE,.,E R*2 COUNT 00001100
LL_|GAL= | QDATA(4bOOI.OC_JOE) O000i_O0
"-ONMUN/VALUE/SCINI(7), SCIN2(I|,SCOUTIII)_SCOUT2(YI_EC(3),SCBURI, 00001:400
I _CSLI r SCJBR2•SCSC2•SCBB3•EBP,EBEI •EBB2,EOFFS•IS,PmS• 0000_400
..... _KL_I_AI_P_-_LPMAZt_I.ALPttA_|4)•ALPHA4(4I.DELTAI(4| • -- 013001500 "
3DELTA2 (4),C(2) ,EL)dRI,E$CI =EB_R2•ESC2, TBB3_TBP•TBBI• IrBB2,VOFF• 00001500
4UEIA[ (4) _BETA_'(t& ) _,V I | (l) ,VI2(/) .VOl (7) =V02(7) =A(3) .TAUt {4I=TA82(4]00001700
5= TAU3(4).TAUq.(4)_WT(3) •S|GNA(4).EPS;LI_(4) .RHO(2) ,_(3) •VC(3) •WRP•_IO0000JO00
6 _ RUM•N, [ CALL. CCUNT (40) _Q_OOO 00001900
_ _i,/.,_J=. ,IRUE. 0-0002000
C_H-+e4-NEAD HECDF<DS TO UE SKIPPED 00002100
IF(ICALL.EQeO=AND, IREC,EQ,O) GO TO 20 00002200
"G0-1"3 --40 ...........
- _- _ ..... O000Z'3OO
20 UO 30 I=I, ISKIP 00002400
CALL FREAD(OEATA(I)_10_LEN=¢30_;30) 0000_500
30 CONT l N LIE 00002600
Ce+ee+REAO A PAIR OF RECORDS ONE FOR EACH CHANNEL 00002700
• 40 D/J |O0 K=I,2 00002800
CALL FREAD(QDATA( I ) ,,10 _LENtF...600,F_.610) 00002900
IF(NUD(K•2).E_,OI GO TO 65 00003000
--E-WeetPfN_tN_PEt_'PROfW-L*t TO l*Z AI_RAY POR CH I ............. 00003100
_, UUN / ( [ ) =ODATA( 3326 ) 00003200
DO 50 J:I,7 00003300
CdUNt { je I )=QDATA( 2198+ J.24) 00003400
COUNT(Je_)=QDATAI2750 )00003500
- SO GONI:-INUE 00003_O0
COUNI ( 16|=QOATA(|670I 00003700
GO TO 100 00003800
_=, iF_._.OGbuu) GO TO "ZOO" ................ 00"003900-
C@ SFERFRON L*I TO l<,Z ARRAY FOR Cr_ 2 00004000
...... _,-O-_NT I. 17 _ =Q£:AI A( 2'326 ) 00004100
DO 70 J=l. 7 00004200
COUNT( |7,I-J)=QCATAI2198 ì \ 24)000041.300
- -- _U4JNT (_4 _J )=O OJ_TA( 2750 _J* _4 ) 00004400
70 CONTINUE 00004500
COUNT i 32)=00ATA(1670) O000q.600
,..u,,.'_, _ _ uu,_ _3678i ....................................... 0-0"0_¢?'00
C#eefeIRANSFER ? TELEWE/_Y VALUES 00004800
DO _0 J=I=7 00004900
.... COONI(._3+j|=OOATA(3932+J,_2| -- 00005000
80 CONTINUE 00005100
- - _O0-_;ONI-_NUE OOOOF_O0
_I=IBI=C O_NI (37) 00005300
E_B2=COUNT (38) 00005400
E G_F 3- CC, ;._ T ;..C,-.;,; ................ GOOOS_OO -
E_P=COUNlr(40) 00005600
00 i20 l=Ie3 00005700
..... EL(| f== GDUN1_33 "00005800
120 CONT i._UE 00005900
__ _ 4"0- 200 - 00000000
Cee SAGEFOR END OF FILE 00006100
600 IRIIEI6=900I 00006200
__ ......... 0"0006300 -
C4._,e AGEFOR 110 ERROR 00006400
0_0 WRI I_(6191Q_ 00000500
., _,,IG(JO0= eFALSE. 00006600
GO TO 100 00006700
"_ 900 FO_IAII|Xt-eEND OF FILE*) 00000800
910 FORMAT(|Xe m_,/O ERROR =) 00006900!so s_!oP_ oooozooo
,=vv ,,_. v.=,- .................. G 000 Tt'OO--
:" END 00007200






09qARr_, ItI.$9.42 - V01-:01SK06. DSI_--ZE_IqlS.LIB.CNTL
¢; tg"_q-q.v',l, IPI.vT IP4.el1"eee.IP +e+4F + +t _I ,F_ _ I I I I I I I ! I ! I I t t I I t II I l+ l_ t I+I -_ 0100
C,I-I+ l- $bUUR_JU l I NE CUNVRI 00000200
E _-e _" 2/22/791 00000300
C.I..I- ˆT SUBROUTINETO CONVEHT RAm COUNTS TO CALIBTRATED INDICES. 00000400
CeII UCALCULATES AVERAGES _ S.D. FOR CALIBRATED INDICES 00000500
(. M_ET_i--NUIIBEk UF CALIBNATION SETS TO BE PR_ESSED 00000510
C WST:FIRSI CALIBRATION SET FOR WHICH LOOKUP TABLES T0 EE PRINTED 00000520
C |_KIP=NU_4IJER OF RECORL)S SKIPPED BEFORE P_QCESSING 00000530
-"_---'QI_OUNI_-Ole--'BI:_'hXBI_DY VIEII-I'OR CHANNLeIL ....... l_0000-'34{T
C 00000b00
Ce+++eI_ITIEN I_Y M.tJE_TkA,CO_4PUTER SCIENCES C01_POI_ATION 0000C/00
C 4"  4- I. •H˜ D 4'-  +4-.l-  ++ D+ @+ +_ 4-+  œ L ,I,_@4, • D@ @   +00000B00
bUBRdUTINE CONVRTIMSETS.MST. ISKIPeQBBV) 00000900
IMPLICIT R4EAL 184 A.-H ,0-- Z i 00001000
INTEC;ERI2 C"]UNT 00U01 I00
L J_,,l CALl 1 Q_.NTII25oo200I.QINI2(256.2001.QGOOD.QBBVI501 00001200
_-01qlqORr_." AL _ E / SC i i; i I "T}-i _C tf_'2"¢ 71-* 5C _JT I I 7 ) . _COUT2 ( 7 ). _C ( 3 ) . 5CBBI_I. 00001300
15CSC% , SCBBI_2.SCSC2.5CBB3,_BP.EBEI.EBB2,EOFFS.IIS.PlIS. 00001400
2A_._HA[ {4 ) ) ALPHA_ (4) |ALPHA )(4 )_ ALPHA4 (4). DELT AI (4 l, 00001500
-- 3[)ELI-A214).C(2) .EtlI_RI.ESCI ,EUBR2,ESC2mTBBS.TBP.TBB!.TBB2.VOFF, 00O01O00
45ETAI (4) •BETA2(4)•VI II 7). VI2(•) .iO| I7) •V02(7 ).A(3) •TAUI (_) •TAU2(_)O0001700
5,,-IA_JJ¢4).IAJJI(4).WII]) _SIGNA(4) .EPS|LN(4 )_,RHOI2),t)I3).VC(S) _WBP.WO0000|800
• NUN•N •ICALL•COUNT(_O) •QGO00 00001900
D|MENS ION AVERV(256),AVERT(256) ,STODV(25_)•STDDT(25_| 00002000
----I_I,,,,En, S IOr_ -TRl_C(Z'_171-- ............... 000"_Z100
OATA AVERV/256'_O,O/,AVERT/256tO.O/,STDDV/2561OeO/•STDDT/256¢O,O/ 00002200
DATA AVRBBV/O • 0/, STDBB V/O *C / 00002300
C+++++CDNVERT COUNTS FOR CH l 00002**00
00 100 I=I ,256 00002500
X= t-- t - 00002600
X=CUd|CIDELTAI.XI 00002700|F(X.LE.O.O) X=O.O 00002800
11"I-X-_II_. . - .O- ................................ 00002900""
Q INI | I I • ICALL )=X 00003000
Ce#I++RLINNING SUM FOR AVERAGES _ S.D,,,SKIP THE FIRST SET OF CALIBRATION 0.00031_00
---- IFC|CALL.EG-.-I) GL_ T-O- 1 O0 00003200
J=X 00003300
_. ac_,.,a -- - - QO0034,0_-
AVERV-(I )=AVERV( I)+N*X 00003500
STDDVI I)=STDDVI I),I-NtX*X 00003600
iG3 C Gi_¥ i hiLiE .................... O' _00"--
C_kIee#CUNVERT COUNTS FOR CH 2 00003800
_ __ 0(] _;_3).__ _l--_I_.,L2_._ ................. 0_939_Q
X= 1- I 00004000
X=CUB| C(DELTA2,X) 00004100
IFIX.(_E.255,0 ) X=255.0 00004300
QINT2 ( I, ICALL )=X 00004400




..... _J_4 IJ_I (-LP_X*X ....... 00006000
200 CONTZNUE 00005100
Ce4.4,+4.C_NVERT II, ACKBODY VIEW COUNT 00005200
JG _iC, ;'i .;_ ............. '00_ i
X =081_1V ( I ) 00005400 "
. X=CU d__[C ((((DELTA 2_. X) ................... 0000_5_00 . *
J=X uuo05bO0 l
x=J 00005700
-A_B.tI.¢_ ='-A-V-RIB41V..l,-,v,-.......... 0 O00li&OO 1
STDB_IV=STOBBV+X_X 00005900 l
210 CONIINUE 00006000
-- - _;.;. ..................................
,. ---,.m__,,...,_,c ,_-=,.,_-,:o _. ooD.lml[_0estlteo--m.*_elt-0P-ll_lrs n_= uuvuomvu
Ceel" I-eCAL, i 8FI AT EO 00006200|F(ICA_L.L.NE.NSLTS) GO TO 300 00006_00 l
I SCAN: INSETS- I )*N 00006400 I
DO 250 i=1.256 00006500 *
AV_RV (i-I I=AVF.J_V I I )/I S_AN 00006600
AVERT( I)=AVERT(I)/ISCAN 00006700
STDDV(I)=DSQRT((STDDV([)--[SCAN*_VERV(|)_AVERV(i))/(ISCAN-|)) 00006000
3_ub; I - - - .......
250 CONTINUE 00007000 I
J $_= i _(;AN+t' _.... 00QOTI00
AVRt_V =AVR 88VIJSC 00007200
STOBBV_DSQRT ( ( STOBBV- J SCSAVRBBV tAVRBBV)/( JSC-! ) J 00007300 _ _,
,,j'
09WART9 14.59.42 -- VLI-:{)ISK06, DS_=ZffMWB.LIB, CNTL
C{'t_t_CALC',JLAT[ START LINC NG_4UEF_ FOR EACH SET OF N LINE_ CAL|U_AItu UIJUU#'@O(_
" _ _I'_l'-,_,t_"q'-1_..... 00007500
DO 2_5 I=ItKK 0000T600
v / NL)EX ( I l= I 5K IP/_*'(NST + I-2 ) SN+! 00007700
255 CQNTI NUE 0000/_00
* C.o-(,f_-(,-mR|IE HEADER CONTAINING LINE NUWBEPS 00007_00
WR lIE( 6,9601 00008000
,=RIT_(6, g65I ( INDEX( 11 ,I=l tKK) 00008100
C666++WRITE CALIBRAIED [NDICEStAVERAGES fi S.D. FOR CH l 00000200
DO 260--1_=1 _ ..... 0000d300 ,g=l-I 0000_400
wRlI_(6m950} K 00008500
WRITF( 6,952| (QINT l ( I • J) • J=MST, WSET5| 00008600
WRITE(6, gG_) AVERV(I),SYDDV([) 00000Z00
j --- _ r..,ONT&N-_a_E 0000_000
C+lllIWRITE HEADER CUNrAING LINE NGMF]ERS 00008900
WRIIE( 6,9601 00009000
w_iYE(O,'_,,ool---- (/h/_EX(IF, I---I,WK| 00009100
Cft+_+.=_ITE CALIBRATED INDICES,AVERAGES & S.Dm FOR CH 2 00009200
...... _g_Q__27o I=l m256 00009300
g=[--I 00009400
WRIIE[ 6,9501 K 00009500
..... _/,_P. L6. EL.5-2)- L_N-12( I ,_J) , J=WSl, WSE IS) 00009600
WR|TE(6,955) AVERT(I ) ,STDDT( I | 00009700
270 CONTINUE 00009800
,,,&aTE(6o97Gi AV_V.STI_B¥ "" 00009900
C+.o- REINITIALI 5E VARIABLES 00010000
_ _ _;_._ 2D0.. l=I_2_6 00010100
AVERV(I)=O.O 00010Z00
AVERT(II---O,,O 00010300
.... -6_V4 _)=0.0 00010400




.._0o F_8_/I x_-v, _2515 ) 00010900
.... 91-_--_ORMAI (/| X, m_, ,25-i 5 I 0 0011000
920 FORMAT (/2X,2515) 00011100
.... _T-(_-_gtL_f--_. _ 00011200
940 FORJqAlr (2X,25F5,2) O0011300
950 FORMAT (/iX* 15) 00011400
-;,5;- e6_mam (o^,,'Oi:_i ............ 00011500"
955 FORMAT(°+° •107X,2F8.2) 00011600
__960. [FORMAT (UZ_J ..... O0011700
965 FORNAT (8X_ 20 I5 ) 00011_00
970 FORMA/(//IXe °AVERAGE BB VIEW= °,Fgo2t mS,,Do=°tFg,2) 00011900
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